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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 
 
In 1989, in response to many requests, the International Rogaining Federation and the 
bodies that it encompasses decided that the IRF should produce a manual for event 
organisers.  Their intention was to produce a booklet which would offer advice for the 
organisers while establishing also the standards which are expected of a sporting event 
which bears the name, Rogaining.  Some time later, I was asked by the IRF to write the 
manual. 
 
I have prepared the manual with three objectives in mind.  The first has been to define 
the sport, the second to lead the reader through the usual processes of event organisation 
with emphasis on avoiding errors that others have previously made, the third to provide 
material which may save inexperienced organisers some time.  While there is some 
overlap in my treatment of these three objectives, I have dealt with them more or less 
consecutively.  In the first chapter, to which I will refer again shortly, I have defined the 
sport as precisely as I have been able.  In the remaining chapters, describing the 
processes of organising an event, I have tried to draw upon the experiences of event 
organisers over many years and to present my observations with restrained prejudice.  I 
have also tried to consider fairly the different ways in which events are run in different 
places and while I am unwilling to take the role of adjudicator, I have necessarily 
provided my own comments.  To be practical, I have ignored variations which are 
uncommon except those which I have thought it necessary to warn against.  I hope that 
these chapters are instructive without being too dogmatic.  The third objective is my 
reason for including a number of appendices, most notably the large appendices on the 
subject of catering. 
 
My first difficulty in writing the manual was knowing how to identify and to emphasise 
the specific and essential requirements of the sport - the things which define Rogaining.  
Part of that difficulty was that we were without agreement upon a surprising number of 
issues.  Eventually, it was suggested to me that I simply begin with a chapter of 
definition as I have now done.  The equivocal nature of this first chapter is evidence of 
my problem. 
 
However, I do not believe that this present lack of agreement is a serious problem for 
the sport.  My experience in writing a course setting manual for the Victorian Rogaining 
Association was that after simply documenting the current state of disagreement and the 
breadth of practice within the sport, agreements were silently reached and practices 
gradually narrowed in the areas where it mattered.  Also, I have realised that most 
people who express concern about maintaining standards do share one rigid standard.  
They insist that all the participants in a rogaining event - casual competitors, 
champions, officials, cooks - everyone involved - should share an experience which is 
enjoyable.  In writing these notes I have tried to make this simple requirement the 
target. 
 
I would like to stress that it has not been my intention to standardise rogaining courses.  
There are several reasons.  Practically it would be impossible to establish rigid 
standards by discussion and consensus prior to producing the manual, so I have tended 
just to describe the various existing opinions and practices with commentary.  Secondly, 
competitors always relate with relish the occasional hardships and discomforts which 
befall them.  This I see as evidence that rogaining offers, in however small a measure, 
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an element of adventure and that the sport is loved for it.  I suspect that this element of 
adventure is one of the essential attractions of the sport and that it will be diminished if 
course setters are not permitted to exercise a degree of personal creativity.  Thirdly, to 
the world-weary, differences of style between courses give each course greater aesthetic 
appeal and strategic challenge.  Lastly, I think that most people who set courses do so 
for creative reasons and that constraining them deprives them of their motivation. 
 
On the other hand, a competition must be fair to be worth running at all.  For a 
rogaining competition to be fair, all competitors must be party to the same information, 
must reasonably be able to interpret the information in the same fashion and should not, 
despite its best interpretation, suffer random disadvantages beyond those dispensed by 
minor vagaries of terrain.  In trying to standardise competition (vis-à-vis courses), I 
have recommended a set of guidelines for wording checkpoint descriptions and plotting 
checkpoints and have emphasised that checkpoint values should be allocated by a 
recognisable system.  These guidelines for wording of checkpoint descriptions (section 
6.4) have been circulated widely during the time that I have been working on the 
manual and while they yet have no official status, they should be universally acceptable. 
 
Finally, in preparing these notes, I have been aware of the disparate circumstances of 
their users.  At one extreme, the reader may have experience of, say, one rogaining 
event and may be thinking of running the first event in his or her corner of the globe.  
At the other, the reader has competed many times, has previously participated in event 
preparation, and has the backing of a strong and efficient rogaining association.  I have 
tried to write these notes for readers at both extremes.  In doing so I have two concerns.  
One is that novices will be daunted by the volume of these notes.  The volume is 
somewhat surprising even to me and not a fair reflection of the moderate demands 
placed upon organisers by a basic event.  I hope that novice organisers will persist with 
the manual and that they will find it to be of great assistance.  The other concern is that 
experienced organisers will find much of the advice obvious and put the manual aside.  
To them I recommend instead that they refer to it for the standards and procedures that 
will be expected of them and perhaps also occasionally to be reminded of the old 
pitfalls which await them once again. 
 
 
Rod Costigan 
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PREFACE TO THE EDITION 2.1 
 
Edition 2.1 is the essentially the same as the Edition 2 which was, and still is, available 
in hardcopy. 
 
But the versions of the rules for competitors and guidelines for organisers that appear in 
it are old and have changed. To make this manual available for circulation in softcopy, I 
have changed those documents. I have also made some very minor corrections to the 
text. 
 
Some of the appendices, if scanned in, are too big as digital files to be included in the 
main document and may be obtained separately. 
 
RC 
 
PREFACE TO THE EDITION 2.2 
 
Edition 2.2 includes a section on GPS. 
 
RC 
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1 THE SPORT 
 

1.1 ROGAINING DESCRIBED 
 

1.1.1 Simple Description 
 
A rogaining competition is 

 
• a race 
• between teams 
• travelling on foot, and 
• limited by time 
 
Competitors use only maps, magnetic compasses* and natural aids to 
navigate over... 

 
• a course which is prescribed by compulsory starting and finishing 
points and by a number of optional checkpoints, the locations of which are 
disclosed as points on... 

 
• a specified event map. 
 

1.1.2 The Race 
 
Explanation 
 
Each checkpoint has a value in points and those points are awarded to each 
team which visits it.  The race is a competition to accumulate the highest 
score within the stipulated time limit.  Points are deducted from teams 
which exceed the time limit. 
 

1.1.3 The Team 
 
Explanation 
 
Each team is a group of competitors who remain in each other's company 
for the entire period from the start until their retirement from the course.  
The team operates as a single unit for the safety and support of its members 
and is not in any sense a relay team. 
 

                                                 
* The Rules of Rogaining (see 1.2) allow "compasses" without distinguishing between magnetic and 
Global Positioning System compasses.  At the time of their drafting, the application of the word 
"compass" to satellite aided devises was not anticipated.  The intention was to exclude GPS based 
devises. 
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IRF Championship Standard** 
 
A team has between two and five members.   It must operate always as a 
single unit with each member visiting any checkpoint for which the team 
will claim a score. 
 
General Practice 
 
Participants are required to enter in teams to ensure their safety and to 
preserve the social nature of the sport.  The number of members in a team 
may affect its competitiveness but that is a matter for competitors to 
consider in advance of the event.  In practice the number is often determined 
by social considerations, which may itself be seen to justify allowing the 
choice.  For these reasons the IRF championship standard is applied 
invariably throughout Australia.  In North America teams have often been 
restricted to two to make all teams strictly comparable. 
 

1.1.4 Mode of Travel 
 
IRF Championship Standard 
 
Competitors may travel only on foot. 
 
General Practice 
 
As in the question of event duration, there is no clear consensus about those 
practices which qualify as true rogaining.  Variations commonly practised 
are ski rogaining, which presents no conflicts with the principles of the 
sport, and cycle rogaining in which by practical necessity competitors travel 
mainly by road.  Both are regarded as departures from the standard. 
 

1.1.5 Time 
 
IRF Championship Standard 
 
The time limit{xe "time limit"}{xe "duration of the event"} is set at 24 hours 
beginning at noon on day one. 
 
A late penalty{xe "late penalty"}{xe "penalty, for late finishing"} is imposed 
at a rate which is determined by the organisers but notified to competitors in 
advance of the start.  The rate should be approximately five times the rate at 
which top teams can accumulate points on the course.  Teams returning 
more than 30 minutes after the finish are disqualified{xe "disqualification: 
for late return"} from championship contention. 
 
Teams which finish with equal scores{xe "equal scores: ranking teams 
with"}{xe "scores: equal"} are ranked by their finishing times. While the 

                                                 
** The standing of the IRF Championship Standard is best understood by reading the introduction to 
section 1.2  Competition Rules. 
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course should be large enough that even the best teams are unlikely to visit 
all checkpoints with time to spare, teams which do complete the entire 
course{xe "finishing: teams finishing whole course"} within the time are 
also ranked by finishing times. 
 
General Practice 
 
Twelve hour rogaines are also common and are universally accepted as true 
rogaines - while not being of championship standard.  It is usual  to start a 
12 hour event late in the morning or at noon, although midnight has also 
been tried successfully. 
 
Other variations have been of periods between five and ten hours.  However 
many rogainers believe that a long period of competition is an important 
distinction between rogaining and other sports and that it contributes to the 
quality of the experience.  It has also been suggested that 24 hour and 12 
hour periods have a natural simplicity in concept which the shorter events 
lack. 
 

1.1.6 The Course 
 
Explanation{xe "course: general"} 
 
The course consists of the starting and finishing points and a set of 
numbered checkpoints at accurately determined locations throughout a tract 
of land.  For competitors, the course will be fully defined when they are 
given a brief written description of each checkpoint, its location by 
reference to the map, and the scoring value of each checkpoint. 
 
IRF Championship Standard 
 
Ideally the course should be so long that it is unlikely that any team will be 
capable of visiting all the checkpoints with time to spare.  the latest 
Australian standard is more specific - see Appendix 3  Example Rogaining 
Map. 
 
General Practice 
 
Sometimes the situation arises in which one or two teams are expected to be 
at a much higher standard than the rest of the field.  Occasionally the event 
organisers anticipate this by setting a course which these teams will finish 
early because the organisers believe that the compromise is justified by the 
course-setting time that can be saved.  While this is not unreasonable, it is 
not the normal practice and it is more common that course setters under-
estimate the ability of the top teams. 
 
The starting{xe "start: location within course"} and finishing points{xe 
"finish: location within course"} are usually but not necessarily the one 
location where a field kitchen and course administration will also be 
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located.  A combined start, finish and field kitchen is assumed in this 
manual and is referred to as the "hash house". 
 
Checkpoints{xe "checkpoints: general"} are usually spaced one to four 
kilometres (half to two and a half miles) apart and usually number between 
thirty-five and sixty-five on a 24 hour course.  (See also 6.2.3  Number of 
Checkpoints and 6.5.1  Constraints of the Scorecard.) 
 

1.1.7 The Event Map 
 
Explanation{xe "map (base map): general"} 
 
Competitors are issued with copies of the one map on which the entire 
course is or can be plotted. 
 
IRF Championship Standard 
 
The event map should be a standard topographic series or of equivalent or 
higher standard.  The scale{xe "scale, suitable"}{xe "map (base map): 
scale"}{xe "map (base map): ideal specifications of"} must be between 
1:24,000 and 1:64,000. 
 
Maps {xe "pre-marking maps: general"}{xe "master maps: other 
references"}at championship events must have checkpoints marked on them 
prior to issue 
 
The display of master maps will be necessary only when they are required 
to impart information that do not appear on the issued map, e.g. changed 
out-of-bounds areas. 
 
Each individual competitor must be issued with a map and a list of 
checkpoint descriptions{xe "checkpoint descriptions: general"}. 
 
In{xe "master maps: when to display"}{xe "map (copies of): when to make 
available"}{xe "checkpoint description list: when to make available"} 
presenting the course description to competitors, organisers are expected to 
make available all essential course-related information at least two hours 
prior to the start. This includes checkpoint descriptions and values, the event 
map and, if appropriate, access to master maps. 
 
General Practice 
 
In{xe "map (base map): ideal specifications of"} non-championship events, 
maps of broader specification are often used when they are of high enough 
quality to be used effectively. (See also 4.2  The Map.) 
 
In {xe "map (copies of): when to make available"}{xe "checkpoint 
descriptions: when to make available"}{xe "checkpoint description list: 
when to make available"}presenting maps and information to competitors it 
is usual to allow a minimum of 2½ hours.  Many competitors will be prefer 
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a longer period.  If checkpoint locations have not been printed on the maps, 
at least three will be required. 
 
It is expected that each individual competitor will receive a copy of the 
event map even on non-championship events.  Failure to supply them one 
per person is not normally acceptable. 
 
The information that should be supplied to define the course is discussed at 
length in 6.9 Preparing Information for Competitors. 
 

1.2 COMPETITION RULES 
 
The{xe "competition rules: comments on"}{xe "Rules of Rogaining: comments 
on"} Rules for Competitors which follow are the rules that have been agreed by 
the International Rogaining Federation.  They are the culmination of decades of 
evolution and consensus.  Event organisers in established rogaining countries 
may find that their national body or local rogaining association uses rules which 
vary in some way.  But in the absence of any such guidance, these will be the 
best rules to apply. 
  
The Rules for Competitors are included as Appendix 1, but for the latest version 
see http://www.rogaining.com . 
 

1.3 GUIDELINES FOR ORGANISERS 
 

The Technical Standards for Organisers has been developed over the last decade 
in parallel with the Rules for Competitors.  It replaces the earlier Guidelines for 
Organisers.  It stipulates many specific requirements that an event should meet 
if it is to be regarded as a championship event.  Organisers of any event will find 
them a valuable measure of what constitutes a "real rogaine". 
 
Technical Standards for Organisers can be found in Appendix 2. 
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2 ORGANISING AN EVENT - INTRODUCTION 
 

2.1 CO-ORDINATION 
 
Organising{xe "co-ordinating an event - general"} and 
executing a rogaine requires the participation of at least 
several people and at most several dozen.  But like any project it needs one 
person to take responsibility for the whole effect. 
 
Whether that person devotes his or her efforts entirely to co-ordinating delegated 
work or accepts other roles personally, the co-ordinator has to be a focus of 
communication.  Ideally the co-ordinator should be aware throughout 
preparation for the event and throughout the event itself, of the person who is 
taking immediate responsibility for every task underway and of how each 
element is progressing.  Naturally this is more important for a team of several 
dozen people preparing for a big and elaborately catered event than for three 
people undertaking their first basic competition, but in the latter case it is more 
easily forgotten.  The best co-ordinator delegates well but, while respecting the 
delegated authority of each member of the team, continues to feel personally 
responsible for everything that is done. 

 

2.2 OBJECTIVES 
 

Before embarking upon this project, you will need to consider carefully what it 
is that you hope to achieve.  It is an elementary principle of management and 
indeed of any personal undertaking that you cannot hope to achieve success in 
your own terms unless you previously defined your aims.  While acknowledging 
that this must be done personally, this manual has been written with the 
following objectives in mind: 

 
• that competitors, organisers, helpers and all concerned should  enjoy their 

participation 
• that the event should leave no impediment to the staging of subsequent events 
• that nobody should be left out-of-pocket. 

 
As criteria for a successful rogaine these criteria may seem too general.  But 
such competition-oriented objectives as fairness and technical accuracy are 
implicit in the first criterion.  And while it can be argued that a rogaine should 
educate people in techniques of navigation, that it should test the stamina of 
competitors and so on, in the end their effort has been wasted if participants 
have not enjoyed themselves.  The few rogaines which have in some sense failed 
have been those which were organised by people who seem to have lost sight of 
these most general objectives. 
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2.3 QUALITIES OF THE COURSE 

 
2.3.1 Fairness of Competition 

 
Rogaining{xe "course: broad qualities of"}{xe "course: setting fairly"} is a 
competitive sport, so the most obvious requirement of course setters is to 
produce a fair competition.  As in all sports, fair competition primarily 
means that the same challenges will be presented to each competitor. 
 
However{xe "course: broad qualities of"}{xe "course: setting fairly"} 
because every rogaining course is different and variable within itself, it also 
means that positive effort must be made to keep the element of chance 
within reasonable limits.  It is not possible to define those limits precisely.  
But a course should be set in such a way that no reasonable decision that a 
team may make will cause it major unpredictable disadvantage.  This 
maxim should guide the course setters both in the planning and overall 
layout of the course and in the setting of individual checkpoints.  For 
example a good road which is not mapped may give unfair advantage to 
those who find it, or poor visibility of a checkpoint on a broad ridge can 
baffle some of the best navigators but by chance cause no hindrance to 
others. 
 

2.3.2 Setting for All Competitors 
 
Course{xe "course: broad qualities of"} setters should provide for all 
competitors by setting a course which offers a physical and navigational 
challenge suitable to a broad range of abilities.  Competitors typically 
include exceptional athletes and the unathletic, children and veterans, 
skilled navigators and some who are just learning to use a map.  It is fair, 
long-sighted and reasonably easy to provide for them all. 
 

2.3.3 Course Safety 
 
In{xe "course: broad qualities of"}{xe "course: safety"}{xe "safety: course 
setting for"} the interests of competitors' health, organisers' peace of mind, 
the long term prosperity of the sport and your future solvency, all your 
efforts must be constrained unfailingly by a serious concern for competitors' 
safety.  (See 13  Safety.) 
 

2.3.4 Amenity 
 
It{xe "course: broad qualities of"} is critical that the course setters' 
preparation is entirely directed at having competitors enjoy themselves on 
the course.  It may seem odd that this point needs to be made.  But, perhaps 
because the duration of a rogaining event is unusually long among 
competitive sports, one occasionally meets an enthusiast who has begun to 
think that suffering and physical trauma are effects to be cultivated in an 
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event.  Course setters who have suffered this peculiar misconception have 
produced disastrous courses. 
 
The{xe "course: broad qualities of"} pleasure had and satisfaction gained by 
competitors are the achievements that a good course setter will attain.  Fair 
competition, safety and consideration of all participants are elements in 
achieving these goals. 
 

2.4 SUMMARY OF COMMITMENT 
 

2.4.1 Period of Commitment 
 
For{xe "time commitments: overall"} a 12 hour or 24 hour event you will 
probably need to be committed to the job for three or four months.  The 
period may be shorter when working within established associations where 
publicity is routine and often begins before the site has been selected.  The 
pursuit of extensive publicity or a site comprising many small landholdings 
will extend the period required for organising the event. 
 
This period should be one of serious commitment but not necessarily 
complete devotion of your spare time.  The earlier you begin, the easier will 
be the task. 
 

2.4.2 Schedule 
 
The{xe "schedules: overall"} following is a hypothetical schedule of 
organising activities.  There are so many factors which may influence the 
passage of events that it is reasonable to present this only as an example.  
The time required for publicity and course setting are especially dependent 
upon your particular circumstances.  The course setting is considered in 
isolation in 6.3.2 Course Setting Schedule. 

 
TIME ACTIVITIES 
(Event 
minus) 

On-course Other 
 

4 Months  •Begin to enlist help (3.3) 
•(Discuss potential sites with 
association). 
 

16 Weeks  •Consult maps to identify potential 
sites (Ch.4) 
•Discuss availability of maps with 
suppliers, feasibility of production 
process with printers etc. (Ch.8). 
•Plan publicity (3.6). 
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15 Weeks •Visit potential sites to 

assess suitability (Ch.4). 
 

•Plan administration system as pre-
requisite for designing entry form 
(usually already established in 
associations)(Ch.9). 
 

14 Weeks •Select site and map 
(Ch.4). 

•(Confirm site and map with 
association.) 
 

12 Weeks •Roughly plan the course 
(6.2). 
•Begin landholder contact 
(Ch.5, App.8). 
 

•Begin publicising the event (3.6, 
9.5, App.9, App.10). 

10 Weeks •Begin course setting and 
checking (6.3, 6.4). 
•Landholder contact 
continues if necessary, 
ahead of course setting. 
 

•Order maps or reserve production 
time. 

9 Weeks •Course setting and 
checking. 
 

•Find/confirm identity of vetter 
(3.6.7). 
 

8 Weeks •Continue course setting 
and checking, if necessary. 

•Begin to prepare the print original 
of event map if applicable (6.9.3, 
Ch.8). 
 

7 Weeks •Continue course setting 
and checking, if necessary. 

•Procure/prepare checkpoint 
markers etc. (6.8.1, 6.8.2, 6.8.3). 
 

5 Weeks •Complete course setting 
and checking. 

•Allocate provisional checkpoint 
values. 
•Prepare and convey material for 
vetter (6.3.7). 
 

4 Weeks •Begin vetting (6.3.7, 
6.9.2, 6.9.3, Ch.7). 

•Commence processing entries 
received (9.10) 
•Plan catering if required (Ch.10, 
App. 12 - 15). 
•Plan administration procedures in 
detail (Ch.9, App. 6. App. 10). 
 

3 Weeks •Complete vetting. 
 

 

2 Weeks •Final adjustments in 
response to vetting (6.3.8, 
7.3) 
•Commence hanging 
markers (6.8.4). 

•Finalise checkpoint values and 
numbers, event map and check 
point list (6.5, 6.6, 6.9). 
•Post acceptances, final instructions 
and competition rules to each team 
(9.6, 9.7, 1.2, App. 11). 
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1 Week •Hang markers. •Finalise entries. 
•Post information to late entrants. 
•Complete print original of map if 
applicable (Ch.8). 
•Print/purchase map (Ch.8). 
•Print checkpoint list (with Admin. 
material) (6.9.2). 
•Prepare master  maps for display if 
required (6.9.3). 
•Purchase food (Ch.10, App.13, 
App.14, App.15). 
 

Event •Maintain checkpoints and 
water points (12.2, 12.3). 
 

•Transport equipment (11.3). 
•Establish hash house (Ch.11). 
•Administration (Ch.9). 
•Catering (Ch.10). 
 

Plus 1 
Week 

•Collect markers if 
necessary. 
•Thanking landholders 
(5.10). 
 

•Settling accounts. 
•Recording the event (Ch.14) 
•(Report to association.) 

 
 

2.4.3 Assistance Required 
 
It{xe "staff: numbers"}{xe "helpers: numbers"} is possible to organise an 
event with a group of three or four people and typically the pioneering 
events in any region have been the product of such a group.  At the other 
extreme, established associations often involve several dozen people in their 
major events. 
 
The number of people required depends mostly on how elaborate the event 
is going to be.  A fully catered 24 hour event with specially printed maps for 
several hundred competitors may require the participation of fifty people.  
The small organising groups have often been students using vacations who 
have concentrated most of their efforts on the course itself. 
 
It is wiser to assess the number of people who may be able to help prepare 
the event and to determine the nature of the event accordingly than to make 
a grand undertaking which later proves difficult to fulfil. 
 

2.5 ORGANISING ORGANISERS 
 
Whether{xe "organising organisers"} the organisers number few or many, the 
greatest efficiency will be achieved if each major task is overseen by one of the 
group, e.g. course related functions to be overseen by one person, entries and 
event administration by another, catering by a third.  In some associations when 
people become involved, it is common that the overall co-ordinator maintains no 
direct responsibilities.  However it is also common that an individual's primary 
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motivation for organising an event is a desire to set the course and that the co-
ordinating and course setting roles are therefore combined. 
 
A{xe "staff: looking after"}{xe "helpers: looking after"} point which has already 
been made is that all participants in the event should in some sense enjoy 
themselves.  It is very easy for organisers to overlook the people who lend them 
assistance or indeed to overlook their own welfare.  The following practices are 
simple but important and are often overlooked. 
 
• Make sure that there are enough people helping.  If possible, err liberally in 

favour of over-staffing{xe "staff: numbers"}{xe "helpers: numbers"}.  People 
will not get bored if there happens to be insufficient work to do, because they 
can always go for a walk to a few checkpoints.  However, if there are not 
enough people, they will quickly become demoralised. 

 
• Provide for them.  Providing food should be easy.  A few small perks will 

also be appreciated, and the opportunity to see a little of the course is easy to 
arrange if it has been allowed for in advance. 

 
• Keep everyone informed of progress while the event is in preparation just so 

that they know how their work is contributing to the whole.  Maximum 
productivity flows from this. 

 
The events which have been most successful both from the competitors' and the 
staff's points of view have been characterised by large teams of organisers and 
helpers, and by frequent face to face contact among them as preparations 
progress. 
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3 GETTING STARTED 
 

3.1 SETTING A DATE 
 

3.1.1 Time of Year 
 
In{xe "date, setting a"}{xe "time of year/month"} 
selecting the time of year to hold an event, remember 
that a rogaine straddles the extremes of the day's 
temperature cycle.  The best conditions are certainly 
the most temperate, which create few problems with heat exhaustion, 
dehydration and hypothermia.  Locally, the seasonal variations of dryness, 
floods, bushfire hazard, farming practices (e.g. lambing, crop sowing) and 
the habits of dangerous animals may also need consideration. 
 

3.1.2 Time of Month 
 
The custom is to endow each event with moonlight, weather permitting.  
Therefore the best weekends are at or immediately preceding the full moon.  
After the moon{xe "moon times"} is full, it rises late (reaching its zenith 
after midnight), often leaving a long period of absolute darkness after sunset 
(depending on latitude and time of year).  Moon times are easily obtained 
from meteorological services and astronomic institutions and publications. 
 

3.2 BUDGETING 
 
You{xe "budgeting"} will need to draw up a rough budget in order to proceed 
confidently with the financial aspect of the event, to set an entry fee, to decide 
what quality of catering to aim for, what sort of options you have in acquiring 
maps, how far away the site can be, and so on.  It may be that in doing so it 
becomes apparent that the number of competitors that could be expected or the 
fee that they would be willing to part with would be insufficient to cover 
standing costs.  It is better to realise this at the start than to proceed blindly. 
 
If possible obtain the financial statement of a previous event as a basis of cost 
estimates.  Otherwise you will need to delve more deeply into this manual to 
help you assess the costs of catering, course setting and map acquisition in 
particular.  But no actual costs are discussed in the manual because of their local 
nature. 

 

3.3 FINDING ASSISTANCE 
 

3.3.1 Starting Early 
 
It{xe "helpers: finding"}{xe "staff: finding"} is wise to search for the right 
people to form a team of organisers before committing yourself to taking 
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responsibility for an event.  This is less important if you have the backing of 
an association which usually has the resources to provide support when it is 
needed.  Nevertheless, like budgeting, assessing the help that you can call 
on is an essential preliminary step. 
 

3.3.2 Where to Find Assistants 
 
To gather a group of people to organise an event, the best people to turn to 
are your own circle of friends who share your interest in rogaining, 
orienteering, walking or whatever.  They should be able to form a co-
operative team quickly and effectively. 
 
Failing that, rogaining associations will generally provide contacts to help in 
finding volunteers for their own events. 
 

3.3.3 Course Setters 
 
The{xe "course setters: number required"} minimum number of people 
required to enable you to follow course setting and vetting procedures 
recommended in this manual is three.  However four or five is probably the 
ideal number. 
 
Ideally these people will all be competent rogainers.  A rule of thumb is that 
they should be able as competitors to find checkpoints at night without 
undue difficulty. 
 
Depending on your circumstances, such people may not be available.  
However if the event will be attended by seasoned rogainers, they will have 
come to expect a high standard of accuracy and consistency and it will be 
important that experienced competitors set the course. 

 
3.4 CLAIMING THE EVENT 

 
In some circumstances, it may be necessary to stake your claim on the event and 
site.  Any region which has an active rogaining community is liable to have 
coincidence of planned sites, or two potential course setters hoping to set the 
course for one particular programmed event.  Every rogaining association will 
have someone who can discuss these issues. 

 

3.5 SETTING ENTRY CONDITIONS 
  (See also 9.7  Enforcing an Entry Limit or Closing Date.) 
 

3.5.1 Entry Limits 
 
Some{xe "entries: setting conditions"}{xe "conditions of entry"}{xe "entries: 
limit on numbers"}{xe "limit on entry numbers"} existing associations have 
a an established limit for all events but otherwise consideration should be 
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given to the capability of the team and its resources for providing an 
adequate hash house service to large numbers and also to the capacity of the 
site to absorb the impact of hundreds of competitors.  Two associations, the 
Victorian Rogaining Association and the Western Australian Rogaining 
Association have both found it necessary to impose event entry limits.  
Others may eventually find that numbers of entrants become excessive,  
possibly when they least expect it.  The VRA realised that it had a problem 
in 1983 when an event attracted over 700 entries, 200 to 300 more than had 
been anticipated.  Both the VRA and the WARA have imposed limits in the 
belief that more than about 400 competitors creates a crowded sensation on 
the course and are also likely to leave physical scars on the land and 
property. 
 
It is easy to be caught out by failing to anticipate an excessive number of 
entries.  There should be an advance decision about the entry limit so that, 
when receiving entries, organisers will know when to implement the limit 
rather than trying to do it in retrospect. 
 
To avoid bitter arguments, advertising material should indicate that a limit 
will be imposed. 
 

3.5.2 Entries Closing Date 
 
Sometimes{xe "entries: closing date"}{xe "closing date for entries"}{xe 
"entries: on the day"} maps must be ordered well in advance of the event so 
that late entries will make the purchase difficult to arrange at the appropriate 
per capita cost.  It helps to set a closing date for entries accordingly or to 
impose a late fee to cover the additional costs of additional small volume 
purchasing.  Entries received on the day of the event or the day prior can 
present insoluble problems with maps and catering  Advertising material or 
entry forms should discourage this practice most strongly. 
 

3.6 PROMOTION 
 
Detailed{xe "promotion"}{xe "advertising"} information on strategy and 
particular vehicles for publicity would be enormously valuable inclusions here, 
but unfortunately the regional nature of the subject places it outside the scope of 
this manual.  However some general observations may be helpful.  (See also 9.5  
Information to be Distributed with an Entry Form.) 

 
3.6.1 Time versus Benefit. 

 
The net benefits of publicity are not limitless.  The return has to be 
measured in the number of additional entries that will be received for every 
day devoted to promotion.  Measured in this way, the return diminishes 
rapidly after the obvious sources of publicity have been exploited and it is 
often not worth proceeding when any further time would better be spent on 
other things.  On the other hand, if people are available to pursue publicity, 
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if time is cheap so to speak, the results can have enormous value outlasting 
the event itself. 
 

3.6.2 Identifying Targets 
 
You should first identify the high value targets.  These are groups of people 
who have related interests.  Specifically, the list begins with rogaining 
associations and may follow with walking clubs, outdoor clubs including 
university clubs, orienteering clubs, athletics/running clubs and the Scout 
associations.  Secondary groups are young people generally (universities, 
schools) and the populations close to the site.  Means of communicating 
with these groups are club newsletters, special interest magazines and local 
news media.  After that, you are left with the world at large, which is 
usually an unproductive target. 
 
The high value groups are not only rich in potential entrants but are also 
easy to tap.  A phone call and a letter giving all the details is usually 
sufficient.  At the other end of the scale newspaper, radio or television often 
require a sophisticated printed presentation and persistent telephoning to 
achieve the briefest mention, which may be given only after the event. 
 
As a general observation, the greater the breadth of circulation and the 
greater the sophistication of any vehicle of publicity, the greater are the 
persistence and time required and the poorer is the benefit. 
 

3.6.3 Obtaining Local Advice 
 
If you are trying to get wide publicity for the event you will need to take a 
sophisticated approach.  In many places a government department or 
umbrella sports body will give advice on tackling the media. 
 
If you are running an association event, you should check that any broader 
publicity fits within the association's promotion strategy. 

 

3.7 INSURANCE 
 
Organisers{xe "insurance"} should give some consideration to their liability.  
Established rogaining associations and organisations existing for similar 
activities may already have public liability insurance.  Otherwise it may be 
possible to obtain insurance specifically for the event that is being planned.  
Some associations have obtained policies which cover landholders as well as 
organisers and some landholders have allowed the use of their property only in 
the presence of such a policy. 
 
Prospective organisers should not be alarmed by the mention here of liability.  
The author is not aware of any claim having been made against an organiser or 
organising body. 
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3.8 SEEKING FURTHER ADVICE 
 
To {xe "further information"}find advice of a more ongoing and interactive kind 
than this manual, there are two main sources. 
 
If you are operating independently, in most places you will find that if there is 
local rogaining experience around it will be in orienteering clubs.  In Australia, 
where the sport’s origin’s predate the introduction of orienteering, every state 
and the Capital Territory have rogaining associations. 
 
However the best source of casual advice is the {xe "Internet"}Internet, where 
any question posted will immediately receive responses from generous and 
helpful strangers.  Searching for “rogaining” will turn up the relevant locations. 
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4 SITE AND MAP SELECTION 
 

4.1 THE PATCH OF GROUND  
 

4.1.1 Finding Suitable Areas 
 
You{xe "site: selection"} will probably have a general notion of where you 
would like to set the course.  If you do not know where to start, seek advice, 
preferably from a rogaining association, or peruse any small scale 
topographic maps (e.g. 1:250,000) of your region to identify areas worthy of 
further investigation. 

 
Before proceeding any further it will normally be necessary to look over the 
area with specific sites in mind.  This requires firstly that you obtain the 
map or perhaps several maps which might be used for the event or which 
will be used as a base for producing a map.  The guidelines which appear 
later in this chapter may help you to identify appropriate maps.  (See 4.2  
The Map.) 
 
Having selected one or several maps, visit the locations to check whether 
the terrain is all that you have expected.  For example, it may be that large 
areas of "open land" are actually under crop, that a walk into the forest will 
reveal that the undergrowth is too thick, or perhaps that parts of the site 
have been rendered worthless for rogaining purposes by subdivision. 
 

4.1.2 Distance from Population Centres 
 
People seem to be willing to travel further to a full length event than to a 
shorter one.  As a very rough guide, resistance to travelling time will be 
noticed if more than 2.5 hours each way is required for a 24 hour event or 
more than 2 hours for a 12 hour event.  But every community has its own 
distinct attitudes to travel.  Fortunately it is generally possible to find 
smaller sites closer to population centres. 
 

4.1.3 Terrain 
 
The{xe "terrain, suitable"} popularity and rapid growth of rogaining has 
depended heavily upon a strong philosophy of encouraging competitors of 
all standards.  So it is important that very taxing terrain be sufficiently 
limited that competitors will visit it only by choice.  The terrain should be 
such that family groups, juniors and veterans can walk over much of the 
course without undue difficulty. 
 
The most popular courses have a mix of forest and farmland, of hills and 
gentle slopes.  However, courses entirely through forest, through farmland 
or through hill country have also been well accepted. 
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Mountains and hill country with a relief greater than 500 metres (or 1500 
feet) have generally been considered unacceptable by Australians because it 
has been thought that the course will be negotiable over the full period only 
by dedicated athletes and that few of those will really enjoy themselves.  A 
course where total climbing is 4% of horizontal distance would be regarded 
as steep.  An event at Mt Roland in Tasmania with a ratio of 6½% was 
described by one of its course setters as “at the extreme end of the 
acceptable spectrum”.  In North America successful events in more 
demanding terrain seem to have challenged this rationale although 4% is the 
maximum permitted in orienteering courses. 
 
Flat terrain is a gamble.  The South Australian Rogaining Association has 
held an event on vegetated dune country.  The total relief was minor but the 
course had frequent small dips and climbs.  Navigation was difficult and the 
response to it was mixed.  One also hears apocryphal references to a course 
having been set on completely flat terrain in Western Australia, a region 
richly endowed with many attributes of which the third dimension is not 
one, and that the result was uplifting spiritually if not physically.  Such a 
course could be exceedingly difficult to navigate. 
 

4.1.4 Seasonal Changes 
 
It{xe "seasons, suitable"} is also worth considering time of year when 
selecting your site.  For instance lambing ewes in winter and fire hazard in 
summer make some farmers reluctant to give permission.  An area which 
seems ideal in summer when first inspected might be notoriously 
waterlogged in winter or spring when the event is scheduled.  Dry rivers 
might run and become difficult to cross. 
 

4.1.5 Safety 
 
All{xe "safety: general"} reasonable efforts must be made to avoid leading 
competitors into danger.  If a proposed site has more hazards than can be 
identified or mapped, the site may have to be abandoned. 
 
The criteria upon which to assess what is a danger and what is not are too 
subjective to be prescribed here.  It will be necessary for event organisers to 
make that assessment firstly in conscience and secondly with regard to local 
law.  Neither the author nor the publisher of this manual can take any 
responsibility for that assessment. 
 
(See also Chapter 13  Safety.) 
 

4.1.6 Land Tenure 
 
The{xe "tenure, suitable land ~"}{xe "land tenure, suitable"} most 
troublesome of tasks to be undertaken can be the obtainment of landholders' 
permission.  It can be very enjoyable and it can be very wearing.  It will 
always absorb more time than you would like. 
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When selecting a site two precautions to take are 
 

• to avoid any type of landholding that is typically difficult, e.g.  
absentee owners who are difficult to contact or corporate owners 
who are difficult to persuade 

 
• to select a site with the number of landholders that you or your 

helpers will have enough time to contact. 
 
 (See Chapter 5  Local Contact.) 
 

4.1.7 Density of Landholdings 
 
Subdivisions{xe "tenure, suitable land ~"}{xe "land tenure, suitable"} into 
farmlets of less than about twenty hectares (fifty acres) are unsuitable.  Not 
only are the owners of small subdivisions often difficult to contact, they also 
construct fences, houses and sheds in a density which makes passage among 
them impractical and unpleasant.  Many dote on flighty animals. 
 

4.1.8 Hash House Requirements 
 
Most{xe "hash house: siting of"} of the suitable sites will have any number 
of adequate hash house sites, so hash house selection is dealt with later.  But 
be sure to consider early the need for a hash house site.  (See 6.2.4  
Selecting a Hash House Site, 11.2  Hash House Facilities.) 
 

4.1.9 Access 
 
Road{xe "site: access to"} access to the site needs to be suitable for ordinary 
touring cars as well as any heavier transport (bus, truck) which might be 
used on the day of the event.  Try to imagine the route, all the way to the 
hash house, after very wet weather. 
 

4.1.10 Area 
 
The size of the course (and by implication the site) is discussed in 6.2.2  
Length of the Course.  See also 1.1.6  The Course. 
 

4.2 THE MAP 
 

4.2.1 Type of Map 
 
The{xe "map (base map): selection of"} type of map which can be used 
depends wholly on local expectation.  Many early rogaines and the 24 hour 
walking competitions which preceded them were set on simple maps.  Some 
were black on white topographics and even black on white watershed maps.  
Competitors will probably become dissatisfied with such maps only after 
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being pampered with maps of greater detail or coloured print.  So the type 
of map that you can use will depend partly on the degree of sophistication of 
maps that the competitors are accustomed to.  (Accurate and sophisticated 
maps nurture unsophisticated navigators, who then demand the 
sophisticated maps that they can use.) 
 
More{xe "map (base map): suitable contour interval"}{xe "contour interval, 
suitable"} specifically, established rogaining associations generally require 
topographic maps printed in several colours and having a contour interval of 
forty metres or 100 feet or less.  (See Appendix 2  ARA Technical 
Standards no.4.) 
 

4.2.2 Map Accuracy 
 
To{xe "map (base map): accuracy"}{xe "accuracy of map"} date, rogaining 
associations have eschewed the notion embraced, for example, in 
Orienteering, that fair competition requires map accuracy far in excess of 
commercial standards.  Participants are expected to be able to use 
topographic maps such as those that they might buy for other purposes and 
the presence of inaccuracies on all such maps should be expected by 
competitors, especially on older maps.  Some rogainers argue that one of the 
skills of the sport is to be able to track ones position accurately enough to be 
able to identify map errors and ignore them.  This is not to suggest that there 
are not some maps which are too rough or too out-of-date or that highly 
accurate maps should not be used.  Ultimately, the minimum appropriate 
degree of accuracy is governed by the need to keep the element of chance 
within reasonable limits. 
 

4.2.3 Scale 
 
Scales{xe "scale, suitable"}{xe "map (base map): scale"} down to 1:100,000 
have been used but any scale smaller than 1":1 mile (1:63,360) is risky. 
 
Scales larger than 1:25,000 have been used, but to fit a rogaining course on 
a 1:25,000 map requires a sheet of cumbersome expanse.  A larger scale, 
say 1:15,000, is not normally practical for this reason.  Some rogainers also 
believe that a map of 1:25,000 or larger, if detailed and accurate, offers little 
navigational challenge. 
 

4.2.4 Origin 
 
Most{xe "map (copies of): source of"} courses are set on maps already 
published for other purposes.  The alternatives are: 
 

• to use a published map 
 
• to overprint a published map 
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• to reproduce published maps in a more suitable form e.g. by joining  
two maps in a series 

 
• to produce a new map from original field work. 

 
For the sake of concision, notes on producing maps follow in a chapter of 
their own.  But it is important to consider the pros and cons of these 
alternatives before selecting a site.  It is suggested that you refer to 
Chapter 8  Providing the Event Map. 
 
It may be sufficient at this stage to state that if a map of sufficient quality 
exists, using it is by far the easiest option.  The only hidden trap worth 
mentioning here is that sufficient copies may not be available and a check 
should be made with the publisher.  If supply is short, the publisher will 
usually be willing to print another run if given adequate notice. 
 

4.2.5 Quality of Production 
 
Naturally{xe "map (copies of): quality of reproduction"} it is pointless using 
a map of sufficient accuracy if the map cannot be read easily by night as 
well as day.  This is an important consideration and is of particular concern 
if the map is to be produced or reprinted especially for the event. 
 
Some things to watch for are: 
 

• features or contours printed too faintly or finely 
• shading being too faint or too dark  
• inconsistent depth of colour across the sheet  
• ink that smudges or rubs off 
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5 LOCAL CONTACT 
 

5.1 TIME COMMITMENT 
 
Contact{xe "local/landholder contact: time 
commitment"}{xe "landholder contact: time 
commitment"}{xe "time commitments: local/landholder 
contact"} with landholders can be very time consuming.  Every eight or ten 
private landholders can be expected to add a day's work for one person to the 
overall commitment.  Other contacts like police, local newspapers and local 
government officials can often be made by telephone and may take only a few 
hours. 
 

5.2 GENERAL COMMUNITY CONTACT 
 
Usually{xe "community contact"} you will be outsiders to the district in which 
you will hold the event.  It is always best to let local people know in the most 
open way who you are and what you are up to.  One certainty is that you will at 
least have contact with landholders or local foresters.  But you should also 
inform the police of your intentions and it can be enormously helpful to chat 
with the editor of the local paper, shopkeepers and so on.  This broad exposure is 
the best way to allay the suspicion which is the cause of most misunderstandings 
with local residents. 
 
Local contact, particularly landholder contact, is often made by the course 
setters because it fits well with the on-site nature of their activities and because 
they cannot start course setting until some initial landholder contact has been 
made.  However this exercise does not require the expertise of course setters.  It 
is more important that it is undertaken by positive, sincere and affable people.  It 
is imperative that you ensure that local contacts are made early and on the best 
possible terms. 
 

5.3 THOROUGHNESS IN LANDHOLDER CONTACT 
 
As{xe "landholders: general"} a courtesy alone, you will want to obtain 
permission to have rogainers wandering over land for which other people carry 
responsibility. 
 
As a practicality, the continued existence of the sport depends upon its good 
reputation and a thorough approach to landholder contact is essential for 
preserving this reputation. 
 
(Another practical consideration is that uncontacted landholders may appear at 
the very last moment or even during the event to refuse permission.) 
 
It follows that a refusal must be respected.  This land becomes out-of-bounds 
automatically. 
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It is also undesirable to cross land while course setting in anticipation of 
receiving permission.  While this may often be harmless in itself, it may seem 
presumptuous to landholders. 

 

5.4 ASSURANCES TO LANDHOLDERS 
 
Landholders{xe "landholders: assurances to"} will want to know the nature of 
the event and it will be important to give a concise and true description of it. 
 
Having done that, certain misconceptions are likely to remain.  It is important to 
assure them: 
 
• that competitors will be on foot 
 
• that not all of the teams competing, perhaps only a few, will cross a particular 

tract of land over the full duration of the event. 
 
• that competitors will be expected to use gates and to leave them as found 
 
 
It may be necessary to give further assurances as appropriate: 
 
• that a certain part of a property will be marked out-of-bounds 
 
• that competitors will not bring various things such as dogs, alcohol or 

firearms 
 
• that no fires will be lit on the course. 
 
Whatever assurances are given to anyone must be strictly enforced and most 
associations routinely make appropriate conditions of entry so that the 
assurances can routinely be given. 
 
Some{xe "insurance"} landholders will also request information about the 
organising association's public liability insurance and may wish to have a copy 
where that policy includes cover for landholders. 
 

5.5 STRATEGY 
 
However{xe "landholder contact: general"} much you enjoy travelling and 
meeting people and however friendly they may be, approaching numerous 
landholders can easily become a tedious business. 
 
To help you to do it efficiently, you should have the course setter make a rough 
ranking of landholdings as 
 
a) critical for the event to proceed e.g. large and/or central holdings, land 

including the potential hash house sites 
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b) land important for the creation of a well balanced course 
 
c) land not vital to the event. 
 
and you should then approach landholders more or less in that order. 
 
It is also worth giving early attention to those landholders who are most likely to 
refuse e.g. corporations with plantations or "conference centres", local 
committees with race tracks or reserves of one kind or another. 
 

5.6 IDENTIFYING LANDHOLDERS 
 
Generally{xe "landholders: identifying"} the most efficient method of 
identifying landholders is simply to begin visiting farmhouses, asking 
permission and asking also about adjoining properties and public land.  
However, this is sometimes unreliable because of the  inability of some people 
to outline their own landholdings on a map and because, near cities, anonymous 
absentee landholders are common. 
 
All landholdings are recorded somewhere.  Some local government offices have 
plans showing current landholdings within their domain and identifying owners.  
Others have records which are out-of-date, incomplete or referenced by 
landholder and are of little use.  Sometimes there are other organisations which 
keep this kind of information in the course of their business, for example fire 
brigades.  It is worth checking early as it may be possible to obtain a list of 
landowners or even a complete plan of the site, but often these sources are best 
left for filling in the gaps. 
 

5.7 CONTACTING AUTHORITIES AND CORPORATIONS 
 
Government{xe "landholders: corporations"} authorities are usually the easiest 
people to obtain permission from and corporations the most difficult.  The best 
approach in both cases is to enquire by telephone in order to trace the right 
person to speak to.  If verbal permission is forthcoming, a written request may 
then be required. 
 

5.8 CONTACTING PRIVATE LANDHOLDERS 
 
Bearing{xe "landholders: general"} in mind the wisdom of dealing with 
important landholdings early, the following approach is recommended. 
 
l)  If possible, persuade positive, sincere and affable people to assist. 
 
2) Prepare a letter explaining the event, the nature of the request, the assurances 

which can be given and the period throughout which course setters and others 
might need to cross the landholding (see  5.4  Assurances to Landholders, 
Appendix 8 - Example Information Sheet).  This letter should be presented to 
people when you visit them with the intention that it be used for their 
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reference.  Only as a last resort should the letter be delivered without personal 
contact. 

 
3) While it is desirable to approach critical landholders as early as possible, 

often the first few landholders approached are not won over.  So approach 
initially the private landholders whose properties lie on the perimeter of the 
course.  Wait until you have your confidence and are receiving approvals 
before approaching critical landholders. 

 
4) Ask all landholders approached to identify on your map the boundaries of 

their properties and to give you the names of their neighbours.  Sometimes 
they can provide other important information like how to contact absentee 
landholders. 

 
5) Obtain phone numbers and postal addresses from the landholders for use in 

case of emergency and for writing to them afterwards. 
 
6) Try to identify any leading figures in the community.  Their identities are 

often made apparent when people respond to your request by asking whether 
a certain person who has some local prominence has given permission, 
usually with the implication that that person would never agree.  Actually, 
these community leaders are often quite relaxed about the proposition and, 
once their approval has been given, permission from others can be obtained 
more quickly. 

 

5.9 KEEPING RECORDS 
 
It{xe "landholders: following up"} is helpful to keep a record of the information 
gained: 
 
• for sending letters of thanks 
 
• to enable another course setter to contact landholders efficiently if a course is 

set in the same area several years later. 
 

5.10 THANKING LANDHOLDERS 
 
You{xe "landholders: following up"} will probably feel the necessity to 
acknowledge the favour afterwards purely from courtesy.  Attention to this detail 
will also be of benefit to organisers of future events. 
 
It is not really possible here to dictate the manner in which this should be done.  
Some associations routinely write to the major landholders or to those who 
deserve special attention.  Local newspapers can also be useful for this purpose.  
Many courses cross so few landholdings that it is possible to visit, write to or 
telephone every landholder and this practice is excellent for the image of the 
sport. 
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Occasionally an attitude is implied, though rarely confessed, that after an event 
it is better to let well alone - that to contact landholders is to invite complaint.  
This is a notion that should never be entertained.  Anyone who has good reasons 
to fear repercussions should not be organising rogaines in the first place.  And if 
any landholders have problems, it is far better to deal with them openly, 
especially because the problems which do arise may have nothing to do with the 
event. 
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6 PREPARING THE COURSE 
 

6.1 TIME COMMITMENT 
 
The{xe "course setting: time commitment"}{xe "time 
commitments: course setting"} actual time required for 
preparing the course should be approximately six weekends plus twenty hours at 
home, assuming that you will have a team of three or four helpers.  This includes 
time for preparing the checkpoint list and master maps or print original, but not 
for procuring or producing the map. 
 
This is an estimate only, so it is essential to consider carefully the particular site 
you will be using and to allow very conservatively the time that you will need.  
A novice to course setting will probably find that it takes close to double the 
time that speculation alone would suggest. 
 

6.2 PLANNING THE LAYOUT 
 
Normally{xe "course: planning the"}{xe "planning the course"} in assessing the 
suitability of a particular map, you will have developed a rough plan of your 
course.  Having selected a map, you can begin planning more specifically 
(subject to obtaining landholder permission). 
 

6.2.1 Style 
 
Every{xe "style of the course: influencing the"}{xe "course: style of"} 
competitor develops a picture of the ideal course - one that has a particular 
emphasis that is not often seen or that has just the right mixture of types of 
checkpoint locations.  By attempting to achieve these things the course 
setter influences the "style" of the event. 
 
The established rogaining associations have always been very tolerant of the 
individual's influence on the style of the course.  However, this must be 
balanced against a respect for the established conventions of the sport. 
 
You can influence the style of the event by: 
 

• your selection of the site - picking just the mix of open 
land/bushland that you want, finding the sort of forest or scenery that 
pleases you, having some unusual terrain on a part of the course, e.g. 
a dead-flat area or a plantation. 

 
• setting checkpoints in locations of the type you prefer - perhaps 

checkpoints that require particularly detailed navigation, perhaps 
setting them for their scenic value, perhaps a mixture, and so on. 

 
• spacing checkpoints - some course setters prefer close checkpoints, 

as little as one and a half kilometres (less than a mile) apart on 
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average, a bit like an orienteering course, and others prefer an 
average of up to three kilometres (two miles) apart (a good hike each 
time) with closer "novice" checkpoints around the hash house.  But it 
would not be wise to exceed either extreme.  Naturally this will also 
depend on terrain. 

 

• weighting{xe "style of the course, influencing the"}{xe "course: style 
of"} the points values of checkpoints.  (See 6.5  Allocating 
Checkpoint Values.) 

 
6.2.2 Length of the Course 

 
Look{xe "length of the course"}{xe "course: length"} back over old results 
and maps to see how much distance the top competitors can cover in 
different sorts of terrain.  Ideally your course should be (more than) large 
enough to keep the best competitors occupied for the duration of the event.  
See 1.1.6  The Course. 
 

In Australia, courses have typically covered land areas within the following 
ranges: 

 
24 hour event 160 - 300 square kilometres 
 16,000 - 30,000 hectares 
 40,000 - 75,000 acres 
  
12 hour event 100 - 160 square kilometres 
 10,000 - 16,000 hectares 
 25,000 - 40,000 acres 

 
By contrast, in the more severe terrain of British Columbia they have been 
typically: 

 
12 and 24 hour events 50 - 80 square kilometres 
 5,000-8,000 hectares 
 12,500 - 20,000 acres 

 
6.2.3 Number of Checkpoints 

 
The{xe "checkpoints: number of"}{xe "checkpoint: numbering of"} typical 
number has crept up with the passing of years from about 35 to around 65 
for a 24 hour event. 
 
In theory if you have already considered the length of the course and the 
desirable density of checkpoints, the number of checkpoints has already 
been determined.  However another factor that should be considered is that, 
all other things being equal, the time required to set the course is 
proportional to the number of checkpoints.  It is therefore easier to set a 
course accurately if you plan to set a modest number of checkpoints.  
Remember that there is nothing to be gained and a lot to be lost by setting 
more checkpoints than the best team will be able to visit. 
 

(See also 6.5.1 Constraints of the Scorecard.) 
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6.2.4 Selecting a Hash House Site 

 
Look{xe "hash house: siting of"} for a place which has enough flat open 
ground for 
 

• an administrative area 
• a catering area 
• a campfire and eating area 
• a camping area and toilet facilities 
• car parking.  

 
Take into account 
 

• the availability of clean water and firewood 
• reasonable road access for cars 

 
and if applicable 
 

• the need for special permission if on private land 
• seclusion from major highways. 

 
Often a small town's public hall or school will meet all these criteria and 
provide some facilities as well. 
 
The most suitable hash house location will be central.  A hash house in the 
corner of the map makes planning awkward for competitors, particularly for 
"social" or- family teams which usually need several possible routes in and 
out of the hash house. 
 
The{xe "hash house: siting of"} hash house should not adjoin an out-of-
bounds area. 
 

6.2.5 Planning the Checkpoints 
 
This{xe "checkpoints: planning the locations"}{xe "planning checkpoint 
locations"} process will give you the skeleton of the course that you will 
eventually present to as many as several hundred people - a very satisfying 
exercise requiring no physical exertion. 
 
You may perform this exercise by one of many methods.  Most experienced 
course setters have a favourite method and most of these people insist that 
their own methods are indisputably the best. 
 
The most challenging course for competitors to plan a route on is one which 
offers absolutely no obvious route choices and this will probably be your 
aim, hard as it is to achieve. 
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The simplest method is just to pick the locations you favour at spacing 
appropriate to the terrain, then to look at the result and make adjustments 
until you have removed any lines of checkpoints that make obvious routes. 
 
Detailed instructions are not given here as it is not intended that this manual 
should suppress any course setter's originality or rob any course setter of 
this creative challenge. 
 
Avoid setting checkpoints within a kilometre (half a mile) of the edge of the 
map or setting them anywhere where a feasible route choice runs close to 
the edge.  Checkpoints at the edges continually create problems on events.  
Competitors can be lured off the edge of the known world and can easily 
become lost; course setters have been known to make the same mistake, 
setting a checkpoint on an unmapped feature of the right appearance.  
Checkpoints near an edge might be acceptable if an obvious collecting 
feature, e.g. highway, railway, river, runs between the checkpoints and the 
edge of the map. 
 
Allocate{xe "checkpoints: numbering of"}{xe "numbering checkpoints"} 
provisional designations for the checkpoints.  An alphabetic system is the 
least likely to cause confusion, e.g. A - Z, AA - ZZ, AAA, BBB.  You will 
need these designations for reference until you have decided on the points-
values and can then allocate final checkpoint numbers.  See 6.6  Allocating 
Checkpoint Numbers. 
 
As{xe "checkpoints: planning the locations"}{xe "planning checkpoint 
locations"} setting proceeds you will find that some or many of the planned 
locations are unsuitable when you visit them (see 6.3  Setting Checkpoints 
which follows) but you will now know roughly what the finished course 
will eventually look like. 
 
 

6.3 SETTING CHECKPOINTS 
 

6.3.1 Procedure 
 
It{xe "setting checkpoints" \r "setting_checkpoints"}{xe "checkpoints: 
setting" \r "setting_checkpoints"} is strongly recommended that each 
checkpoint be critically and independently assessed three times. 
 
Each checkpoint will then be: 
SET, 
CHECKED 
and 
VETTED. 
 
It is difficult to stress the value of this three stage procedure strongly 
enough and convincingly.  The response it usually provokes from the 
uninitiated is an expression of incredulity.  But the fact remains that few 
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totally accurate courses have been set by any less rigorous method.  Perhaps 
people confuse their ability as competitors with the different abilities 
required of a course setter and are too confident, or think that experience in 
other map and compass activities like mountain walking or orienteering is 
sufficient qualification to ensure total success. 
 
Just one misplaced checkpoint can ruin a course.  It is simply not worth 
cutting corners. 
 
Some rogaining associations apply the following or similar rules to course 
setters although the South Australian and Western Australian Rogaining 
Associations are satisfied with omitting the checking stage:  It is felt by 
members of those associations that the three stage approach requires too 
many people and too much time.  However it should be noted firstly that 
unless the vetter is permitted to hang the markers (which at times they have 
been discouraged from doing), each checkpoint will have to be visited three 
times in any case and the distinction is therefore not great.  It should be 
noted also that both those associations suffer high demands on their 
resources owing to their typically high number of checkpoints.  If rationing 
resources is a problem, it is recommended here that course accuracy be 
given priority to having a high number of checkpoints. 
 
Be that as it may, the gist of this preamble is that some experienced 
rogainers are satisfied with a two stage process and others regard it as 
inadequate.  If you have never done this before and can afford the labour, 
follow these instructions.  If you do not have the resources to do that, drop 
the second stage, checking, and continue with the third stage, vetting, but be 
very careful. 

 
l) Course setters carry out the setting and checking in any order. 
 
The only constraints are that : 
 
- each checkpoint must be checked independently of the person who 

set it, i.e. a separate person on a separate visit, but that naturally 
 
- the person checking any checkpoint will need to be briefed by the 

person who has set it. 
 
2) Each checkpoint must be visited by the course setters twice in its 

correct form, i.e. if the checker disagrees and either changes the 
placement or alters the map location, the checkpoint is then 
considered to be SET but not CHECKED. 

 
3) When all checkpoints have been checked, the course should be 

VETTED in its entirety by an independent person using information 
which is as far as possible identical to that which will be provided to 
competitors. 
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 (All three steps - setting, checking and vetting - should be performed 

using the map or base map that will be used by competitors.  Using 
another, especially a more detailed or more accurate one, can be 
disastrous.  If you cannot identify a feature with certainty without 
other aids, you cannot expect competitors to.) 

 
 Some course setters have used a log book to keep a record of this 

whole process (setting/checking/vetting), recording for each 
checkpoint: 

 
• who has set the checkpoint 
 
• the proposed clue wording 
 
• the setter's comments e.g. "Is the gully to the north too dangerous to 

have a checkpoint near?" 
 
• who has checked the checkpoint  
 
• checker's comments or points of dispute 
 
• resolution of any disagreement. 
 
 Notes such as these should not be shown to the vetter because some 

comments or descriptions may be prejudicial.  Perhaps notes like, 
"Ran out of tape and used a dirty frayed shoelace to mark the spot" 
could be passed on. 

 
6.3.2 Course Setting Schedule 

 
Your{xe "course setting: schedule"}{xe "schedules: course setting"} 
schedule will depend on your own estimation of the time needed to set and 
check, as well as the dates on which the vetter will be available. 
 
Setting your first course could take twice as long as you expect.  
 
Suppose that you are setting a course for the first time and suppose that you 
expect to take three weekends with the assistance available. 
 
Your schedule should look something like this: 
 

Weekend 
 

Activity 

Event minus 10 weeks 
 

Setting and checking 

Event minus 9 weeks 
 

Setting and checking 

Event minus 8 weeks 
 

Setting and checking 
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Event minus 7 weeks 
 

Unforeseen setting and checking (if necessary) 

Event minus 6 weeks 
 

Unforeseen setting and checking 

Event minus 5 weeks 
 

Unforeseen setting and checking 

Event minus 4 weeks 
 

Vetting - a rest for the course setter 

Event minus 3 weeks 
 

Vetting 

Event minus 2 weeks 
 

Final adjustments in response to vetting. 
Hanging markers 

Event minus 1 week 
 

Time to cope with unforeseen problems 

Event plus 1 week 
 

Collecting markers if necessary 

* Note that this leaves only two weeks for map production.  In some 
circumstances specialised production processes may require longer, in 
which case the schedule will have to be pushed forward. 

 
6.3.3  Guidelines for Setting a Checkpoint 

 
l) A{xe "setting checkpoints: ten brief guidelines"}{xe "checkpoints: 

setting - ten brief guidelines"} checkpoint should be rewarding to visit 
in other ways than the allocation of points.  It should be  

 
 aesthetically pleasing  
 
 or 
  
 interesting to travel to or to pass through 
  
 or 
  
 challenging to navigate to... 
  
 although departures may be necessary in order to create a balanced 

course. 
 
2)  If for any reason the location of a proposed checkpoint cannot be 

determined with certainty, it cannot be used. 
 
3) The land around a checkpoint and the obvious approaches should be 

mapped accurately enough not to cause confusion to competent 
navigators. 

 
4) It must be possible to describe a checkpoint location unambiguously in 

rogaining terms.  (See 6.4.6  Terms for Features.) 
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5) The surroundings of a checkpoint and all possible routes from other 

parts of the course must be free from serious hazards. 
 
6) A checkpoint location should be sufficiently removed from any 

property which may suffer from the passage of many competitors e.g. a 
fence in poor repair, crops. 

 
7) A checkpoint location should be sufficiently removed from any natural 

features and environments which may suffer from the passage of 
competitors e.g. fragile habitat or rare flora. 

 
8) Checkpoints should be set and markers hung in such a way that a team 

which has navigated accurately will be assured of finding the 
checkpoint immediately. 

 
 The feature should be reasonably specific - not, for example, "a 

boulder" in a field of boulders, or "a swampy area". 
 
 A checkpoint marker should be clearly visible to a competitor who is 

standing at the position that will be described, unshrouded and at eye or 
chest level. 

 
 If{xe "checkpoints: visibility"}{xe "visibility of checkpoints"} the 

described feature is not a precise location e.g. a broad-topped hill, the 
checkpoint should be sufficiently visible that a team which has 
navigated to within a reasonable distance will not be delayed by the 
necessity to search for it. 

 
 Some associations stipulate as much as 40m (130ft) visibility as a 

standard, but this is not necessary in practice for most checkpoints.  
The essential point is that competitors should not be frustrated by 
"treasure hunts". 

 
 Championship event requirements are more specific.  (See Appendix 3  

Example Rogaining Map no.10) 
 
9) A checkpoint marker should be hung precisely at the point described 

e.g. it should be on the very banks of the "watercourse junction" or 
exactly on the highest ground of "the knoll". 

 
10) On{xe "offset bearings/azimuths in checkpoint descriptions"}{xe 

"bearings/azimuths from features"} occasions it may be helpful to hang 
a checkpoint a short distance (e.g. 10 to 80 metres, 30 to 250 feet) from 
the position feature.  Reasons for this include: 

 
• to hide the checkpoint marker from public view when the feature is on a road 
 
• that there is not a suitable attachment point for the checkpoint, like a 

bare topped knoll which does not have a tree on its upper slopes 
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• where the course setter wishes to reduce the ease of navigation to a 
feature which lies on an obvious route like a "the knoll" on a long 
distinct ridge 

 
• where the checkpoint would be visible from a distance if placed on 

the feature itself. 
 
 The distance and direction from the feature must be clearly given as per 

6.4.7  Offset Bearings in Checkpoint Descriptions. 
 
 Offsets should not be used frequently or pointlessly.  For competitors 

they are tedious; for course setters they are extra opportunities to err. 
 
 Offsets must not be applied to unmapped ("a") features. 
 

6.3.4 Setting Each Checkpoint 
 
It{xe "setting a checkpoint, steps in"}{xe "checkpoints: setting - steps in 
setting a chpt"} is best to travel alone when setting or checking checkpoints 
because people operating in pairs or groups too easily persuade each other 
to accept false conclusions.  
 
Consider carefully whether you should use only the map that competitors 
will use.* 
 
Travelling on foot, even when alternatives are possible, is strongly 
recommended. 
 
At the proposed checkpoint location, after establishing that you are 
definitely at the correct location (see 6.3.6  Determining Your Position), you 
should consider each of the following: 
 
• whether the feature, the land around it and the obvious approaches are 

mapped accurately enough not to cause confusion to competitors 
 
• whether it is possible to describe the location unambiguously in 

rogaining terms  (See 6.4.6  Terms for Features.) 
 
• whether the location is free from any unacceptable hazard 

                                                 
* The first edition of this manual stated that it was essential to use the event map exclusively.  In the 
experience of the author and many of the rogainers who commented on drafts of this manual, the use of 
any other map or aerial photograph leads to checkpoints being set (and checked) which cannot reasonably 
be found using only the event map.  However a contrary view is expressed by Bernie Ivanco of 
Kamloops, British Columbia:  "I have 20 years of professional forestry experience and Murray Foubister 
has 25+ years.  One of our essential tools has always been our air photos.  Many of the items that you 
suggest should be checked in the field with the competition map (safety, hazards, map accuracy, possible 
routes, accurate features, accurate control placement) can easily be checked in far less time with more 
accuracy and completeness with the air photos.  Obvious errors can be eliminated and lots of time saved.  
In summary, we both have a strong bias towards use of air photos, consider them essential in running an 
event, and would highly recommend them to others." 
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• whether the location is sufficiently removed from any property or 

natural features which may suffer from the passage of many 
competitors. 

 
If any of these conditions are not met, you must find another location for the 
checkpoint. 
 
Otherwise{xe "equipment: for course setting"}, use bright plastic tapes, e.g. 
surveyor's tape, to mark the very point at which you propose to tie the string 
supporting the checkpoint marker.  Use plenty of tape to make it visible and 
tie it on even if the tape is adhesive.  For the setter and vetter it can be very 
difficult to see short lengths of tape. 
 
• The tape should be set precisely on the intended feature. 
 
• A checkpoint marker hanging from this point of attachment will have to 

be sufficiently visible. 
 
• The point of attachment must be suitable for attaching string to, as 

opposed to a smooth branchless tree trunk or a boulder, and be strong 
enough to support the marker in windy weather.  (It is common that in 
setting a checkpoint a course setter thinks only of finding a point 
suitable for attaching coloured tapes without thought of the checkpoint 
marker). 

 
If it is not possible to set the tape precisely on the intended feature while 
complying with the above, it may be possible to think of wording that will 
make the checkpoint description unambiguous, e.g. "the watercourse 
junction (north bank), eucalypt", "the knoll 230°/15m; pine".  (See 6.4.7  
Offset Bearings in Checkpoint Descriptions.) 
 
Whatever the solution, the final point of attachment must comply with all 
the above conditions. 
 
Finally, remember that many teams will arrive at night.  There should be no 
peculiarity about a checkpoint that may unfairly prevent a team from 
spotting it if the team knows that it has found the correct location. 
 
Having satisfied all these conditions and having placed the tape, take careful 
note of: 
 
• the checkpoint number or preliminary designation (see 6.2.5  Planning 

the Checkpoints) 
 
• the grid reference (if required) (see 6.4.5  Grid References) 
 
• the description that you have decided upon and, if the checkpoint is on 

a line feature or an unmarked feature, e.g. "the spur" or "a knoll" 
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• plot the exact location of the feature on your map. 
 
• if possible take a grid reference even if this will not be given to 

competitors, as it can be a check against mixing up the descriptions. 
 
It is very important to make all notes at the location. 
 

6.3.5 Checking Each Checkpoint 
 
Take{xe "checking a checkpoint: steps in"}{xe "checkpoints: checking - 
steps in"} the map that competitors will use. 
 
Take the grid reference (if using grid references) and checkpoint description 
as recorded by the setter of the checkpoint.  Copy the point that he/she has 
recorded on the map.  Check that the grid reference, if any, and the 
description seem to agree with the point on the map. 
 
Travel on foot. 
 
Proceed to the location and find the tape by using the supplied information 
only.  (You should be critically checking the topography against your map 
even as you approach). 
 
Having found the tape, consider all the aspects that you would when setting 
a checkpoint. 
 
• Check that the point on the map is accurately plotted. 
 
• Check that the feature and its immediate surroundings are mapped 

unambiguously. 
 
• Check the grid reference (if any) again. 
 
• Check that the tape is exactly at the location indicated by the 

checkpoint description. 
 
• Check that the wording of the description is unambiguous and 

consistent with rogaining conventions. 
 
• Check that there is no problem with fences or other property. 
 
• Check that the location is safe. 
 
• Check that the marker will be reasonably visible hanging from the 

taped point of attachment to a competitor standing at the described 
location. 

 
• Check that the point of attachment is suitable for supporting a marker. 
 
This process has five possible outcomes 
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l)  All is well.  You should record that the checkpoint is now CHECKED.  

It is good procedure to add tape of a second colour reserved for 
checking.  But perhaps this is obsessively thorough. 

 
2)  The location is unsatisfactory.  Remove the tape.  If convenient, you 

may decide to SET a replacement checkpoint nearby.  The new 
checkpoint is then considered to have been SET and NOT CHECKED. 

 
3) The description wording needs improvement.  Take note of the required 

change.  Consult the setter of that checkpoint and consider it checked if 
agreement is reached. 

 
4) The point of attachment is unsatisfactory.  Move the tape to a better 

point, take notes, rewording the description if necessary, and consult 
the setter for approval.  Consider it checked if agreement is reached. 

 
5)  The tape cannot be found.  The setter may have to return with the 

checker to settle the matter.  But the checkpoint can only be regarded 
then as SET but NOT CHECKED. 

 
It is essential to remove any tapes from a wrong location or point of 
attachment even if a special trip is required.  Otherwise, competitors seeing 
the wrong tapes may suppose that they have found the right location but that 
the marker is missing.  Or that prior to the event someone will hang the 
marker on the wrong tapes. 
 
Report back. 
 
The principal course setter should ensure that anyone checking reports back 
personally.  Written notes are good but alone can be misinterpreted.  Silence 
should not be translated into "No problems!". 
 

6.3.6 Determining Your Position 
 
You are probably a good navigator.  But no other pursuit that you might 
ever undertake is likely to test the accuracy of your navigation as 
thoroughly as this will.  It is all very well to climb a mountain or to find the 
valley on the other side; or to use the sort of highly detailed maps produced 
by orienteers.  But to set a rogaining course you have to recognise minor 
inaccuracies on a map of unexceptional quality and to navigate despite 
them, and the results of your efforts will be tested by competitors 
approaching from a dozen different angles. 
 
An extreme example is one particular 24 hour event where several 
checkpoints were set and checked only by pacing in from track bends and 
junctions, with little regard for contours.  It was later realised that the roads 
were incorrectly aligned against the contours and that the checkpoints as 
mapped would not be found by competitors navigating by the topography.  
It was not possible to relocate those checkpoints in time for the event and 
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competitors were indeed greatly perplexed. As the use of GPS has become 
almost universal in established rogaining countries, this kind of error 
becomes less likely, but the GPS itself introduces comparable hazards.  See 
Using a GPS for Course Setting. 
 
Setting a checkpoint is not as simple as competing when the checkpoint 
itself tells you that you have found the location in question.  You should 
travel to the location on foot, then be absolutely sure that you are where you 
intend to be.  So check your location in as many ways as possible.  (Only 
after navigating to the loction and checking manulally, should you consulta 
GPS.  See Using a GPS for Course Setting.) 
 
For example:  
 
• check all visible features against your perceived location while you are 

approaching the location 
 
• check that the feature is the right shape and in the right orientation 
 
• check that the location is at the correct horizontal and vertical distances 

from any other mapped feature that you have passed on your approach 
or can see from the spot 

 
• check that all the surrounding features that you can see relate to the 

feature as the map indicates they should 
 
• if possible, leave by a different route and continue checking as you go. 
 
All this visual checking should be routine and will only take a few minutes. 
 
In general, use the contour information as much as possible.  And be doubly 
vigilant if you have approached the area in that old deceiver, the motor car. 

 
6.3.7 Using GPS for Course Setting 

 
Using a GPS {xe "GPS, using for course setting"}{xe "course setting: using 
a GPS for"}unit is straight forward in concept.  Basically the unit gives you 
your current grid reference.  However, there are two reasons you cannot 
necessarily expect to pick one up for the first time and use it instantly: 
 
• like many electronic gadgets, it comes with menus, display screens and 

enhanced functions that may take a while to get used to 
 
• there is a lot to know about mapping and although you don't need to 

know much just to operate a GPS, you do need to know a little more 
than you do just to compete in a rogaine. 

 
Advantages 
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• to anyone who has spent years getting into situations that require 

careful navigation (perhaps amongst other things) for salvation, along 
with unshakable belief in a needle that sometimes defies intuition, a 
GPS unit is an irresistible and magical toy.  In itself that is no help with 
the rogaine, but it just has to be mentioned. 

 
• the certainty is wonderful 
 
• time saved by using this extra tool can be used in many beneficial 

ways. 
 
Disadvantages 
 
•  somehow, it is difficult to be sceptical about anything that this all 

seeing, all knowing beast blurts out.  But you have to remember that it 
is just another tool and that you, not it, are the ultimate arbiter 

 
• the certainty is illusory 
 
• sometimes the data is just wrong 
 
• sometimes the data is right but you would have been better off not 

knowing. 
 
There is no questioning the benefit one of these units brings to a course 
setter/checker/vetter, but these are the pitfalls: 
 
• as with aerial photographs, the competitors will not be using them, 

which will tempt a course setter to set a checkpoint that can't 
reasonably be found without a GPS 

 
• the map might not be absolutely correct, and might be so subtly wrong that, in the past, no-o

using the map alone would think correct.  This will be confusing to 
competitors and achieve nothing worthwhile.  For this reason, a GPS 
unit is not ideal for deciding exactly where to mark the checkpoint.  To 
confirm your position you will still have to make at least some of the 
visual checks that you would have made if you were course setting 
without a GPS.  For example, you might be on a creek junction on a 
creek system that is mismapped in regard to the approaches to the 
junction.  If the GPS unit tells you that you are slightly out, you will 
have to ask two questions.  Is the GPS correct?  Does it matter?  If you 
decide to ignore a small discrepancy, you will need set the checkpoint 
on the apparent location rather than the GPS location.  you will also 
need be very thorough in considering every possible approach to the 
location. 

 
• the GPS unit can give incorrect data in the hands of inexperienced users 
 

- if the map datum is wrongly selected, there are places where this 
will lead to grid references being incorrect – not enough to put you 
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on the other side of the world, but enough to make your checkpoint 
location seriously wrong.  This has - already affected at least one 
rogaine where several checkpoints were misplaced by a consistent 
distance and bearing. 

 
-  under forest cover or where line of sight to the satellites is obscured 

for some other reason, some units can give positions tens of metres 
from the correct location and occasionally hundreds of metres.  A 
GPS unit has the ability to store each reading, so it can be tempting 
to save a reading at each checkpoint location without checking it.  
It will be exasperating if you get home, extract the data and find 
that some of it does not fit the map.  Then you will have no way to 
know whether the GPS is wrong or the map is. 

 
• it is very easy to slip into relying on the GPS alone.  A person with a 

GPS should have the advantage of bringing two opinions to the 
exercise simultaneously, but someone who is led by the GPS brings 
only one opinion.  If a checkpoint is set and checked etc by two or three 
people who have each been led to the location by GPS, the course 
might as well have been set by only one person. 

 
Recommended use 
 
Avoid using the GPS while navigating to the location.  You should navigate 
to the location manually using all the old techniques to check your location 
and checking that the surrounding terrain is correctly mapped.  Once at the 
location… 
 
• mark the location that you intend to tape as precisely as possible on the 

map, deduce its grid reference as precisely as you can, and write it 
down 

 
• only then, refer to the GPS unit to confirm the grid reference that the 

map gives for this location 
 
• if it is consistent, save and label the grid reference in the unit for future 

reference 
 
• if not consistent, respond in the old fashioned ways recommended in 

earlier sections of this manual 
  eg, if only slightly wrong, check the manual placement again and use that plac
  eg if seriously wrong, find another location for the checkpoint. 
 
When satisfied, you should still check the terrain as you leave the area for 
any material mis-mapping near the checkpoint. 
 
Other comments 
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When setting, make sure that you reconcile each GPS checkpoint location 
while you are there, as opposed to just storing the grid reference and 
plotting it later. 
 
Always check your datum setting before starting, especially if 
checking/vetting a course that has already been set with the aid of a GPS 
unit.  The worst thing you could do in this respect is to assume that the 
previous user set up the unit correctly... systematic error, here we come! 
 
A course set in this fashion still needs to be checked.  Note that the course 
where the problems described above arose had actually been checked.  It 
would be a pity not to use GPS to cut back on labour but, the truth is, 
nothing beats a three stage process.  At best, a GPS used as described here 
will replace only one of the three independent opinions. 

 
6.3.8 Preparation for Vetting 

  (See also Chapter 7.) 
 
Vetting{xe "vetting: course setter's preparation for"} will be executed as an 
independent check: 
 
• that all checkpoints meet the standards already described here 
 
• that the course is safe, balanced and fair. 
 
Vetting should be undertaken by an independent person of recognised 
expertise.  Of course this is not practical if you do not have an established 
rogaining community in your region.  However, established rogaining 
associations conducting their own events may choose to appoint a vetter 
outside the organisation of the event itself. 
 
Normally the vetter will require three to four days for a 24 hour course and 
two to three for a 12 hour. 
 
You should provide the vetter with a draft checkpoint list and draft master 
map.  The draft checkpoint list should read exactly as your final checkpoint 
list is intended to, including any references to out-of-.bounds areas.  The 
draft master map should be plotted carefully on a fresh sheet.  Mark all 
checkpoints, the hash house site and the out-of-bounds areas.  There will be 
no need for a polished presentation but accuracy is of paramount 
importance. 
 
The vetter will need enough time to check your wording and grid references 
at home and to plan time to be spent in the field. 
 
The role of the vetter is quite different from that of an assistant checking 
checkpoints and it is particularly important that you do not discuss the 
course before vetting is completed. 
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6.3.8 Response to Vetting 
 
The{xe "vetting: course setter's response to"} vetter should provide the 
principal course setter with a written summary of suggested changes and 
will normally be available to discuss them.  As there will probably be little 
time available, you will not want to repeat the entire set/check/vet procedure 
for any checkpoints that need to be changed.  So corrections should be made 
with the utmost care.  If you really must set a new checkpoint to replace a 
failure, make it very simple and try to get it checked. 
 
There is sometimes a reluctance of a tired and impatient course setter to act 
upon the vetter's advice.  Perhaps this requires particular self-discipline or 
even a measure of humility.  Some associations will insist that the vetter has 
a certain level of authority or that the course setter should feel compelled to 
act upon particular categories of advice.  If a disagreement remains in 
relation to any particular checkpoint, the checkpoint should be deleted. 
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6.4 DESCRIBING CHECKPOINTS 

 
6.4.1 Simple Clarity 

 
A{xe "describing checkpoints" \r "clues"}{xe "checkpoints: describing" \r 
"clues"} location must be described in a manner which makes sense to the 
casual reader while also remaining within the conventions described in this 
section.  The description should be consistent both with the map and with 
the ground.  Where the map and the reality are not strictly consistent, e.g. 
the middle of a dry gully mapped as a stream, the location should be 
abandoned unless the description can be made consistent with both. 
 
Competitors will judge the diligence of course setters by their ability to 
eliminate ambiguities from their descriptions, and the conventions described 
here are intended to assist course setters in this regard.  However, with 
conventions established, it has become possible to test competitors' 
knowledge of these conventions by writing checkpoint descriptions which 
are technically correct but contrary to plain interpretation.  Unfortunately it 
needs to be pointed out here that this is in every respect perverse. 
 

6.4.2 Checkpoint Descriptions and Master Maps - Relative Functions 
 
When{xe "master maps: other references"} maps are issued without the 
checkpoints marked, competitors should be issued with complete 
information in written form in order that they may mark maps and, if 
necessary, check details while on the course.  Therefore, the checkpoint list 
and master map must be totally consistent to the point that it should be 
possible to plot all the checkpoints accurately without reference to a master 
map. 
 
Competitors should require master maps for checking only. 
 

6.4.3 Format of Checkpoint Descriptions 
 
The{xe "checkpoint descriptions: format"} standard format for checkpoint 
descriptions is as follows: 
 
Checkpoint No. Grid Reference Feature Location 
 
Chpt 14 710450 The spur native cherry 
 
For various reasons the Location may occasionally include an Offset: 
 

Chpt 23  320220 The summit  10°/80m; dead tree 
 
When the event map has been printed showing checkpoint locations, the 
grid references are normally omitted. 
 
Often the Location is omitted where it offers no particular assistance to 
competitors. 
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Chpt 35 673335 The gully junction 
 
In rare circumstances a checkpoint may have been set remote from 
geographical features but at a distinct and very visible Location.  The 
Feature will then be omitted from the description. 
 

Chpt 8 935172  A windmill 
 
In these notes the full four part format is assumed. 
 

6.4.4 Plotting Checkpoints on a Master Map 
 
The{xe "master maps: plotting on"}{xe "plotting checkpoints on master 
maps"} point that is plotted on the event map (for reproduction or as a 
master) is the exact location of the feature described on the checkpoint list, 
not the exact point of the grid reference - see Diagram A. 
 
The point that is plotted is the location of the feature described, regardless 
of any offset bearing in the description - see Diagram A. 
 

6.4.5 Grid References 
 
A{xe "grid references"} grid reference should be applied to the point which 
will be plotted on the master map, as per 6.4.4 above. 
 
The South-West Corner Convention 
 
The grid reference of a checkpoint is determined by application of the 
South-West Corner Convention (for want of a better term), which is the 
standard procedure both outside and within Rogaining. 
 
Refer to Diagram A:  The summit stands within a square bounded by GR's 
320220, 320221, 321220 and 321221.  The proximity of the point in 
question to 321221 is misleading.  The grid reference of the summit is the 
grid reference of the south west corner of that square, that is, 320220.  So 
the whole line on the checkpoint list will read... 
 
"Chpt 23  320220 The summit  10°/80m:dead tree". 
 

6.4.6 Terms for Features 
 
l) Use of Articles, Definite and Indefinite ("the" and "a") 
 
• If{xe "articles - use of definite, indefinite"} the geographical location of 

a checkpoint (e.g. spur) is not explicitly shown and is not clearly 
apparent on the map, the feature is described with the indefinite article 
(e.g. "a spur") - see Diagrams B and C. 
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Checkpoint description is "320220  The summit 10 , 80m; dead tree".
The point will be plotted thus:

Grid Reference
320220

23

22 1

22

32 1 1 km
32 33

Note that the point plotted is that of the feature itself, not the exact point of
the grid reference nor where the market actually hangs.

80
100 140
120 120

120 100

80
100

80 a spur
the knoll a knoll the summit the spur

"The (more eastern) spur"

45

45 100 m

Diagram A

Diagram B Diagram C

Diagram D

80
70

45 1

60

71 171 
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• If the location is clearly and unambiguously mapped, it is described 
with the definite article (e.g. "the spur") - see Diagrams B and C. 

 
 
• A complication may occur where two "the" features of the same 

description occur within the one grid reference (or plotted circle if no 
grid references are given), e.g. two apparent spurs.  In such cases, the 
clue must be worded to point out the ambiguity and indicate which 
feature is correct, e.g. 

 
"Chpt 14  710450 The (more eastern) spur native cherry" 
   - see Diagram D 
 
2) Hills - see Diagram E 
 
The{xe "hills, describing"} tops of hills, however large or small, are always 
described with one of the following four terms: 
 
• The name of a hill where given on the map, e.g. "Mt. Wombat", 

"Wheeler's Hill".  
 
• "The summit{xe "summits in checkpoint descriptions"}" - a hilltop 

shown by two or more enclosed contour lines. 
 
• "The knoll{xe "knolls in checkpoint descriptions"}" - a hilltop shown 

by a single enclosed contour line. 
 
• "A knoll" - a distinct hilltop which is not represented by any closed 

contour line. 
 
3) Other High Ground - see Diagram E 
 
• "The ridge{xe "ridges in checkpoint descriptions"}" - a line of high 

ground flanked on each side by falling ground.  The term is used where 
the ridge has little slope along its length and has no knoll or saddle in 
the proximity of the checkpoint. 

 
• "The spur{xe "spurs in checkpoint descriptions"}" - a line of high 

ground sloping along its length and leading from a hill or ridge towards 
a gully or valley, clearly implied by the pattern of contour lines 

 
• "A spur" - as above, but not made apparent by the map's contour lines. 
 
* The distinction between "The spur" and "A spur" is necessarily 

subjective and must be made with care and discretion. 
 
• "The saddle{xe "saddles in checkpoint descriptions"}" - the bottom of 

a dip in a ridge or spur, lying directly between rising slopes which are 
each shown by at least one contour line. 
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A A The saddle
One Tree Hill C B One Tree Hill

B C The summit
D D A saddle

E A spur
E F The ridge

G G The spur
F H A knoll

L I A saddle
K J A knoll

H I J K A knoll
L The knoll

H G

F
E

D I

C

B

A Ciancio Creek

A Ciancio Creek
B The junction of Ciancio Creek/the watercourse

or The Ciancio Creek/watercourse junction
C The watercourse
D The watercourse junction
E The junction of the watercourse/the gully

or The watercourse/the gully junction
F The gully
G Head of the gully
H A gully
I A junction of the watercourse/a gully

Diagram F

Diagram E
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• "A saddle" - the bottom of a dip in a ridge or spur, lying directly 
between rising slopes which are not both shown by contour lines.  

 
4) Streams and Gullies{xe "streams, describing"}{xe "gullies in 
checkpoint descriptions"} - see Diagram F 
 
In relation to streams, difficulties often arise because of inconsistencies  
between the map's designation and the land forms that they represent.  For 
example, the map might show a blue line where no channel or stream can 
actually be found; it might show no blue line where there actually is a 
stream; a gully which is dry during course setting might carry a creek by the 
day of the event; and so on. 
 
The following code is intended to make descriptions consistent while still 
comprehensible and while evading the question of actual flow.  It complies 
with the " a/the" convention (see 6.4.6 1) Use of Articles) while also being 
clear to the casual reader. 
 
• If a feature has a name, it is used e.g. "Goulburn River, bend, south 

side", "Hughes Creek, bend". 
 
 (This should not be extended to obscure sources of named creeks). 
 
• Any unnamed feature designated by a blue line, whether actually 

carrying water or not is "The watercourse{xe "watercourse in 
checkpoint descriptions"}". 

 
 (A checkpoint should not be set on "The watercourse" if no 

corresponding channel or stream is evident on the ground). 
 
• Where there is no blue line: 
 

 - where contours show a gully - "The gully" 
 
 - where a distinct gully exists but is not shown by contours on the map 

- “A gully”. 
 
• Unmarked channels through flattish ground, particularly erosion 

gullies' should be described explicitly, e.g. 
 

 "A watercourse"  
 "An irrigation channel"  
 "An aqueduct"  
 "An erosion gully" 
 

* "Head of a/the gully" is a common feature description but is difficult to 
define precisely.  This is best defined as the point at which one ceases 
to be visibly enclosed by a gully when climbing.  This should not be 
confused with the upper extent of an erosion 'gully' which may lie 
within the true gully downhill of its head.  For this reason a gully which 
has an erosion gully within it should not be given a checkpoint with 
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this description.  “Head of the watercourse” has also begun to appear 
on courses.  This should be avoided because it usually falls into the 
category described in 6.4.1  Describing Checkpoints - Simple Clarity, 
that is, by tricking competitors who are not familiar with these 
definitions. 

 
** If the opportunity arises the map legend may be altered to make blue 

lines represent "watercourse" rather than "stream" or "creek". 
 
5) Junctions{xe "junctions in checkpoint descriptions"} - see Diagram F 
 
For junctions of linear features, full use of articles should be made to make  
the clue specific, e.g. 
 

 "A junction of a road and a track"  
 "A junction of the watercourse and a gully"  
C "The gully junction" - which is clearly a contraction of "The junction 

of the gully and the gully". 
 
This method uses the definite and indefinite articles to express exactly 
which of the intersecting features is marked on the map. 
 
The form of the description "A gully junction" may be confusing in some 
circumstances because it is not clear whether this is a contraction of "A 
junction of a gully/the gully" or of "A junction of a gully/a gully".  There is 
nothing to be gained by being vague when it is possible to be specific. 
 

6.4.7 Offset Bearings in Checkpoint Descriptions 
 
When{xe "offset bearings in checkpoint descriptions"}{xe "bearings from 
features"} the marker is hung a short distance from the feature, the 
checkpoint description must include a bearing and distance to the marker 
from the feature.  Roughly, the distance should not be more than 80m in 
open land or 40m in medium forest, generally the shorter the better.  The 
bearing given is conventionally magnetic, not True nor Grid.  In all cases, 
the description gives competitors the information - bearing, distance, point 
of attachment - in that order, the order in which it will be used, e.g. 
 
Chpt 19  573291 The knoll  180°/20m;native cherry 
 
The checkpoint description always guides competitors to the feature first.  
Therefore the plotted point and grid reference refer to the feature itself, not 
necessarily where the marker is hung.  The use of the offset has no effect on 
the grid reference, or the point plotted on the event map or master maps.  In 
the example given above, the grid reference and the point plotted will be 
those of "The knoll". 
 
Offset bearings should not be used where the point from which the bearing 
must be taken cannot be clearly identified. 
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6.5 ALLOCATING CHECKPOINT VALUES 
 
It{xe "checkpoint values: allocating"}{xe "values, allocating to checkpoints"} is 
essential that the allocation of checkpoint values is made after the course is fully 
set.  If checkpoint numbers are related to the allocated values, the process must 
be completed before the (numbered) checkpoint markers are hung. 

 
Values are typically allocated on a scale of tens i.e. 20, 30 etc. not 2, 3 etc. 
Consequently the values in examples here are in multiples of ten.  There is no 
particular reason for this and you should feel free to divide everything by ten. 

 
6.5.1 Constraints of the Scorecard 

  (See also Appendix 6 - Example Intentions Sheet.) 
 
In{xe "scorecard: design in relation to checkpoint numbering"} allocating 
values, numbering the checkpoints and designing the scorecard it is useful 
to observe two common practices: 
 
• having the one value allocated to all checkpoints which are represented 

on any row of the scorecard 
 
• having the value of every checkpoint related in some way to its 

number. 
 
Rogaining associations generally have scorecards printed in bulk (not 
always in a design that allows for the above) and their course setters are 
required to make the value- and number-allocation fit the card.  In other 
situations it may be possible to tailor the punching section to the course. 
 
A curious effect of the bulk printing has been an increase in the number of 
checkpoints on courses and a corresponding increase in checkpoint density.  
At some stage, to allow course setters some flexibility in allocating values, 
many more spaces and checkpoint numbers were provided on the cards than 
were needed.  Subsequently some course setters assumed that they were 
expected to set one checkpoint for every space on the card.  Stranger still, 
the process has continued into a second spiral with cards having as many as 
eighty spaces and courses having just as many checkpoints, almost double 
the necessary number.  Whether or not it is good to have closer checkpoints, 
it is a pity if the intended flexibility is lost, and it is tragic if, at the expense 
of any accuracy at all, a much longer course is set than the best teams can 
visit. 
 
Examples: 
 
There are two basic designs of scorecard in common usage, one which is 
focused on efficient handling and computation, the other being centred on a 
more convenient punching section.  The example included here as Appendix 
6 is a hybrid which incorporates the best features of both.  It also has a 
range of numbers that allows a fairly flat scale of values to be applied while 
still correlating the checkpoint numbers closely with their values. 
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In the following example, the punching section of a scorecard is shown.. 
 
Suppose that 45 checkpoints are planned - in that case, any nine numbers 
may be omitted. 
 
This example{xe "scorecard: other references"} shows the most common 
approach to allocating values.  The value allocated to a checkpoint is closely 
related to its number (or perhaps it is really vice versa).  People generally 
design scorecards with numbers stating at 1, 10 or in this case 11 for no 
better reason than that it seems to make sense to start at the beginning.  
As{xe "scorecard: other references"} a consequence, the most difficult 
checkpoints are worth six times the value of the easiest.  Yet the relative 
degree of difficulty is unlikely to be as high. 
 
In this particular example, checkpoint numbers 19, 29, 39, 49, 59 and 66 to 
69 are not used.  For the sake of explanation only, the corresponding 
squares have been shaded. 
 

Scorecard Checkpoint Values
Numbers

11 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 11 - 18 10 pts

21 22 23 22 25 26 27 28 29 21 - 28 20 pts

31 32 33 34 33 36 37 38 39 31 - 38 30 pts

41 42 43 44 45 44 47 48 49 41 - 48 40 pts

51 52 53 54 55 56 55 58 59 51 - 58 50 pts

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 66 69 61 - 65 60 pts

Total 1400  
The following is another scheme which might suit a particular course.  It 
applies a very wide range of values.  In this example checkpoint numbers 58 
to 59 and 63 to 69 are not used. 
 
Now the implication is that checkpoints 61 and 62 are only about three 
times as difficult as checkpoints 11 to 19. 
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Scorecard Checkpoint Values
Numbers

11 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 11 - 19 30 pts

21 22 23 22 25 26 27 28 29 21 - 29 30 pts

31 32 33 34 33 36 37 38 39 31 - 39 50 pts

41 42 43 44 45 44 47 48 49 41 - 49 50 pts

51 52 53 54 55 56 55 58 59 51 - 59 60 pts

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 66 69 61 - 62 100 pts

Total 2060  
 
The example scorecard included as Appendix 6 uses a numbering scheme 
that is more likely to reflect the range of difficulty of checkpoints in a 
course.  The following is an example of its use: 
 

Scorecard Checkpoint Values
Numbers

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 31 - 38 30 pts

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 41 - 48 40 pts

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 51 - 58 50 pts

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 61 - 68 60 pts

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 71 - 78 70 pts

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 81 - 85 80 pts

Total 2400  
 

6.5.2 Comparison of Styles used in Allocating Values 
 
There{xe "checkpoint values: effect on style of course"}{xe "style of the 
course: effect of checkpoint values on"}{xe "checkpoint values: 
weighting"}{xe "weighting of checkpoint values"} are no strict conventions 
governing the number of points which should be allocated to a particular 
checkpoint.  You may weight checkpoints in any way that you wish.  See 
also the notes relating to Appendix 4. 
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The following are some common approaches. 
 
Difficulty weighting 
 
This gives most attention to the difficulty of reaching a checkpoint from its 
neighbours.  Thus, a big hill, an isolated location or a place that requires 
skilful navigation will be allocated a high value.  Final scores will be 
reasonably representative of the team's skill, speed and stamina. 
 
This is very difficult to implement if using the well established scale of 
values beginning at 10 points and rising to 60 or 100, because it is almost 
impossible to set a checkpoint six or ten times easier than another.  The 
solution is to begin the values at, say, 30 or 40 or to set checkpoints very 
close together for 10 points and very far apart for 60 points.  However the 
latter solution cannot completely overcome the 1:6 ratio without being taken 
to an unsatisfactory extreme. 
 
Perimeter weighting 
 
This hinges on the supposition that distance from the hash house is a factor 
in the difficulty of visiting a checkpoint.  Inner checkpoints are thus worth 
relatively little while outer checkpoints are worth the most.  On many 
courses, the density of checkpoints is greatest around the hash house and 
least on the fringes of the course.  So the "perimeter weighting" effect can 
sometimes be the side-effect of a poorly considered application of 
"difficulty weighting" or too steep a scale of values, as discussed above.  
Whatever the intention, "perimeter weighting" tends to prevent competitive 
teams from visiting the hash house.  It also inflates the scores of the higher 
ranking teams relative to the lower ranking teams, i.e. all other things being 
equal, a team that travels twice as far as another gets more than double the 
score. 
 
Central weighting 
 
This places very high value on (some) inner checkpoints (probably with 
consideration of difficulty too).  This requires competitors to be able to spot 
the disparities in checkpoint value-for-effort (an advantageous skill on any 
course), but its attraction is that it allows competitive teams to find 
profitable routes in and out of the hash house during the event.  It tends to 
inflate the scores of the lower scoring teams relative to the higher scoring 
teams. 
 
Scenic weighting 
 
This gives higher value or high value-for-effort to checkpoints which are in 
locations of high scenic quality or of particular interest.  The intention is to 
enhance each competitor's enjoyment of the event by luring teams to these 
places.  It is not rare to see two or three checkpoints over-valued in this way 
on 12 hour events, but some competitors may be critical of this approach on 
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a championship event.  Whether you employ this method at all depends on 
how you see your role - taskmaster or tour guide. 
 

6.5.3 Example Method 
 
You{xe "checkpoint values: example method"} may go about allocating 
these points by any method that you prefer.  Many people find that the best 
method is a purely subjective assessment.  But for those who feel the need 
of some sort of framework, here is one method of allocating values, or of 
giving yourself rough guidelines on which to base values. 
 
l) When all checkpoints are set, for each checkpoint estimate walking 

time (at your own pace) between it and its two nearest neighbours.  
Add these two values together. 

 
2) Having given every checkpoint a numerical rating, rank all the 

checkpoints. 
 
3) Adjust the order to account for any other factors that you consider 

relevant, e.g. difficulty of navigation, scenic value. 
 
4) Allocate values according to the dictates of the scorecard so that the 

highest ranked checkpoints have the highest available score, and the 
lowest ranked have the lowest score. 

 
This method has some flaws: 
 
• A cluster of three checkpoints will be undervalued.  As a refinement, 

the nearest three neighbours are considered in Step 1, but since Step 1 
is inherently inexact it may be an unwarranted modification. 

 
• Perhaps as a consequence of this, "perimeter weighting" seems to be 

built into the system even though it appears to be based on "difficulty 
weighting" alone. 

 
• To take account of differences in navigational difficulty a lot of 

adjustment may be needed in Step 3. 
 
Having decided, by this or any other method, what value is appropriate to 
each checkpoint in the style of course that you prefer, you may need to 
make adjustments to these values to make less obvious any glaring routes 
that have evolved or to correct any unwanted bias towards any sector of the 
course. 
 
It is strongly recommended that for championship events, "difficulty 
weighting" is applied with the greatest objectivity, whether or not by means 
of the method suggested above. 
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6.6 ALLOCATING CHECKPOINT NUMBERS 

 
Having{xe "numbering checkpoints"}{xe "checkpoints: numbering of"} finally 
settled upon the value of each checkpoint, allocate the appropriate numbers 
within the constraints of the scorecard design. 

 
As mentioned earlier it is common practice to tag the number to the checkpoint 
value, usually by the first digit, e.g. 41 to 49 are all worth 40 points.  (See 6.5.1  
Constraints of the Scorecard.) 

 

6.7 PLACEMENT OF WATER POINTS  
  (See also 12.2  Maintaining Water Points.) 
 
If{xe "water points: placement of"} there is such a shortage of natural potable 
water as will place serious restrictions on the course plans of competitors, it is 
best to have water points on the course.  This is normally done only on summer 
and autumn events or in regions where natural water sources are contaminated, 
but there are places where water points will always be necessary. 
 
If{xe "water points: number required"} any water points are needed, the number 
will depend on your assessment of the need and of the resources available for 
maintaining them on the day.  Each water point creates a lot of work and any 
more than two can be a serious burden.  So it is important to have as many as 
will be required, but no more. 
 
Water{xe "water points: placement of"} point locations need to be put through 
the set/check/vet procedure because a misplaced water point is potentially more 
destructive to the course than a misplaced checkpoint. 
 
The{xe "water points: placement of"} best situations are at planned checkpoints 
on passable roads or tracks.  Naturally vehicular access is essential and a 
checkpoint at the spot: 
 
• allows competitors to collect water without a time wasting deviation 
 
• will enable poor navigators to deliver the barrels of water to the right place 

with absolute certainty, and saves having to set/check/vet extra points. 
 

6.8 PREPARING AND HANGING CHECKPOINT MARKERS 
AND ATTACHMENTS 
 
Established associations have stocks of checkpoint markers, punches and 
intentions sheets to pass from one event to the next.  They might also lend or 
hire them to other interested organisations. 
 

6.8.1 Preparing Checkpoint Markers 
 
Checkpoint{xe "checkpoint markers: requirements of"}{xe "markers: 
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requirements of"}{xe "markers: where to get"}{xe "checkpoint markers: 
where to get"} markers need to be durable and visible. 
 
If organising an event for the first time, without having an association's 
standards to comply with, the course setting tapes can suffice. 
 
If acquiring markers for the first time, the simplest means is to purchase 
orienteering markers from a supplier of orienteering paraphernalia.  These 
markers are designed for good visibility and are a reasonable size to carry 
when setting out the course.  They are about 30cm (12") square to a face and 
coloured orange and white.  Unfortunately they are rarely durable because, 
orienteering courses being relatively small, the markers are designed to be 
placed and collected on the same day.  Some more durable markers made of 
a stiff synthetic such as Corflute, have been available at times and can be 
constructed by hand but the cost in time and money is high. 
 
Whatever the source, markers should be in eye-catching colours - white and 
orange is probably ideal - and should present a face of about 30cm (12") 
when viewed from any direction. 
 
The use of fluorescent or reflective paints or dyes was avoided for many 
years on the basis that they would reduce unnecessarily the precision of 
navigation required, particularly at night.  Many experienced rogainers find 
too little challenge in daytime navigation anyway and look forward to the 
added challenge of night navigation.  However some associations are now 
using fluorescent markers which improve visibility by day but not by night. 
 

6.8.2 Punches and Alternatives 
 
Each{xe "punches: requirements of"}{xe "punches: alternatives"}{xe 
"punches: where to get"} checkpoint requires a means of exclusive 
identification which teams can use as evidence of their visits. 
 
Several methods have been used through the evolution of the sport.  But the 
most satisfactory practice yet devised is the use of punches with nine or 
sixteen points as designed for orienteering courses.  These also can be 
purchased from suppliers of orienteering equipment.  (See 9.10  Tallying 
Scores.) 
 
While the punch method has become the unofficial standard for rogaining 
courses, if you are just starting out you may prefer to use other methods 
rather than to buy thirty or forty punches.  The following are some options: 
 
Codes 
 
One method is to identify each checkpoint with a symbol or word which the 
team notes on the scorecard.  This is may be unsatisfactory because the code 
is more open to being casually communicated among competitors. 
 
Raffle Tickets 
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Another method is to leave a waterproof container underneath the 
checkpoint and in it a book of raffle tickets or other souvenirs which can be 
identified with the checkpoint.  This method was common once and usually 
involved also the recording of team intentions and signatures on the stub.  
However it is assumed here that a formatted intentions sheet will be used as 
a more insistent way of obtaining important information. 
 
The disadvantages are that: 
 
• it is usually necessary to use some sort of closing container which is 

inconvenient for competitors, and, 
 
• competitors and administration have more pieces of paper than they can 

keep track of. 
 

6.8.3 Intentions Sheets 
  (See also Appendix 7 - Example Letter to Landholders.) 
 
An{xe "intentions sheet: requirements of"} intentions sheet should be 
attached to each checkpoint for competitors to record the following: 
 
• team number 
• time of visit 
• next destination. 
 
This is necessary for safety purposes (see 12.6  Searching for Teams 
Overdue) but can also be used in settling disputes if competitors have lost a 
card or failed to punch the score card (see 12.5  Settling Disputes). 
 
Some associations print the sheets on synthetic paper which is waterproof 
and durable.  It is possible to adhere these directly to the stiff type of 
checkpoint marker but the trouble is that it tends to obscure some of the 
colour on one face of the marker.  If the marker is fabric, a separate 
suspensible backing board will be required. 
 
Another approach is to seal each sheet between durable transparent plastic 
which is stiff and cleanable and to use it for several events.  Unfortunately 
no-one really wants to clean them and in any case some things simply do 
not wipe off the plastic.  Sheets of Perspex are easy to clean and they too 
can be used as intentions sheets.  Unfortunately, neither method is cost-
effective for just one event.  But some method of waterproofing has to be 
devised. 
 
Some organisers also attach a pencil and sharpener with string to the marker 
or intentions sheet. 
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6.8.4 Hanging Checkpoint Markers 
 
Before{xe "markers: hanging out ~"}{xe "checkpoint markers: hanging out 
~"} hanging markers: 
 
• check that each marker is threaded with cord to hang it by 
• ensure that a marker and intentions sheet are numbered for each 

checkpoint that has been set 
 
and if using punches 
 
• check all punches for teeth 
• attach punches and sheets to markers 
• punch several (say four) complete sets of punch patterns on to score 

cards for the use of event administration. 
 
Hang markers, punches and intentions sheets as late as conveniently 
possible because: 

 
• the markers suffer from prolonged exposure to weather 
• time increases the likelihood of a farmer or passer-by removing them. 
 
The vetter is usually able to hang markers for most checkpoints while doing 
the vetting.  Checkpoints in exposed locations or in public view should be 
set out on the day before or the morning before the event.  Your course 
setting assistants are the best people for the job. 
 
WARNING! 
 
The last task in the field is simple in principle but actually VERY 
HAZARDOUS!  Be on your guard.  By relaxing at this stage, you can 
destroy much of the work that has gone before, like the mountaineer who 
falls on the way down. 
 
Occasionally, a person hanging a marker simply decides to ignore the tapes, 
or perhaps finds a tape left in the wrong place by someone else who did not 
read 6.3.5 carefully enough.  It may even be that this person actually 
believes that your setter, checker and vetter were all mistaken....ridiculous 
but it has happened.  This is surely the most frustrating way to have a 
checkpoint misplaced. 
 
To prevent this you should: 
 
• use your course setting assistants in preference to other volunteers 
 
and regardless of who is hanging the markers, you should: 
 
• make sure that your hanging person has all the right markers, with 

punches tied and intentions sheets, plenty of cord and a pocket knife 
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• insist that the marker be tied to the point of attachment of the tapes with 

the tapes left in position 
 
• insist that each person hanging markers REPORTS BACK.  
 
You should also request: 
 
• that the tapes be left in position in case a marker is subsequently 

removed by the mysterious forces which occasionally consume them 
 
• that the checkpoint, marker and intentions sheet numbers are all 

checked as they are hung. 
 

If the tapes are not found, the location must be visited again by someone 
who has made one of the earlier visits. 
 

6.9 PREPARING INFORMATION FOR COMPETITORS 
 

6.9.1 Instructions to be Posted 
  (See also Appendix 9 - Example Entry Form.) 
 
To{xe "instructions to send to competitors: what to include"} whoever may 
be responsible for posting instructions to competitors prior to the event, the 
course setter will have to communicate accurate instructions for getting to 
the site, together with any other information peculiar to the event.  Be clear 
in giving directions to the site, taking into account people who may be 
approaching the area from a different direction from the majority. 
 
Give driving times from the major population centres but be sure to be 
generous with times because by the completion of course setting your own 
familiarity with the area will be greater than that of most competitors.  
Shortage of time before the event start is a major frustration for competitors. 
 

6.9.2 Checkpoint List 
  (See also 4.2  The Map.) 
 
After{xe "checkpoint description list: information to include"} vetting and 
the correction of any errors, the corrected checkpoint descriptions should be 
prepared immediately for typing and duplication.  If the maps will be issued 
with checkpoints marked and if the map is suitable, descriptions can be 
marked on to the map beside each checkpoint to which they refer.  Other 
information mentioned below can be issued separately or on the border of 
the map.  (Note that the Technical Standards require the checkpoint 
descriptions to be presented in a list, whether or not in any other form.  (See 
Appendix 2 ARA Technical Standards.)  Where the map is unmarked, the 
following information should appear on a full checkpoint list all on the one 
page: 
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• checkpoint information - number, grid reference if required (see 6.9.3 
below), feature, location, value 

 
• water point locations 
 
• reference to out-of-bounds areas, though not necessarily a precise 

description 
 
• reference to map corrections shown on the master map, e.g. major new 

roads 
 
and, space permitting, the following should also be included: 
 
•  late penalty 
•  sun and moon times 
•  warnings of particular dangers. 
 
The basic information should all be on one side of the printed sheet for 
competitors who stick the page to the backs of their map. 
 
Have the typed list proof-read prior to printing. 
 

6.9.3 Graphic Information (Master Maps or Plotted Event Map) 
 
Plotted Event Maps versus Unmarked Event Maps 
 
It{xe "master maps: information required on"}{xe "pre-marking maps: 
information required on pre-marked map"} is now generally accepted that it 
is preferable to issue the event maps with checkpoint locations plotted on 
them.  However the critical requirement is that competitors are given 
adequate information about each checkpoint.  Whether it is entirely in 
written form or partly contained on the issued map is secondary, so it 
remains an option at non-championship events to issue maps unmarked. 
 
The advantages of this shortcut are: 
 
• that when using purchased maps, marking checkpoints on them by 

whatever means takes time 
 
• that when checkpoint locations are to be plotted on the maps prior to 

issue, the maps cannot be produced until all checkpoints have been 
absolutely finalised 

 
• a plotted point implies pinpoint accuracy that is sometimes greater than 

the accuracy of the map and the course setting 
 
Disadvantages are: 
 
• that competitors prefer the convenience of marked checkpoints 
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• grid references, which some novices have difficulty with, will be 

required 
 
• that grid references, which must then be included in the checkpoint list, 

are one extra potential source of error 
 
• that grid references are less precise than plotted points 
 
• that master maps will be required 
 
• that some maps do not have a grid by which locations can be given in 

writing. 
 
If marking checkpoints on the event map, you will have to finalise the 
course about two weeks earlier to avoid this final rush. 
 
If marking by overprinting, master maps will normally be required because 
of the slight displacement which usually occurs.  (See 8.3  Overprinting.) 
 
 
Presentation of Master Maps or Plotted Event Map 
 
Master maps will not be required if all required information has been 
printed accurately on the event map.  However, in that case the comments 
which follow below should be applied to the event map itself. 
 
The following information should appear on the master maps or, if master 
maps are not being used, the distributed map: 
 
• checkpoints 
• hash house  
• outlying kitchen, if any 
• water points, if any, whether or not they coincide with checkpoints 
• major corrections 
• out-of-bounds areas 
 
Most checkpoints can be marked clearly with a circle without a central dot.  
A dot may serve to make the position unambiguous in some cases (e.g. "a 
gully").  Shading these circles with highlighter usually enhances a master 
map. 
 
The hash house is conventionally represented by a large triangle. 
 
Outlying kitchens and water points are conventionally represented by small 
triangles.  The distinction must be made and times of opening should be 
given for kitchens. 
 
All locations should be clearly labelled, e.g. checkpoint number, "HH", 
"WP", "ANC 1700 - 0900" (all night cafe). 
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Major corrections such as new major roads should be marked.  Remember 
however that rogaining maps are not expected to be perfectly accurate.  (See 
4.2.2  Map Accuracy.) 
 
Mark all out-of-bounds areas.  It is often worth overstating the out-of-
bounds areas for graphic simplicity or other reasons.  But whatever you 
mark, you must enforce. 
 
If using master maps, vis-à-vis a fully marked event map, you should 
prepare one master for every fifty participants.  Marking several master 
maps accurately and presentably will take many hours.  An alternative to 
creating some or all of the master maps can be to present each competitor 
with a black and white photocopy of a plotted map.  The photocopies will 
be cheap and need only be of good enough quality to indicate locations well 
enough for transcription. 
 
Marking several master maps accurately and presentably will take many 
hours.   
 
The principal course setter should prepare at least the first map from which 
assistants may make copies.  Course setting assistants and other experienced 
rogainers are the best people to help.  The principal course setter should 
check each master map. 
 
If appropriate, cover each master map with adhesive covering for protection 
from wind and rain. 
 
Master maps will need to be on display at the start area by the time 
advertised for the opening of Administration.  But participants should be 
encouraged to use them for checking only. 
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7 VETTING 
 

7.1 PURPOSE 
 
The{xe "vetting: general"} function of the course vetter is to 
inspect the whole course looking for any unwanted problems 
that it will present to competitors. 
 
The vetter should check: 
 
• the accuracy of every checkpoint location, water point, base camp and any 

other location that will be specified 
 
• all other aspects of checkpoint setting  
 
• the grid references, if used, and wording of descriptions of all checkpoints, 

water points, hash house and any other location that will be specified 
 
• the style, balance and length of the course 
 
• that threats to the safety of competitors have been eliminated  
 
• that threats to flora and fauna or property have been eliminated and that the 

layout does not encourage competitors to enter prohibited areas. 
 
 (See 6.3  Setting Checkpoints.) 
 

7.2 METHOD 
 
The{xe "vetting: general"} vetter should attempt to see the course as nearly as 
possible through the eyes of a competitor.  To help the vetter to achieve this the 
course setter should supply a draft of the checkpoint description list and copy of 
the event map.  Many people maintain that, if the event map will be issued 
without checkpoints marked on it,  the copy presented to the vetter should also 
be unmarked.  This has some benefit but prevents the vetter from checking the 
master map that will be shown to competitors and can also waste the vetter's 
time if any descriptions are badly in error.  To be most thorough the vetter would 
be presented with a clean map to mark up and to compare with the master map. 
 
It is important that the vetter and course setters do not discuss the checkpoints 
specifically in advance of vetting because prior knowledge weakens 
considerably the vetter's objectivity. 
 

7.3 AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
While{xe "vetting: general"} it is important for the vetter to avoid discussing 
checkpoints in particular, a few matters do need to be discussed in advance. 
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To impose a standard of course setting the vetter (who is presumed to be  more 
objective than the course setter) needs to be able to insist if necessary that some 
changes be made.  In practice it will be the principal course setter to whom  the 
vetter initially reports but it is as well if the vetter can be made responsible to a 
higher authority, e.g. the overall event co-ordinator or a representative of the 
organising association.  Otherwise, any confident course setter will be inclined 
to ignore the vetter whenever there is an irreconcilable difference of opinion.   
 
The vetter should also establish with the principal course setter, the degree of 
liberty that he/she will have to change an incorrectly taped location if changing 
the wording alone is not sufficient rectification.  Both should remember that 
almost any movement of the tape and many changes of wording will amount to 
re-setting the checkpoint and will create the need for further careful checking. 
 
In the end, if a course setter cannot accept a change that the vetter insists upon, 
or if the vetter retains any element of doubt about a checkpoint, the checkpoint 
should be omitted. 
 
Some associations require the vetter to see a championship course with markers 
already in place, but otherwise the vetter may be willing to place checkpoint 
markers in readiness for the event where tapes are found to be correctly placed.  
See 6.8.4  Hanging Checkpoint Markers. 
 

7.4 PREPARATION 
 
All{xe "vetting: vetter's preparation for"} grid references and checkpoint 
descriptions should be checked against the map.  Technical inconsistencies 
between the map and the descriptions e.g. "a" and "the" should also be noted.  
See 6.4.6  Terms for Features.  The course setter should be consulted if any are 
so inconsistent as to suggest that time might be wasted in going to the wrong 
location. 
 

7.5 IN THE FIELD 
 
In addition to the supplied material a notebook should be taken on to the course 
and notes should always be made as points of dissatisfaction arise rather than 
being taken mentally.   
 
Each of the following should be checked at each checkpoint:  
 
• that the mapped location and grid reference are accurate 
 
• that the description correctly and plainly describes the location as per 6.4.6 

Terms for Features 
 
• that the offsets, if any, are accurate 
 
• that the location of each checkpoint and its immediate surroundings are 

sufficiently well mapped as not to mislead competitors 
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• other course setting considerations as per 6.3.3 Guidelines for Setting a 

Checkpoint. 
 
A checkpoint should not be accepted just because it was found easily.  The 
vetter should be satisfied that each checkpoint is correct and this will require the 
same thoroughness as is required of course setters. 
 
It is best to avoid moving the course setting tapes (and a marker must never be 
hung at a different spot).  Most corrections that result from vetting can be made 
on paper.  This will minimise work for the course setters and also minimise the 
chances of making an error.  Depending on time constraints, the best approach is 
for the vetter to change nothing in the field.  
 
It is recommended that motor vehicles not be used because: 
 
• a vehicle will deprive the vetter of a sense for the physical difficulty of the 

course, an aspect which the vetter should  assess 
 
• it is easy to be deceived when navigating from a vehicle 
 
• it is generally slower in the long run. 
 

7.6 REPORTING BACK 
 
The{xe "vetting: reporting results of"} most reliable and effective way for the 
vetter to report back to the course setter is to present a set of written notes as a 
basis for discussion. 
 
This might take the following form 

 
Checkpoint 
Number 
 

Fault 
 

Suggested Correction/Action 
 

3 
 

Could not find. 
 

Visit together. 
 

6 
 

180°/25m 
Disagree.  True bearing instead of 
Magnetic 
 

170°/25m 
Please check. 
 

7 
 

Area mapped vaguely. 
Cannot be sure of location 

See general comment below. 
 

17 
 

"The creek" is not marked. 
 

Reword to "A creek". 
 

22 
 

234987. The creek junction. 
See corrected master map. 
 

Wrong creek junction. 
Should be 235986. 
Please check. 
 

41 As per 7. See below. 
 
Safety 
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Concerned about the old gold diggings between 19 and 32.  Should be out-
of-bounds between Old McDonald's Road and Swampy Creek. 
 
General 
 
The course is quite slow because of the undergrowth and there is not the 
remotest possibility of anyone finishing it.  You could safely leave out four 
checkpoints, perhaps even six. 
 
I suggest that you drop nos. 7 and 41 which are going to be very difficult to  
sort out, 32 because it makes a route through the mining area to 19, and 39.  
39 is OK but it is in a really unpleasant area and its exclusion won't upset 
the balance of the course. 
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8 PROVIDING THE EVENT MAP 
 
 
Note that this chapter is not inserted in chronological sequence of 
event organisation.  The question of finding an appropriate map 
supply must be considered before selecting a site and the process 
of acquiring the maps must begin well in advance of the event.  (See also 6.9.3.) 
 
There are several ways to go about supplying maps and associated information that 
might or might not be included on them.  Discussion of the information that must be 
imparted to competitors in writing or graphics is covered in 6.9 Preparing Information 
for Competitors.  In particular, the question of providing checkpoint locations in graphic 
form versus written form is dealt with there, although your resolution of it is assumed in 
this chapter.  This chapter deals with achieving the supply in adequate numbers and 
quality. 
 

 

8.1 THE OPTIONS 
 
The{xe "map (copies of): general"} map options are: 

 
• to buy the required copies of a published map and back it up with master 

maps at the hash house 
 
• to produce a map specially, and back up with master maps at the hash house 
 
• to{xe "map (base map): producing, general"} produce a map specially marked 

with all the information that would otherwise appear on a master map. 
 

A map can be modified or produced for the event by: 
 

• overprinting purchased copies of a map  
• modifying a purchased base map and reproducing it  
• compiling a map from original field work. 

 
If modifying or producing a map for the event, you should not allow yourself to  
become dependent on the process until you are satisfied that: 

 
• it is technically sound and reliable  
 
• its cost is acceptable and more or less agreed upon. 

 
If no purchasable map is adequate, the above should be established before 
commitment to the event site. 

 

Rogaine
Spring
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8.2 PURCHASING MAPS 

 
The{xe "map (copies of): purchasing"} simplest way of obtaining copies of the 
map for competitors is to purchase the necessary number of a published map. 
 
The map needs to be of an adequate type and quality (see 4.2  The Map.) and be 
available in sufficient quantity for competitors and for course setting and master 
maps.  But generally the topographic maps produced by government survey or 
land management authorities are of high enough standard.  
 
If supply is short, the publisher will usually be willing to run another print if 
given adequate notice.  If the order will be for several hundred copies the 
publisher will sometimes agree to determine the colour balance suitable e.g. with 
contour lines emphasised.  A little care must be taken in that publishers will 
usually accept that you are particular about which map you purchase and the 
number of copies, but sometimes fail to appreciate your reliance on date of 
supply. 
 

8.3 OVERPRINTING 
 
Overprinting{xe "overprinting"}{xe "map (copies of): overprinting"} can be used 
to modify an existing map without the work involved in reproducing the whole 
map.  It can also be the means of pre-marking checkpoints on an existing map. 
 
On several occasions a map has been produced from original field work 
specially for rogaining and has been printed in sufficient numbers for two or 
more events.  The map has then been overprinted with the checkpoints and other 
information specific to each event.  But its greatest advantage is as a relatively 
easy means of modifying and/or plotting checkpoints on a purchased map. 
 
The process itself involves drawing up an overlay from which the printing plate 
is made.  This is not a very specialised procedure but you will need to consult 
the printer regarding the required specifications of the overlay.  The perfectionist 
will try to obtain a stable-based film copy of the map to lay the overlay master 
sheet over because this will be exactly the intended size whereas a paper copy 
can change size slightly as it is worked on. 
 
The printer will usually prefer to have the maps supplied in their untrimmed 
form with the original printer's register marks still visible in the margins.  This 
will minimise wastage from misaligned overprinting.  It should be possible to 
buy the original maps untrimmed if sufficient notice is given. 
 
Other Advantages 
 
• Allows you to make map corrections if you feel that it is necessary.  
 
• Allows you to include specific event information. 
 
• Can be used to ensure that all competitors have out-of-bounds areas marked. 
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• Is simpler than reproducing the whole map to achieve the above. 
 
Disadvantages 
 
• All modifications to the map are in the one colour unless each map is 

overprinted several times at a proportional expense.  
 
• As each copy will be placed slightly differently on the actual sheet of paper, 

the overprint may be slightly displaced on many copies.  If marking 
checkpoints, a note to this effect should be included in the overprint. 

 
• The effective cost of the maps increases. 

 

8.4 MODIFYING A BASE MAP 
 

8.4.1 General Comments 
 
For{xe "map (base map): modifying"} most rogaines, modifying an existing 
map (as opposed to producing one from original field work) is the more 
practical method of producing a map specifically for the event.  This still 
requires relatively little work but normally incurs payment of royalties on 
the base map. 
 
A{xe "digital recordings of maps"}{xe "map (base map): digital copies"} 
base map can be modified on paper by hand or by editing a digital copy on a 
PC and producing colour separations for offset printing. 
 
Advantages 
 
• Serious errors and omissions on the original base maps can be 

corrected before you make the copies.  
 
• A site can be selected which traverses two or more published maps. 
 
• Maps thus produced may be cheaper than copies of the base map.  
 
• Plotting of checkpoints can easily and accurately be included in the 

process.  (See 6.9.3  Graphic Information.) 
 
• It enables you to use a map which is out of print if you can find a copy 

in good condition. 
 
Disadvantages 
 
• The trouble of getting quotes, checking quality, making a high quality 

original and supervising the print is considerable. 
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• You will need to consider the publisher's copyright and to pay 

royalties if required. 
 
• You will become dependent on the map being reproduced with the 

desired quality.  Often reproducing artwork to a satisfactory standard 
proves to be more difficult than expected. 

 
8.4.2 Preparing an Original 

 
The{xe "map (base map): preparing an original"} original that you prepare 
should have: 
 
• out-of-bounds areas shaded 
 
• any major inaccuracies corrected, e.g. new main roads 
 
• the base map's legend, less any irrelevant items, plus anything extra 

needed, like the shading for out-of-bounds areas 
 
• scale, contour interval and magnetic north or declination{xe "magnetic 

declination"} 
 
• your own event title if required. 
 
(The correction{xe "map (base map): correcting inaccuracies"} of major 
inaccuracies is not necessary on purchased maps as long as master maps{xe 
"master maps: showing map corrections"} show them and checkpoint lists 
note them.  However when reproducing a map specially, competitors, 
knowing the ease with which important changes can be made, will tend to 
assume that important corrections have indeed been made.) 
 
If course information will also be marked, you should include all details 
which would otherwise be included on a master map.  (See 6.9.3  Graphic 
Information.) 

 
          Editing a Digital Image 

 
If{xe "offset printing"}{xe "map (copies of): offset printing"}{xe "printing 
maps"}{xe "digital recordings of maps"}{xe "map (base map): digital 
copies"} you have edited a base map digitally, you can reproduce it either 
by photocopying from a full colour printout or by offset printing from 
colour separated printouts as appropriate.  The printer will be able to 
produce colour plates in the conventional fashion for map printing from 
your soft copy or from black and white separations that you can print 
yourself.  A limitation of normal home or office facilities is that they do not 
print out large sheets so you should make sure you know where the originals 
can be printed out before embarking on this process. 

 
Advantages 
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• Editing by computer can be done to perfection, including joining 
sheets, and any errors made can be reversed without trauma. 

• The printed map should be of equivalent quality to a purchased 
original. 

• Enlargement or reduction to change the scale can be done simply and 
accurately.  In either process, scaling of the map need not include 
scaling the breadth of lines, size of type, etc. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
• At the time of writing the cost of software is in excess of what can be 

covered by the revenue of one event or even several events.  Even the 
file containing the digital rendition of the map may be expensive. 

• The high cost of scanning producing the plates makes it costly for small 
events. 

• While the software packages available are not difficult to use, as with 
any PC based activity, if you are not well set up, computer wise and 
practised in the software you are using, you can find yourself devoting 
a considerable amount of time in pursuit of minor benefits. 

 
8.4.3 Reproduction 

 
The{xe "photocopying maps"}{xe "map (copies of): photocopying"} original 
can be reproduced by colour photocopying or offset printing{xe "offset 
printing"}{xe "map (copies of):offset printing"}{xe "printing maps"} from 
colour separations.  Whichever is being considered, try as far as possible to 
run a sample through the whole process.  You need to find out where its 
failings may be and to test the effectiveness of any inks, tapes, liquid paper, 
etc. that you might use when preparing your original.  It will not be possible 
to run a sample through the whole offset printing route, but it may be 
possible to examine other maps which have been produced from the same 
base series and by the same press.  It is particularly instructive if you are 
able to examine the original artwork that was used. 
 
If you intend to start with reductions or enlargements of your base map, or 
any other jiggery-pokery, make sure that you test that process as well.  
Distortion is one common problem with photographic enlargements and 
reductions.  Another is that reductions sometimes cause a loss of contrast 
and clarity of contours and of some types of shading. 
 

          Colour Photocopying 
 
Advantages{xe "photocopying maps"}{xe "map (copies of): photocopying"} 
 
• It is a single process which should make it easy to organise and cheap 

to test. 
 
• Cost is more or less pro rata and is therefore excellent for small print 

runs. 
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• Photocopying for sheets larger than A3 can be difficult to come by. 

 
Disadvantages 
 
• The cost is more or less pro rata and is therefore not the cheapest option 

for large print runs. 
 
• The colour and definition sometimes vary considerably in the course of 

a "print" run. 
 
There have been occasions when quality has declined avoidably through the 
course of a "print" run (even just from the original has creeping out of 
position), leading some organisers to make it their habit to watch over the 
whole "print" run.  The process is slow and it may take several hours to 
produce several hundred copies if problems arise. 
 
N.B. The quality of reproduction by photocopy techniques is rapidly 
improving. 
 

          Producing Colour Separations by Laser Scanning 
 
The{xe "offset printing"}{xe "map (copies of): offset printing"}{xe "printing 
maps"}{xe "laser scanning"}{xe "scanning, laser"}{xe "map (base map): 
laser scanning"} simplest method now available for producing colour plates 
from a single piece of artwork is the process of laser scanning the original to 
produce colour separations digitally.  The scanner recognises and separates 
black and the three primary colours.  The separations are recorded on a 
transparency and can then be given to a printer who makes the printing 
plates from which your map is then printed. 
 
This differs from the normal method of printing maps.  Normally, green for 
example would be printed with green ink whereas, using the standard colour 
separations it will be re-created with blue overlaid with yellow. 
 
The density of the scan is expressed in lines per inch and most commercial 
work is scanned at between 150 and 200 d.p.i.  The appropriate density for 
map scanning will probably be in this range.  
 
The scanning itself is done against the surface of a rotating drum around 
which the artwork is wrapped.  The laser is focused on the surface of the 
artwork.  Consequently the artwork must have a completely flat surface and 
yet be flexible.  This means that all sections of the original must be abutted 
rather than overlapping each other and must be glued firmly but flexibly.  
(Tape shows on the reproduction.) 
 
The original should be of a high quality because the process does not easily 
accommodate faint colouring or variations in colour depth. 
 
You should consult with the operator about the dimensions of the artwork 
which can be accommodated by the instrument. 
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You should also ask the operator to eliminate "background noise", a light 
shading that otherwise appears in place of white. 
 
You may need to be present when the scanning is done to check that the 
appropriate colour balance is achieved. 
 
Advantages 
 
• High fidelity 
• Enlargement or reduction to change the scale can be done simply and 

accurately as part of the process although reduction can diminish the 
fidelity simply because the grain of the transparency will be the same at 
any magnification. 

 
Disadvantages 
 
• Having two processes to co-ordinate (producing the separations and 

then printing) makes it less convenient than photocopying. 
• The high cost of scanning and producing the plates makes it costly for 

small events. 
• The fidelity results in any minor flaws in the original being reproduced, 

so that great care has to be taken in producing the original. 
 

8.5 PRODUCING A MAP FROM ORIGINAL FIELDWORK 
 
The{xe "map (base map): producing from scratch"} most thorough way to 
produce a map especially for the event is to compile one from original field 
work. 
 
Advantages: 

 
• The map can be made exactly to the organisers' specifications. 
• Original fieldwork allows the use of a site which is otherwise inadequately 

mapped. 
 
Disadvantages: 

 
• Work will have to begin six to twelve months prior to commencement of 

course setting. 
• Poor results can be disastrous. 
 
Several maps have been produced especially for rogaining by rogainers who are 
professional cartographers.  These maps are among the best rogaining maps 
available but it is extremely foolish to make such an undertaking without the 
commitment of a professional cartographer.  To assess the soundness of 
proceeding along this path, you should discuss the details of the project with 
someone who has previously prepared a map. 
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Because this is a specialist's field it is not dealt with any further here. 

 

8.6 PRINTING THE CHECKPOINT LIST ON THE BACK 
 
If{xe "checkpoint description list: other references"}{xe "printing checkpoint list 
behind map"} the map is small in format it should be no more expensive to print 
or photocopy the checkpoint list on the back rather than issuing it as a separate 
sheet.  

 

8.7 OVERPRINTING THE CHECKPOINT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
If{xe "checkpoint descriptions: overprinting"} the map itself is reasonably 
"open" and if the checkpoints are to be marked, the clues can be printed along 
side the checkpoints to which they refer.  Some rogainers might be distressed to 
think of the amount of map detail that will be obscured, but this has not posed 
any serious problems on the occasions that it has been done.  No checkpoint 
description sheet will then be needed.  However great care should be taken in the 
placing of the description except on championships in Australia when a separate 
list is required by the Australian Rogaining Association.  (See Appendix 3  
Example Rogaining Map no.7.) 

 

8.8 LAMINATING 
 
If{xe "laminating"} the map will have all information marked including 
checkpoints, you might  consider "lamination" (sealing the map between sheets 
of transparent plastic). 
 
The process is not well suited to large maps for reasons both of cost and of the 
competitors' convenience, but it is a great convenience to competitors if the map 
is small. The one element of inconvenience that it introduces is the difficulty for 
competitors of writing on the map. 
 
Allow several hours between printing or photocopying and laminating to allow 
ink to dry.  In most cases drying will take no more than one hour, but strange 
things have happened from time to time! 
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9 ADMINISTRATION 
 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The{xe "administration: general"} best administration provides to competitors 
certain necessary services with the minimum of imposition.  So administration is 
one of those things which is hardly noticed when done well.  However, rogainers 
who have experienced the problems that can arise will have developed a keen 
appreciation of efficient administration and will be as thankful as they are for 
well set course or a juicy lentil burger. 
 
While the administration requires no special expertise, it seems to be more 
difficult to do well than other aspects of organising an event, perhaps just 
because of the nature of desk work.  But as in all things, the satisfaction will be 
proportional to the challenge. 
 

9.2 FUNCTIONS OF ADMINISTRATION 
 
In General 
 
The{xe "administration: functions in summary"} functions of the event 
administration  are: 
• to provide information to competitors before, during and after the event 
• to record accurately the performances of competing teams and to compute 

results 
• to record the movements of competitors for safety reasons 
• to keep financial records. 
 
In particular 
 
This is done by: 
• accepting entries and distributing instructions and rules (rejecting if necessary 

entries which are late or which take entry numbers beyond a limit), banking 
fees 

• registering teams at the hash house and recording changes, distributing maps 
and other course information 

• allocating scorecards at the start, whether by distribution in advance or by 
erecting a "clothesline" from which teams pluck scorecards upon a departure 

• recording arrivals and departures during the event 
• calculating scores and allocating placings 
• checking for teams recorded as not returned, and initiating further action (see 

12.6  Searching for Teams Overdue) 
• compiling results for announcement and  later distribution or publication 
• maintaining accounts relating to entries (and full event accounts if desired). 
 

9.3 TIME COMMITMENT 
 
The{xe "administration: time commitment"}{xe "time commitments: 
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administration"} time required prior to the event can be up to 10 person-hours 
for every hundred entries. 
 
At the event, work will begin three to four hours prior to the start and will 
continue until two to three hours after the finish.  A full staff, of up to seven 
people for 400 competitors, will be required leading up to the start and from 
about an hour before the finish.  In the meantime, two people on duty are 
normally sufficient. 
 
If work on the day of the event has been done efficiently only a couple of hours 
will be needed afterwards. 
 
The person responsible for catering should be informed in advance of the 
number of administration staff who will have to be fed. 
 

9.4 ADMINISTRATION SCHEDULE 
{xe "schedules: administration"}{xe "administration: schedule"} 

From 
 

To Action 

Event minus 
several months 
 

 Plan administration system and design entry form 
(usually well established in associations). 

Event minus 
several months 
 

Event Record entries and reply (simultaneously prepare score 
cards). 

Event minus 
3 weeks 
 

Event Plan administration procedures in detail 

Event minus 
1 week 
 

Event Prepare peripheral material (stationery, etc.). 

Start minus 
3.5 hours 
 

Start 
minus 
3 hours 

Assemble admin, area, arrange stationery and instruct 
assistants. 

Start minus 
3 hours 
 

Start Register teams, distribute maps and printed 
information. 

Start minus 
15 minutes 
 

Start Allocate score cards or set up 'clothesline' from which 
competitors will pluck their cards as the start the event. 

Start 
 

Finish Record team returns and departures. 

Finish minus 
1 hour 
 

Finish 
plus 
1 hour 

Score and rank finished teams. 

Finish plus 
30 minutes 
 

 List missing teams. 

Finish plus 
30 minutes 
 

 Enquire about missing teams. 
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Finish plus 
30 minutes 
 

 Announce placings 

Finish plus 
1 hour (earlier 
if weather is 
threatening) 
 

 Co-ordinator to initiate action on missing teams (see 
12.6) 

 Finish 
plus 
2 hours 

Pack up. 

 Event 
plus 
1 week 

Distribute results membership information. 

 Event 
plus 
1 week 

Balance accounts. 

 

9.5 INFORMATION TO BE DISTRIBUTED WITH AN ENTRY 
FORM 

  (See Appendix 9 - Example Entry Form.) 
 
The entry form should be accompanied by an information sheet giving at least: 
 
• an explanation of the nature of the sport, if appropriate 
• duration of the event 
• date and starting time 
• approximate location 
• a brief description of the terrain sufficient that the reader might assess what 

physical demands it will make  
• additional costs which may be incurred, e.g. minimum equipment and 

clothing requirements 
• event entry limit 
• final date for receipt of entries, or late entry conditions 
• entry fees and what they will cover, e.g. maps, transport, meals 
• address for receipt of entries  
• contact name(s) and telephone number(s). 
 

9.6 INFORMATION TO BE DISTRIBUTED PRIOR TO THE 
EVENT 

  (See Appendix 11 - Simple Recipes for 400 People.) 
{xe "instructions to send to competitors: what to include"} 
The reply to an entry received should have the following information as a 
minimum:  
 
• notice that the entry has or has not been accepted (see below) 
• the fee received, balance owing or owed 
• the minimum equipment, clothing and food required to compete 
• equipment required at the hash house e.g. tent, cutlery 
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• instructions for finding the hash house including driving time (information 

supplied by course setters) 
• instructions for catching the bus if applicable 
• the team identification number 
• competition rules 
 

9.7 ENFORCING AN ENTRY LIMIT OR CLOSING DATE 
 

When{xe "entries: limit on numbers"}{xe "limit on entry numbers"}{xe "closing 
date for entries"}{xe "entries: closing date"}{xe "late entries"}{xe "entries: late"} 
an entry must be rejected for exceeding an entry limit, for missing a closing date 
or for any other reason, fees should be returned immediately with an explanation 
for the rejection.  Often the time remaining is short and a member of the team 
should be contacted by telephone immediately. 
 
If a team incurs but does not enclose a late fee or is short in fees for any other 
reason, it is easiest to note this when accepting the entry and to settle it at the 
event. 
 
Sometimes{xe "entries: on the day"} people arrive at the hash house 
unexpectedly and express an intention to enter.  If there are spare maps and 
surplus catering supplies (if applicable), there may be no harm in this.  But 
rogaining associations and other groups which run events in series must be very 
careful that this does not come to be regarded as a right, and that there always 
remains a strong incentive to enter events in advance. 
 

9.8 EQUIPMENT AND STATIONERY FOR THE EVENT 
 
The{xe "equipment: and stationery for administration"}{xe "administration, 
equipment and stationery for"} following will be required at the event: 
 
• comfortable accommodation (a roof or spacious and closeable tent, lighting, 

tables, chairs) 
• the items used in processing entry forms ( the processed entry forms, 

membership list if applicable, diary of phone enquiries) 
• spare entry forms - only if entries will be accepted on the day (inadvisable) 
• scorecards{xe "scorecard: other references"} (already prepared) - one per 

team 
• spare scorecards{xe "scorecard: other references"} for entries on the day or 

replacements for lost score cards 
• checkpoint description list{xe "checkpoint description list: other references"} 

- one per competitor plus spares 
• competition rules{xe "competition rules: other references"} - spares for 

people who did not read them at home 
• maps (supplied by the course setter) - one per competitor 
• certificates or other mementoes if applicable 
• master scorecards{xe "master scorecard"}{xe "scorecard: master"} (from the 

course setter) - about five 
• float of petty cash for settling incorrect entry fee payments 
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• spare stationery, clipboards, paperweights, shoe boxes, spring clips 
• clothes pegs and cord if desired 
• board for display of results if desired 
 

9.9 ORGANISATION AT THE HASH HOUSE 
 
Competitors value fast and accurate administration at the hash house.  To 
achieve it at the peak periods requires sensible organisation and prior planning. 
 
Both at the start and finish it is desirable to break up processes into simple 
functions and to have several people dedicated to those processes while another 
handles only problems.  At the finish there will ideally be two other people 
involved.  One will be dedicated to receiving scorecards, recording finish times 
on them and checking that the whole team is present.  The other, preferably a 
course setter{xe "course setters: helping in administration"}, will be free to 
discuss course-related queries{xe "disputes: other references"}. 
 
Speed in producing results probably ranks with course accuracy and reliable 
catering in importance to competitors. 
 

9.10 TALLYING SCORES 
 
While{xe "scores: calculation of"} most of the advice in this chapter is of a fairly 
general nature, one specific problem needs special attention. 
 
The{xe "scorecard: detecting punch marks on"}{xe "punches: other references"} 
orienteering punches that are most commonly used as the means of proving 
checkpoint visits are not ideal for the purpose in that the holes are sometimes 
difficult to see.  Usually the problem is that the card has not been punched hard 
enough, that the punch is faulty with identical result, or that the card has taken 
such a battering that a few pin pricks do not stand out.  In essence the problem is 
that the punches do not actually remove a portion of the card to leave an 
unmistakable hole.  The consequence is that some associations, despite all the 
experience that is brought to bear on event organisation, still have very high 
incidence of miscalculation. 
 
Since the mid 1980's sporadic attempts have been made to combat this by 
including a section on scorecards that allow competitors to write in whatever 
they think their own scores should be.  The idea is that if the scorers reach a 
different answer, the card will be given further, closer scrutiny.  Unfortunately 
most people are more preoccupied just with finishing, even if they are otherwise 
inclined to use the section.  There is also a danger that competitors will write in 
any old number just to ensure that their score gets double checked.  So this has 
not been very successful.  But while some people will use it, it is still a good 
way to use any spare space on the card. 
 
Better news is that some associations, including the Western Australian 
Rogaining Association, have achieved much greater success with a tailor-made 
battery operated light table.  Each card is placed on the table and the punch 
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marks are marked with a pen before being passed along for someone else to 
tally. 
 

9.11 MINIMISING THE WORKLOAD 
 
There are some important principles of efficiency in event administration. 

 
9.11.1 Performing Operations Progressively 

 
You should try to do all the work as soon as the opportunity arises in order 
to use your time most efficiently and to minimise the peak loads.  For 
example:  
 
• process entries as they arise  
• prepare instructions for posting and prepare the scorecard at the time of 

processing each entry  
• during the event, reconcile adjustments to fees made at the hash house  
• prepare certificates, if any, during the course of the event (or at the time 

of processing entries). 
 

9.11.2 Keeping Notes 
 
Do not trust anything to memory even for a short period.  If receiving phone 
enquiries and entries, it is helpful to keep a diary of calls and if necessary to 
fill in dummy entry forms.  If it is necessary to make notes about incorrect 
entries or fees, make them on the entry form and date them. 
 

9.11.3 Minimising Transcription and Stationery 
 
Unfortunately, having received one entry form from each team and having 
teams recording their checkpoint visits on the course, there must exist at a 
minimum, the cumbersome number of two items of stationery per team, plus 
about 40 intentions sheets.  Supposing 150 teams for example, you already 
have 340 leaves.  This being the case, you should make every endeavour to 
keep the stationery limited to two items per team - the entry form and the 
score card{xe "scorecard: function in administration"}.  It should be possible 
to record all information about a team on one or the other.  A thoughtfully 
designed entry form{xe "entry form: as a tool of administration"} will 
become the hash house record sheet showing: 
 
personal details  
 
• names  
• addresses  
• telephone numbers  
• ages if required 
 
entry details 
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• team reference number  
• entry section 
• team changes  
• fees received/owing and payments made on the day 
• intended means of departure after the event (car registration number if 

applicable) 
 
membership details if applicable 
 
• association membership status 
• fees received/owing and payments made on the day 
 
event details 
 
• times of departure from the hash house  
• progressive scores (if team requests their notation). 
 
The{xe "scorecard: design of"} scorecard should be designed to allow 
scoring on the card itself and sufficient information for course officials in 
the field.  It should include: 
 
• team number and section(s) of entry  
• names of members 
• times in to the hash house (the last being used in ranking equal scores) 
• space for calculations. 
 
With all the relevant information on the card it can then be used to rank 
teams simply by sorting all the completed cards in a shoe box and the sorted 
stack can be splayed to display final results at the hash house.  (The results 
are most easily displayed by laying a sheet of double sided contact adhesive 
on a sheet of plywood, then spreading the scorecards to show the end 
section of each card.  The method is most effective with scorecards printed 
on plastic which can be re-arranged without peeling.) 
 
In the past, some attempts have been made to condense the 300 or 340 
leaves into a handful of vast tables.  The problem with this is that 
transcription requires a lot of time and is an irritating source of error. 
 

9.11.4 Keeping Track of Team Movements 
 
Hold scorecards whenever possible.  In trying to keep track of competitors, 
it is helpful to keep the scorecard in administration whenever it is not being 
used, i.e. whenever the team is in the hash house or has left for home. 
 
You should also record the means of transport by which each team has come 
in order to know if they have gone home without notifying you i.e. "bus 1", 
"bus 2", or car registration number. 
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9.11.5 Keeping Procedures Simple 

 
Do not devise systems or services that create work for little benefit.  
Remember that administrative staff are worthy participants too and should 
not be overburdened for the sake of providing competitors with minor 
benefits. 
 
Certificates are a good example.  Certificates for individuals showing team 
members' names and team scores are an enormous burden.  It is tedious to 
write 400 neatly and correctly.  But associations which have a tradition of 
awarding a certificate to each competitor cannot withstand the pressure to 
provide them.  Most people who have helped with event administration for 
those associations wish that the custom had never been initiated. 
 

9.11.6 Minimising Post-event Procedures 
 
There is little need to follow up with collation of information.  It may 
happen that you will need to refer to records in the following weeks for 
people who have queries or complaints about scores or if checkpoint 
intentions sheets reveal anomalies.  You may also wish to keep the personal 
details for publicising future events.  Or your association may need 
membership details from the event entries.  It should be possible to satisfy 
all these needs simply by reference to your 300 or so leaves of stationery.  
Each transcription is an opportunity for error and, unless you have an acute 
storage problem, is also a waste of time. 

 

9.12 USING A COMPUTER 
 
If{xe "computers, use in administration"}{xe "administration: by computer"} the 
hash house has electricity you can automate the procedures with a personal 
computer.  Clerical processes can then be performed automatically without 
introducing unnoticed errors, e.g. computing scores, compiling progressive and 
final results, printing labels for certificates.  It is also possible to print out a list 
of credited checkpoints for each team. 
 
The disadvantages are: 
 
• that each datum required from the original entry form will require a 

transcription to memory and each transcription is time consuming and an 
opportunity for error 

 
• that administration may become technically dependent on the software and 

the electricity supply 
 
or 
 
• if constrained to the use of only one computer or to an improvised or limited 

power source, a full manual administration system will be required for 
backup 
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• that only one person can operate on the system at any time, creating a 

bottleneck 
 
• there can be an aesthetic compromise in locating the hash house at a site with 

power.  (However it is now possible to operate both computer and printer by 
battery or from a car battery with an AC/DC converter.) 

 
For these reasons, and despite the obvious advantages, computers have not 
always been successful. 
 
Many systems have been developed for home computers.  At one level it is the 
sort of straight forward but practical problem that computer lovers love.  If you 
are not one of those people it is better to ask around for one of these systems 
rather than starting from scratch.  Alternatively, two associations have 
developed sophisticated programs which they are willing to make available at 
nominal cost on condition of no support, customising or update.  Neil Smith has 
developed a lean and fast program for the South Australian Rogaining 
Association.  Also, the Victorian Rogaining Association has a sophisticated and 
user-friendly package for the Windows environment, but users will need to 
purchase its platform software.  Either can be ordered with the form at the back 
of this manual.  Specifications of each are as follows: 
 
SARA software for DOS environment  
CPU required any PC 
RAM 640 KB conventional only 
Disc space 53 KB - can run off floppy disc 
Video uses 80 by 25 text mode screen - older laptop with 

monochrome LCD screen is adequate 
Operating System DOS 
Platform DOS 
 
VRA software for Windows environment 
CPU required at least 486/33 
RAM at least 16MB 
Disc space 32MB 
Video SVGA card with 2MB VRAM 
Operating System MS Windows 3.1 or 3.11 
Platform CA-OpenROAD Runtime for Windows 3.1 v 3.5/02 

CA-OpenIngres/Desktop v 1.1 
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10 CATERING 
 

10.1 GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
Throughout{xe "catering: general"} Australia, 12 hour and 
24 hour events are almost always fully catered.  
Competitors would be shocked if asked to provide all their own food and it is 
apparent to any participant that most competitors positively enjoy the catering.  
It is far more to them than a simple convenience.  Once a rogainer who was 
resting at the hash house was asked by a television reporter what it was that 
rogaining meant to him.  He was dishevelled, flushed and bleary-eyed but 
replied without a moment's hesitation, "good scenery, good company and good 
food".  However, events which have been held in Canada and the USA in recent 
years have been catered for simply if at all and have still been enormously 
successful.  It appears that in Australia the luxury of catering has often been 
mistaken for a necessity. 
 
Nevertheless, complete catering which relieves competitors of any concern 
about food other than that required to sustain them through long absences from 
the hash house is unquestionably convenient and a pleasant indulgence for 
competitors.  Also it is generally felt that the casual social atmosphere at the 
hash house is dependent upon its being a place to enjoy a meal, and that this 
atmosphere is one of the most valuable attributes of the sport as it is currently 
conducted.  Sometimes it is argued that providing food at the end of an event is 
also important for the safety of competitors who are about to embark on a long 
drive in a weary state. 
 
Full catering also requires a great deal of labour, but many people enjoy helping 
with catering as well as or in preference to other activities, so that it does not 
necessarily impinge on other aspects of event organisation.  And it really is 
remarkable how well people can be fed on a small budget if it is done on a large 
scale and by people who have a flair for this sort of thing. 
 
While catering is not an essential element of rogaining, most associations insist 
on having every event catered to a certain standard.  Whatever the 
circumstances, it is extremely important to provide everything that has been 
promised and that it be of a reasonable quality and hygienically prepared. 
 

10.2 TIME COMMITMENT 
 
At{xe "time commitments: catering"}{xe "catering: time commitment"} a fully 
catered event, it is usual to make meals available continuously from several 
hours after the start until one or two hours after the finish.  It is also common to 
provide breakfast after an event which finishes late at night. 
 
Preparation for this standard catering will require careful planning of the menu 
in mind of the restraints of budget, of labour and of the cooking facilities 
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available.  This process alone may involve several hours of work and 
consultation. 
 
In the days prior to the event and possibly on the morning of the event, several 
more hours will be spent shopping. 
 
Allow several hours more for preparing some ingredients and recipes at home 
prior to the day. 
 
At{xe "catering: number of helpers needed"} the hash house, a 12 hour event 
will require about two people plus two per hundred competitors and a 24 hour, 
two plus four per hundred.  Work will begin just after the start of the event, at 
latest, and will continue until several hours after the finish. 
 

10.3 HYGIENE 
 
Meticulous{xe "hygiene"}{xe "catering: hygiene"}{xe "catering: water supply"} 
care must be taken with hygiene.  It is suggested that you try to achieve the same 
standards of personal hygiene that would be required in a restaurant. 
 
One particular danger is of breeding bacteria by keeping stews and soups warm 
for long periods.  It is better to serve each load and start again. 
 
It may be necessary to cart water{xe "water: for drinking and cooking"}{xe 
"catering: water supply"} to the site if no clean sources exist there.  Generally, 
local streams which run through farmland cannot be relied upon.  And in most 
parts of the world it is no longer possible to use natural sources without risking 
bacterial or parasitic contamination particularly now that Giardia{xe "Giardia"} 
has spread more or less world-wide.  However Giardia does not thrive in all 
environments and will never be universal.  Where streams can still be expected 
to carry potable water and are intended to be used at the hash house or to be 
relied upon out on the course, the water should at the least be tested in advance 
of the event by the ancient though unreliable method of drinking it. 
 
Try to keep the duties of erecting and maintaining toilet facilities separate from 
food preparation.  The people responsible for erecting and maintaining toilets 
and ablution facilities should be employed if possible on other foodless tasks 
like maintaining fires. 
 
Washing facilities should be arranged and must be maintained conscientiously. 
 
See 11.2.5  Hot Water and Dishwashing Facilities and 11.2.6  Toilets and 
Handwashing Facilities. 
 

10.4 PLANNING A MENU 
 
The{xe "menu: planning the"}{xe "catering: planning a menu"} following factors 
are worthy of consideration. 
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• Demand for particular foods will depend upon the weather, e.g. stews versus 
salads, cocoa versus cold drinks. 

 
• Omnivorous{xe "vegetarian food"}{xe "catering: vegetarian food"} caterers 

sometimes forget to provide for vegetarians.  Caterers who do provide for 
vegetarians sometimes forget that meat-eaters also eat vegetarian food. 

 
• Ensure that competitors will be informed in advance of the extent of catering 

with particular reference to lunch on the first day of a 24 hour event.  
Generally there is little advantage in providing the first lunch. 

 
• It is common practice to provide breakfast on the morning after a 12 hour 

event.  Only a proportion of competitors will camp overnight, so the quantity 
should be scaled down appropriately. 

 
• Either the menu will be constrained by the budget allocated to it or the entry 

fee will depend in part on the menu being planned.  Either way, you must 
assess carefully the cost of your proposed menu.  Refer if possible to 
accounts from previous events.  A 24 hour event costs about 20% more per 
head than a 12 hour event. 

 
• Quantities in preparation at various times will depend on anticipated hash 

house occupancy. 
 
• Advice on purchasing and preparing food is to be found in Appendix 10 - 

Notes on Selection, Handling and Preparation of Foodstuffs. 
 
• Appendix 11 and 12 - Example Menus provide menus for 12 hour and 24 

hour events and the corresponding ingredients which should be obtainable 
anywhere. 

 

10.5 CATERING EQUIPMENT 
 
It{xe "equipment: for catering"}{xe "catering: equipment for"} is best to ask 
competitors  to bring their own utensils. 
 
Beware of underestimating the number of pots and heat sources that will be 
required.  Problems which cause a shortage are: 
 
• inability to clean pots immediately  
• faults in equipment  
• extra heating capacity required on very cold or windy nights 
 
Non-cooking equipment required includes light sources, washing and cleaning 
equipment and consumables, tables and chairs. 
 
If borrowing or hiring gas bottles, lamps etc. check that bottles are filled and that 
the equipment works. 
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See also 4.2  The Map. 
 

10.6 SECOND KITCHEN 
 
A{xe "kitchen, second"}{xe "hash house: second"} second kitchen can be 
advantageous when the main hash house is not close to the centre of a 24 hour 
course.  It is sufficient to provide hot or cold beverages as appropriate, fruit and 
fruit cake or bread.  You will also need some utensils for competitors to use. 
 
There is no limit to the lavishness of catering possible except that it will require 
a lot of labour even if the fare is just simple.  
 
It is very important  that competitors are accurately informed of what will be 
obtainable there and at what times. 
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11 THE HASH HOUSE 
 

11.1 THE HASH HOUSE SET-UP 
 
It{xe "hash house: set-up"} is assumed in this manual that the 
start, finish, central field kitchen and administration centre will 
all be at the one site, the hash house.  This is the most efficient arrangement.  
Having the start elsewhere is a practicable but inconvenient variation. 
 
The hash house has to provide shelter, warmth, sleeping or camping space, toilet 
and washing facilities and parking for competitors, catering staff and 
administration staff. 
 
A convenient method of achieving all these facilities is to hire a hall or farm 
building, often with the added luxury of electricity.  Otherwise tents should be 
obtained, one for catering, one for administration and one for resting 
competitors.  Be sure not to underestimate the potential demand for shelter 
bearing in mind that you may have several hundred people to lunch on Sunday 
afternoon or whenever the finish may be.  Ideally you can erect your three tents 
around a circle with a fire and outdoor eating area at its centre, with toilets some 
distance away. 
 
You will need to erect the hash house very early on the day of the event or the 
afternoon before.  To transport the equipment and catering supplies it can be 
cheaper and simpler to hire a truck than to hire or borrow several trailers. 

 

11.2 HASH HOUSE FACILITIES 
 

11.2.1 Shelter 
 
In{xe "hash house: facilities"} addition to the basic requirement of shelter 
for administration, catering and for resting competitors, another space (tent 
or rooms in a hall) might be provided as a sleeping area for the hash house 
helpers.  This has the advantage on a 24 hour event of ensuring that people 
can be found when due for late night shifts, and the convenience is often 
appreciated. 
 

11.2.2 Car Parking and Camping Area 
 
It{xe "parking"} is sometimes difficult to anticipate the effect that traffic has 
on ground that is not normally driven upon.  Beware of using paddocks as 
car parks as the entrance way often becomes a bog which probably upsets 
the owner of the land even more than it does the rogainers. 
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11.2.3 Master Map Display 

 
If using master maps, you will need display boards or tables for their 
display. 
 

11.2.4 Fires 
 
In{xe "fires at the hash house"}{xe "hash house: fires at"} a pitched hash 
house it is desirable to have fires burning through the night, and probably 
into the second day of a 24 hour event.  Generally at least two fires are 
needed - a large fire for people to keep warm by while resting at the hash 
house and a second smaller fire for keeping water on the boil.  If possible 
obtain a wood supply in advance for the whole night. 
 

11.2.5 Hot Water and Dishwashing Facilities 
 
Having{xe "washing facilities"}{xe "hash house: washing facilities"} water 
constantly on the boil enables competitors to serve themselves beverages 
and keeps a ready supply to the washing facilities. 
 
Provision will be needed for washing cookware as well as for competitors to 
wash their own eating utensils.  A couple of tubs, detergent and a supply of 
hot water should be sufficient for competitors.  Some abrasives may be 
needed for cooking utensils. 
 

11.2.6 Toilets and Handwashing Facilities 
 
If{xe "toilets"}{xe "hash house: toilets"}{xe "washing facilities"}{xe "hash 
house: washing facilities"} it is necessary to dig pits for the purpose, the 
facilities should be set up in some way that completely closes over each pit 
between uses. 
 
Toilets should be ready for use before competitors arrive for the start. 
 
A light source will be required during the night. 
 
Some arrangement should be made for handwashing both at the toilets and 
the cooking/eating area.  In practice this is difficult to do in a pitched hash 
house.  But a good supply of hot water and a supply of disinfectant will 
help. 
 

11.2.7 First Aid 
 
It{xe "first aid"} is essential to have a good first aid kit in the hash house 
and someone capable of using it. 
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11.3 EQUIPMENT FOR THE HASH HOUSE 
 
The{xe "equipment: for the hash house"}{xe "equipment: for catering"}{xe 
"equipment: and stationery for administration"}{xe "hash house: equipment for"} 
following is a checklist of equipment that may be needed at the hash house.  The 
intention of including it is to remind the reader of things that may be overlooked 
- not to suggest that all of these items are absolutely necessary for any event.  
Course setting equipment and stationery for administration are not included (see 
6.8  Preparing and Hanging Checkpoint Markers and Attachments, and 9.8  
Equipment and Stationery for the Event). 
See also 10.5  Catering Equipment. 

 
Tents or tarpaulins 
 

- for administration 
- for catering 
- for eating area 
- for toilets 
- as shelter for hash house staff and equipment 
 

Lamps and fuel 
 

 

Tables 
 

- for administration 
- for cooking 
- for self-serve food and drinks 
 

Chairs 
 

- for administration and kitchen staff 
 

Toilets 
 

- thunder boxes for placing over holes 
- tents or hessian and stakes 
- portable hire toilets 
 

Tools 
 

- shovels 
- mattocks 
- axes or saws 
- post-hole digger 
- rake 
- sledge hammer 
- hammers and nails 
- wire for makeshift fastenings 
 

Gas rings and 
fittings 
 

 

Gas bottles 
 

- filled 
 

Barbecues 
 

 

Water heating 
system 
 

- gas or fire heated drum 
 

Fire grates 
 

 

Pots 
 

- large and many 
 

Cooking equipment 
 

- chopping boards, basins, bowls, colanders, funnels, 
knives, spoons, ladles, sieves, graters, beaters, scissors, 
spatulas, mashers, lifters, tongs, tin openers, bottle 
openers. 
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Hand basins 
 

 

Towels  

Cleaning equipment 
 

- scourers, scrapers, sponges, tea-towels, detergents, 
disinfectants 
 

Bins, buckets 
 

 

Fire fighting 
equipment 
 

- fire extinguisher, knapsack, floggers 
 

Display boards 
 

- for master maps 
 

Barrels 
 

- for water points 
 

Road signs 
 

- for directing participants to hash house 
- for warning motorists of walkers on the road. 
 

First Aid kit 
 

 

Mobile water tank 
 

- where hash house has no water source 
 

Generator 
 

- considered by some to be at odds with the ideal hash 
house atmosphere. 
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12 AT THE EVENT 
 
 
In addition to the routine administration and the catering, there are a 
number of miscellaneous activities which organisers need to be 
prepared for. 

 
 

12.1 EVENT FORMALITIES 
 

12.1.1 The Start 
 
It{xe "formalities"}{xe "start: speaking at the"} is a pleasant courtesy, in 
keeping with the atmosphere of rogaining events, to gather competitors ten 
minutes before the start to offer a brief welcome.  This also gives you the 
opportunity to synchronise watches, to give your final advice to competitors 
about the course or hash house facilities and to re-iterate the necessity to 
take care with fences, gates, stock, etc.  But you must not rely on this 
opportunity to communicate anything not already communicated because 
some competitors will stay away while still finishing their preparations. 
 

12.1.2 The Conclusion 
 
After{xe "finish: speaking at the"}{xe "presentations"}{xe "results: 
announcement of"} the finish, when results have been prepared, you will be 
expected to gather the ragged flock to announce the results and to make any 
presentations. 
 
Even organisers and hash house staff will be starting to look dog-eared by 
this stage and it is remarkably common for the results to be read cold, 
leading to a splutter of mispronounced names and even to shameful 
abandonment.  It is better to read through them once alone in advance, then 
finish the whole show with dignity.  Many people enjoy having the results 
read in full from the bottom.  The procedure is long but fun in that everyone 
has something to wait for.  It usually works well by the campfire at the 
conclusion of a 12 hour event, but less so after a 24 hour when competitors 
are very tired and anxious to leave for home. 
 
This ceremony also provides an opportunity to thank publicly the people 
who have staged the event. 
 
Throughout these ceremonies the competitors will have a compelling 
interest only in the results.  Given that they will be impatient at the start and 
weary at the end, both ceremonies should be brief in all other matters. 
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12.2 MAINTAINING WATER POINTS 
  (See also 6.7  Placement of Water Points.) 

 
The{xe "water points: maintaining"} course setters are the best people to look 
after water points because they are less likely than others to place them at the 
wrong locations and because they should be more efficient travellers through the 
event site.  (Conversely, it is sometimes difficult for the other hash house staff to 
employ efficiently those who have become accustomed to a life of restless 
roaming - like trying to wed a seafarer). 
 
The best containers are brewer's barrels of the sort used by canoeists.  They have 
broad screw tops which allow easy access to the contents and thus reduce 
spillage, are easy to fill and can easily take ice.  A mug may be tied on for use as 
a ladle, and for repeated use it is worth wrapping the barrels in fishing net for 
easy handling. 
 
Assuming{xe "water points: capacity"} 400 competitors and fine but moderate 
conditions, a water point should initially have at least 40 litres (9 gallons), which 
is most easily handled in 2 x 20 litre (4½ gallon) drums.  The first ten teams may 
drain most of this water.  A luxury which is well received is ice - about 8kg 
(18lbs) will last one drum one afternoon in moderately warm weather.   
 
Assuming a field of 400 competitors, water points should be checked every hour 
during the day and less frequently at night.  At risk of stating the obvious, water 
points of double the size need to be checked with half the frequency. 
 
Underestimating the consumption of water is a common and serious error. 
 
The only documented example of measured consumption available is of the 
Australian Championships in South Australia in May 1991 when in a field 200 
competitors, one water point lost 60 litres (13 gallons) in 7 hours. 

 

12.3 MAINTAINING CHECKPOINTS 
 

{xe "checkpoints: maintaining during the event"} 
12.3.1 Replacing Missing Markers 

 
When{xe "replacing missing checkpoints"}{xe "checkpoint markers: 
replacing missing"}{xe "misplaced or missing checkpoint: replacing"}{xe 
"markers: replacing missing"}{xe "checkpoints: replacing missing"} several 
teams report a checkpoint misplaced, missing, wrongly numbered or 
missing its punch, one of the course setters will need to make a visit to 
rectify the problem.  You should have at the hash house spare markers, 
punches, intentions sheets and cord for this purpose.  Do not forget to record 
the new punch pattern. 
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12.3.2 Correcting Misplaced Checkpoints 
  (See also 12.5.3  Settling Disputes - Specific Solutions.) 

 
Generally if a checkpoint has been misplaced you will hear reports both of 
its absence and of its presence somewhere else.  It is difficult to imagine 
that the marker could be placed mistakenly and that some competitors will 
not make the same mistake.  However the first reports will probably be just 
that the marker is missing. 
 
It is very difficult to advise how this problem will best be rectified.  If the 
checkpoint has been set, checked and vetted and the marker placed on that 
spot, it is unlikely that the same people will suddenly realise why they were 
wrong - supposing that the competitors were not wrong! If darkness has 
already come the situation may be beyond solution. 
 
Most importantly you should act in haste but not in panic. 
 
1) Discuss the problem thoroughly in the hash house before leaving for 
the checkpoint. 
2) Take a new marker, punch and intentions sheet. 
3) At the location, try to establish the correct position (which may be the 
one where the marker is). 
4) Only then, if the marker is definitely in the wrong place, hang the 
spare marker, etc. in the correct location. 
5) Remove the wrongly located marker. 
 
It is important to be very cautious because the first teams to miss it may 
simply have been mistaken. 
 
Sometimes it is suggested that the misplacement should be left so as to be 
equally baffling for everybody.  However it can never be fair to do this 
because some people will have the advantage of stumbling across the 
marker by chance or by the same mistake as the course setters or person 
who hung the marker.  Others will have omitted fortuitously that part of the 
course.  Another way to look at it is that the primary aim of the whole 
exercise is to give participants an enjoyable day's activity.  If the correction 
is made half way through the event, a number of people will already have 
suffered some disappointment which leaving the checkpoint unaltered will 
not ease.  But if the correction is not made, twice that number will be 
frustrated and disappointed. 
 

12.3.3 Collecting Markers 
 
On{xe "markers: collecting"}{xe "checkpoint markers: collecting"}{xe 
"collecting markers"} a short event, most of the markers, perhaps all, can be 
collected immediately after the event.  However it may be necessary, 
particularly after a 24 hour event, to have someone return to the site one or 
two weekends later to complete the task.  Usually there will be willing 
helpers available amongst the hash house staff and amongst returned 
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competitors.  Make sure that helpers each take a knife for tough knots, and 
ask them also to remove tapes and all rubbish from the checkpoint area. 
 
It is a good idea to use and mark a master map to keep track of whom you 
have sent to collect each checkpoint. 
 
After retrieving markers, punches and sheets, keep the intentions sheets for 
a couple of weeks in case any queries arise. 
 
Take note of the number and identities of missing items before passing them 
on to other users. 
 

12.4 POLICING THE COURSE 
 
Active{xe "policing the course"} supervision of the course is not common 
practice but can be done by posting a person at a checkpoint.  It is then possible 
to ensure that all members of every team visit the checkpoint to within the 
required radius.  This is best done by holding the punch and punching a score 
card only when all members arrive.  If it is clear that any member is not 
intending to visit the checkpoint, a disqualification should be noted.  Whether at 
the time or at the conclusion of the event, it is essential that the team be 
informed of the disqualification. 
 
The other method of active policing is the tedious task of checking that 
intentions sheets are consistent with the checkpoints punched on a team's card.  
If time permits, sample checks can be done immediately after the finish. 
 
See also 12.5.3  Specific Solutions - Report of Disqualifying Offence. 

 

12.5 SETTLING DISPUTES 
{xe "disputes, settling"} 

12.5.1 Common Problems 
 
The following situations requiring arbitration commonly arise. 
 
• Teams lose their score cards but wish to claim points for checkpoints 

already visited. 
 
• Team members forget to punch the card but wish to claim the points. 
 
• A checkpoint cannot be recorded by those who visit it because the 

punch is missing  (and possibly the marker as well). 
 
• A checkpoint has been misplaced, allowing some teams to find it by 

chance and others not. 
 
• A checkpoint description has been wrongly worded, having similar 

effect to that of a misplaced checkpoint. 
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• A course official or competitor reports a team for a disqualifying 

offence, usually that the members have split up. 
 

12.5.2 General Approach to Disputes 
 
It{xe "disputes: settling"} is extremely rare in these competitions to find 
people deliberately cheating.  Generally the closest people come is in being 
tempted through their own haste and another's weariness to leave a 
checkpoint before all team members have come within the required radius.  
So it is most important to hear every story credulously if not necessarily 
with charity, and to suppose that competitors' requests and defences are 
being given honestly unless there is particular reason to believe otherwise. 
 
At any event, the organisers have an obligation to supervise competition 
fairly and the most equitable approach to those problems is to interpret the 
rules to the letter.  For example this means that as long as all checkpoints 
are in place, a team scores only upon the evidence that appears on the 
scorecard.  This also saves event organisers from subjective decisions that 
can cause them anguish.  However participants generally prefer to see 
reasonable and good-natured assessment of their own or their competitors' 
requests, and it is generally only in championships that rules relating to 
score-tallying are strictly adhered to.  In a situation where arbitration is 
required over a technicality that effects a top placing, it may be possible to 
consult other top teams for their permission to allow extra points for, say, a 
checkpoint that a team has not properly punched. 
 

12.5.3 Specific Solutions 
 
Lost scorecards 

 
If{xe "lost scorecard"}{xe "scorecard: lost"} the team leaves the hash house 
again, issue a new card.  In a regular event, it is usual to accept accurate 
verbal descriptions of checkpoint locations as evidence of visits having been 
made and to give credit for checkpoints recorded from the card on a 
previous hash house return.  However a strict interpretation of the rules does 
not permit this practice and some associations now accept only the 
scorecard or labelled punch marks in some other item.  Even then, only 
visits recorded on a single item can be accepted under the rules. 
 
Forgotten to punch 
{xe "punching the card - forgotten"} 
In a non-championship event, a verbal description is usually accepted.  
Otherwise organisers may accept claims subject to finding an entry later on 
the checkpoint's intentions sheet.  In practice only placegetters would be 
checked.  There is potential for deliberate cheating in this system although it 
has probably never been exploited.  Still, there are all sorts of ways of 
dodging the rules which are not described here.  Fortunately, people very 
rarely try. 
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Missing punch 

{xe "missing punch: awarding points despite ~"}{xe "punches: 
missing"} 

Rules of Rogaining 
29(b) If the punch is missing or damaged, full points shall be awarded 

for a correct record on the intentions sheet. 
 
Missing intentions sheet 

{xe "missing intentions sheet"}{xe "intentions sheets: missing"} 
Rules of Rogaining 
29(a) If the intentions sheet is missing or has no space left, full points 

shall be awarded for recording the correct punch mark. 
 
Missing punch and intentions sheet 

{xe "missing punch"}{xe "missing intentions sheet"}{xe "punches: 
missing"}{xe "intentions sheet: missing"} 

Rules of Rogaining 
29(c) If both (a) and (b) occur, then full points shall be awarded for a 

correct verbal description of the location of the checkpoints. 
 
Misplaced (or missing) checkpoint 

{xe "checkpoints: misplaced or missing"}{xe "misplaced or missing 
checkpoint: awarding points for"} 

Rules of Rogaining 
29(d) Full points shall be awarded for correctly recording a visit to a 

misplaced checkpoint. 
29(e) Full points shall be awarded if a team can satisfy the organisers 

that they have visited the correct site or a misplaced or missing 
checkpoint. 

 
Such a situation should never arise.  Nothing can redress the losses suffered 
by teams which visit the correct location of a misplaced checkpoint.  Some 
will find it, some will not.  Some will find it quickly; others will devote to it 
enough time to have visited another checkpoint.  Some will waste time (at 
around 4 am) and still not find it,  and will despair of the whole competition, 
of maps, checkpoints, exercise and existence. 
 
It will be necessary to credit points to all competitors who have punched the 
card correctly as well as to those who can describe the correct location.  But 
it is hardly reasonable to expect a precise description of a place that 
competitors may have disregarded on account of its having no marker.  In 
any case, it will be difficult to establish to everyone's satisfaction where on 
the ground the correct location was.  Usually it will be necessary to record 
the claim and adjust scores after the matter has been settled.  Naturally 
action must be taken as soon as it becomes apparent that a problem exists.  
(See 12.3.2  Correcting Misplaced Checkpoints.) 
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Wrongly worded description{xe "checkpoint descriptions: disputes over 
poor wording"} 
 
Like a misplaced checkpoint, this is a problem that should never occur.  But, 
if it does, it will be necessary to make a well considered judgement about 
whether the error has really caused an ambiguity.  If it has, a location 
description of the alternative location will have to be taken as evidence of a 
visit.  (See 6.4  Describing Checkpoints.) 
 
Report of disqualifying offence{xe "disqualification: dealing with"} 
 
In all events, there is no alternative but to attempt to establish the truth and 
to disqualify if the offence has been committed.  It is not acceptable to 
negotiate except perhaps on a claim of mitigating circumstances where no 
unfair advantage has been gained.  The offence, to warrant disqualification 
under the competition rules, must involve cheating, a breach of those rules 
intended to ensure safety, or behaviour likely to bring the sport into 
disrepute.  Clearly no such offences can be tolerated. 
 
In all cases of disqualification it is important that the individuals involved in 
enforcing the disqualification consult the team personally before recording 
the disqualification.  Even when there is no possibility that team members 
can say anything to redeem themselves, they must be consulted because of 
the enormous ill-will that will be nurtured by people who think that they 
have been treated contemptuously.  Also, the rules give teams a right of 
appeal. 
 

12.6 SEARCHING FOR TEAMS OVERDUE 
 

The following procedures should be co-ordinated carefully (i.e. the event co-
ordinator should take charge) as it is easy to lose control or to create 
unnecessary alarm.{xe "searching for teams overdue"}{xe "lost teams"} 
 
If a team has not checked in within an hour of the finish, organisers should begin 
to check whether the vehicle that its members arrived in is still present at the site 
and whether any other competitors know of the team's movements. 
 
If there is no evidence that the team has returned home, you should search the 
course briefly by car in the hope of picking up the team on a road.  The search 
should be simple but perhaps conducted in several vehicles so that little time is 
wasted.  If any checkpoints are beside roads they should be checked for 
intentions sheets entries.  Some organisers make a point of having several 
checkpoints near roads for this purpose. 
 
If, three hours after the finish, with the brief road search completed, the team is 
still missing: 
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l) send someone to warn police or search authorities that a search may be 
imminent but is not yet required and give an indication of the time by which 
you will have completed your own limited search as below 

 
2) begin a systematic search. 

 
Start the search by sending people to several parts of the course, each to visit 
one checkpoint looking for an intentions sheet entry and each to return 
regardless of the result.  Continue this until an entry is found then use it to 
concentrate the search on surrounding checkpoints until the end of the trail of 
entries is found.  If by this time nobody has been found, check any neighbouring 
farmhouses and the hash house again before requesting police to conduct a 
search. 
 
Consider the need to contact friends or relatives of the missing competitors by 
the time that they will be missed.  Conversely, if the absence of the team's 
vehicle confirms its return and departure, it is wise to ring the team's contact 
number to check. 
 
If the team is found, the police must then be informed. 
 
This procedure assumes moderate weather conditions.  If conditions are life-
threatening, police or search authorities should be informed of the problem as 
initial searching begins. 
 
The scenario sounds grim, but has never yet reached an unpleasant conclusion.   

 

12.7 AFTER THE FINISH 
 

At the finish, you can expect to receive many warm thanks - especially if the 
weather has been fine!{xe "finish: after the"}{xe "winding up"} 
 
You will also find that any moderately challenging course will also draw 
erroneous disputation of checkpoint placement.  It is understandable that at 4am 
people lose both their rationality and their charity.  This can be dispiriting and it 
is best to be braced for it. 
 
The most disappointing thing that an organiser might suffer is the realisation and 
acknowledgement that a checkpoint has been misplaced.  Much of this manual is 
devoted to preventing this, but unfortunately the shortest lapse in application can 
bring this unpleasant fate upon you. 
 
(See also 12.1.2  Event Formalities - The Conclusion.) 
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13 SAFETY 
 
 
Rogaining{xe "safety: various considerations"} has a good record for 
safety.  Injuries and illnesses have been rare.  But the nature of the 
sport is such that dangers can exist if event organisers are not 
reasonably careful. 
 
For the sake of emphasis, the following is a brief summary of safety issues. 
 
 

13.1 THE RULES 
 
Note that the competition rules require that team members remain in voice 
contact and that team mates accompany an injured team member to the hash 
house unless the casualty is immobile.  These rules are important for safety 
reasons and competitors should be encouraged to obey them strictly.  (See 12.4  
Policing the Course.) 

 

13.2 THE COURSE 
 
The course should be free of inconspicuous dangers or have those dangers 
highlighted or deemed out-of-bounds so that competitors and course officials 
will not be at risk of coming by them accidentally.  (See also 4.1.5  Safety.) 
 
Note in particular the option of patrolling specified roads by car so that 
distressed parties may be picked up without having to walk all the way to the 
hash house.  If the service is offered, it must be supplied at the times given 
which means dedicating a vehicle and one of your helpers to the job. 
 
Some course setters set a few checkpoints close to roads in order to expedite 
searches.  (See 12.6  Searching for Teams Overdue.) 
 
Temporary road signs stating, for example, "Overnight Walkers on Road" can be 
erected on main roads through the site. 
 

13.3 COMPETITOR PREPAREDNESS 
 
Many associations require each competitor to take a minimum of equipment 
including a waterproof parka, a basic personal first aid kit, a whistle and a 
compass.  These requirements may be greater in the more severe climates. 
 

13.4 THE ROLE OF ADMINISTRATION 
 
Administration has an important role to play in keeping track of each team.  This 
includes recording car registration on arrival, departure from the hash house at 
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the start, returns and departures during the event, and final return.  (See Chapter 
9  Administration.) 
 
Intentions sheets and pencils should be attached to each checkpoint.  
Championship rules make completion of the intentions sheets compulsory with a 
penalty of disqualification.  (See Appendix 7  Example Letter to Landholders.)  
These sheets assist in locating overdue teams.  You can begin a search by 
retrieving, say, four checkpoints from far corners of the course.  Finding even 
one entry with a time and intention narrows the search and the process is then 
repeated.  (See 12.6  Searching for Teams Overdue.) 
 

13.5 FIRST AID 
 
It{xe "first aid"} is essential to have a good first aid kit in the hash house and 
someone capable of using it. 
 
Organisers should ascertain in advance the location of the nearest doctor or 
hospital and ensure that this information is always on hand at the hash house. 
 

13.6 SEARCHING 
 
Local{xe "searching for teams overdue"}{xe "lost teams"} police should be 
aware in advance that the event is to be held.  If a team has not checked in 
within an hour of the finish, organisers should begin to check whether the 
vehicle that its members arrived in is still present at the site and whether any 
other competitors know of the team's movements. 
 
If there is no evidence that the team has returned home, searching should 
commence.  (See 12.6  Searching for Teams Overdue.) 
 

13.7 TRANSPORT 
 
For safety as well as convenience, participants should be offered bus transport at 
cost for a 24 hour event.  If an insufficient number of people accept, it may be 
worth engaging the bus at a subsidy from the entry fees. 
 

13.8 FIRE PREVENTION 
 
Organisers{xe "fire prevention: comment"} should ban the lighting of fires and 
smoking in regions vulnerable to fire.  Inclusion of this ban in championship 
rules reflects the sport's origins in south eastern Australia and may not always be 
a practical requirement in other places. 
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14 WINDING UP 
 

There{xe "winding up"} will be a number of activities 
which follow the event itself.  Some have been mentioned 
in earlier chapters and some need no elaboration but are listed here simply for 
completeness.  Two require special comment. 

 
• Cleaning and returning hired or borrowed equipment including markers and 

attachments. 
 
• Reimbursing outstanding costs to organisers and settling the events accounts. 
 
• Thanking landholders and others who have given assistance. 
 
• Collecting any remaining markers. 
 

There may be some markers left on the course and these should be collected even 
though it may not be cost effective.  A checkpoint without a course is just litter. 

 
• Summarising records of the event 
 

For the benefit of your own organisation and those who follow with other events 
in the same region, you should try to summarise the event in a short report giving: 

 
 - a map of the course 
 
 - information gathered about landholdings   
 
 - full results 
 
 -  the entry forms for contact details of entrants  (or for maintenance of the 

membership list of your association) 
 
 - course setter's report if any (which should include some of the above) 
 
 - financial statement 
 
 Most established rogaining associations have standard forms for recording this 

information briefly and easily and will require the full results promptly for 
publication.  

 
 After the climactic occasion of the event itself, it can be very difficult bothering, 

but the value of this last effort to those who follow is great in relation to the time 
it requires. 
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RULES OF ROGAINING 
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Rules For Competitors 
(last amended 1/1/2004) 

 
Rogaining is the sport of long distance cross-country navigation for teams 
travelling on foot. The object is to score points by finding checkpoints located 
on the course within a specified time. Checkpoints may be visited in any order. 
 
Definition 
 
“The course” means anywhere a team travels during the time of the rogaine but 
specifically excludes the access road and areas in the proximity of an 
administration area designated for non-competition use by the organisers, for 
example for parking or camping. “Event site” includes the course and any 
administration, access and non-competition areas. 
 
Entries 
 
1 A team shall consist of two, three, four or five members. 
 
2 A team that has a member under fourteen years of age shall also have a 

member eighteen years of age or over. 
 
3 Competition placings are awarded in several sections based on the age 

and gender composition of teams. Each team is automatically entered in 
the Open section and all other sections of the competition for which it is 
eligible. 

 
4 No member of a team shall have been involved with the organisation of 

the rogaine so as to have a prior familiarity with the rogaine course or the 
fieldwork of the rogaine map. 

 
Respect for Land and Property 
 
5 Competitors shall respect public and private property. 
 (a) Competitors shall not cross newly sown ground or growing crops, 

except if specifically permitted by the organisers, or any area deemed 
out-of-bounds by the organisers. 

 (b) Competitors shall keep a reasonable distance from dwellings and 
stock with young. 

 (c) Competitors shall take due care when crossing fences, crossing at 
corner posts, solid posts or between wires wherever possible. Each team 
shall leave any gate in the same state as it was found. 

 (d) Competitors shall not discard litter. 
 (e) Competitors shall not light fires at the event site. 
 (f) Competitors shall not smoke on the course. 
 (g) Competitors shall not unduly damage or disturb native flora or 

fauna. 
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 (h) Dogs and weapons of any kind, including firearms, are prohibited 
at the event site. 

 
Conduct of Competitors 
 
6 Competitors shall not enter the course until the official start is signalled. 
 
7 The only navigational aids that may be carried on the course are 

magnetic compasses, watches and copies of the competition map. The 
possession of other navigational aids, including pedometers, altimeters 
and GPS receivers on the course is prohibited.  The possession, at the 
event site, of maps that provide additional information not shown on the 
competition map is prohibited. 

 
8 The use of computers for course planning is prohibited. 
 
9 Competitors shall travel only on foot. 
 
10 Members of a team shall remain within unaided verbal contact of one 

another at all times whilst on the course. A team shall demonstrate 
compliance with this requirement to any event official or other team on 
request. 

 
11 A team shall surrender its score card to any event official, and shall 

advise their team number to any event official or other team, on request. 
 
12 A team shall not accept assistance from, nor collaborate with, other 

people, nor deliberately follow another team. 
 
13 No food nor equipment shall be left on the course before the event for a 

team’s use, and no food or equipment shall be left on the course. 
 
14 Each competitor shall carry a whistle at all times whilst on the course. In 

an emergency a competitor shall give a series of short blasts on their 
whistle. 

 
Checkpoints 
 
15 All team members shall simultaneously approach to within 20 metres of 

each checkpoint for which points are claimed. 
 
16 In order to gain points for a checkpoint, teams must punch the scorecard 

provided by the organisers in the correct square with the punch at the 
checkpoint marker and fill in any intention sheet at the checkpoint with 
the time of arrival, the team number and the number of the checkpoint 
that they intend to next visit. If a team punches an incorrect square, they 
will still be eligible for the points for that checkpoint provided they 
notify the organisers immediately upon returning to the administration. 
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17 In the event of the scorecard being lost, a team may record punch marks 
on any single sheet. The organisers will accept this so long as the punch 
marks are discernible, and the team can identify to the organisers the 
checkpoint number for each of the punch marks. 

 
18 Competitors shall not deliberately rest within one hundred metres of a 

checkpoint unless the checkpoint is also a water drop. 
 
19 Competitors shall not adversely interfere with a checkpoint, water drop 

or any other facility placed upon the course by the organisers. 
 
Administration Areas 
 
20 Whenever a team visits an administration area, all team members are 

required to report together to the organisers and surrender their team’s 
scorecard. The team shall only collect its scorecard immediately prior to 
leaving that administration area. 

 
21 A team shall finish by all of the members reporting together to the 

designated finish administration area and surrendering their scorecard. 
 
22 If a competitor wishes to withdraw from a team for any reason, the entire 

team shall return to an administration area and notify the organisers. The 
original team shall be deemed to have finished the event. If a new team is 
formed it may be admitted to the competition at the discretion of the 
organisers but no points shall be credited for checkpoints already visited. 

 
Penalties and Protests 
 
23 The penalty for breaching these rules is disqualification except for rules 

B16 and B18 for which the penalty is the loss of points for the 
checkpoint under consideration. Any team disqualified under this rule 
shall be recorded as disqualified (DSQ). 

 
24 A team may voluntarily withdraw, by advising the organisers 

immediately upon their finish, if they have breached any rule for any 
reason and shall be recorded as withdrawn (W/D). 

 
25 Within forty-five minutes of the nominated finish time, a team may 

report to the organisers about any team thought to have breached these 
rules, or may protest in writing to the organisers about any actions of the 
organisers that they consider made the competition unfair. 

 
26 A team that is not satisfied with any decision of the organisers may 

appeal in writing to the committee of the organising association within 
seven days of the publication of the official results. This committee shall 
have the power to overrule the organisers and to amend the results 
accordingly. No further appeal is permitted. 
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Scoring 
 
27 No team shall start until the organizers announce the start. The event 

shall finished at the advertised finish time as determined by the 
organizers’ clock. Teams finishing late will be penalised at the rate per 
minute or part thereof specified in advance by the organisers. Teams 
finishing more than thirty minutes late shall be deemed ineligible for a 
placing and their result shall be recorded as LATE. 

 
28. A team’s score shall be the value of the checkpoints visited and correctly 

verified in accordance with these rules, less any penalties. The team with 
the greatest score, or in the event of a tie the team that finished earlier, 
shall be awarded the higher placing. 

 
29 
 a) If a checkpoint is misplaced, teams who recorded a visit to the 

misplaced checkpoint will receive the points for that control and teams 
who can satisfy the organizers that they visited the correct site will also 
receive the points for that control.  

 b) If a checkpoint punch cannot be used, teams will receive the points 
for that control if they can satisfy the organizers that they visited that 
control (preferably by writing on the intention sheet if there is one). 

 
General 
 
30. Any team hearing a distress signal must abandon their course and help in any 

way needed. No team shall be penalised for any rule breached in the 
course of giving such help. 

 
Copyright 2004 International Rogaining Federation Inc. ..All rights reserved 
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ARA TECHNICAL STANDARDS 
 
 

 
 
 For discussion see 1.2 Competition Rules. 
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Technical Standards for Organizers 
(last amended 1/1/2004) 

1 All championship rogaines shall be of 24 hours duration and shall start and finish at 12 
noon or such other time as may be agreed that will give a similar duration of daylight 
both before and after the period of darkness. It is recommended that organizers provide 
optional bus or similar transport to the event site for participants who choose not to 
drive. 

2 The course shall be designed so that the winning team is likely to visit most but not all 
checkpoints.  

3 The organising team shall include one or more Course Vetters who are suitably 
experienced rogainers approved by the organising association. The Vetters shall ensure 
the fairness of the event and that the style, balance and length of the course are 
appropriate to the event. The Vetters shall also inspect the course looking for any 
unwanted problems that it could present to competitors, including the location and 
number of water drops, any inaccuracies in checkpoint placement or description, and 
potential safety hazards. The Vetters, operating independently of the person who set 
that checkpoint, shall check the location of each checkpoint. The Vetters shall check to 
ensure the map, the checkpoint description, the terrain accuracy and checkpoint 
locations are fair from all obvious attack points in all reasonably expected light 
conditions. In the event of an unresolved dispute, the Vetters shall refer the matter to 
the organising association.  

4 Each competitor shall be provided with a copy of the event map. The map shall: 

  a. Be at a scale between 1:24,000 and 1:64,000. 

  b. Have a contour interval that is not more than 20 metres and is suitable for terrain 
legibility. 

  c. Be clearly readable under natural and artificial light. 

  d. Be pre-marked with grid or magnetic north lines, magnetic north, checkpoint 
locations and numbers, water drop locations and known out-of-bounds areas. 

5 Advance information for the event sent to each team shall state the map scale and shall 
give a brief description of the terrain. It shall also state the starting and finishing times, 
the time at which maps and checkpoint descriptions become available and the points 
penalty for finishing after the nominated finish time.  

6 A copy of the Rules for Competitors shall be included with the pre-event information 
sent to competitors. In addition, a copy of the Rules for Participants shall be on display 
at the administration area from the time that maps become available until the finish of 
the event.  

7 Each competitor shall be provided with a complete list of checkpoint descriptions. 
Descriptions shall follow the guidelines in the IRF "Organizing a Rogaine" manual. In 
particular, features explicitly shown on the map are prefixed by "the" and other 
features are prefixed by "a".  

8 Maps, checkpoint descriptions, any known map changes, and other essential 
information shall be available as written handouts at least two, and not more than four, 
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hours before the start time. Every reasonable effort shall be made to ensure that any 
necessary last minute changes are communicated to all teams. Written copies of last 
minute changes must be on display to all participants. 

9 The identifying numbers allocated to checkpoints shall be allocated in ascending order 
of points value in order to facilitate route planning. It is preferred that the first digit of 
the checkpoint number reflects its points value.  

10 Markers used at checkpoints shall be:  

  a. three-dimensional with a minimum of three vertical faces, 

  b. a minimum 800 cm2 on each face, 

  c. of bright colours, preferably orange and white, so as to be clearly visible in 
the open in daylight from at least 50 metres.  

11 Each marker shall be placed in such a manner that competitors who successfully 
navigate to the correct position have little or no trouble finding the marker. Unless 
located on a specifically defined point feature or otherwise indicated on the checkpoint 
description sheet, the marker shall be generally visible from at least 25 metres in most 
directions in clear daylight and shall be between 0.5 and 2 metres above the ground 
(preferably near eye level) and easily reached. Markers shall be as close as possible to 
the checkpoint feature. Where it is necessary to place a marker in a position which is 
either more than 10 metres, or not obviously visible, from the feature then a magnetic 
bearing and distance to the marker from the feature shall be included in the checkpoint 
description.  

12 During the event, the organisers shall not release any information relating to 
provisional results, the progress of any team, or the route chosen by any team.  

13 Competitors shall be able to obtain suitable food and drinks at one or more "hash 
houses" at all times not later than six hours after the start until at least one hour after 
the finish of an event. If there is more than one hash house, it is not necessary that all 
remain open for the full time, but when maps are distributed competitors shall be 
informed of the times when food is available at each one.  

14 In the event of there being inadequate sources of naturally occurring drinking quality 
water on the course, organisers shall provide sufficient water drops that competitors do 
not have to carry an excessive quantity of water. Organisers shall ensure that water is 
available at these water drops for the duration of the event. Water drops shall be placed 
on obvious navigational features and described on the checkpoint description sheet. 
Their locations shall be vetted in the same way as checkpoints. Water drops may be at 
checkpoints. Organisers may provide fruit or other food on the course at either water 
drops or checkpoints for the use of participants. Any such food points, including the 
times of food availability at the point, shall be so noted on the checkpoint description 
sheet.  

15 There shall be three gender classes of competition: Men’s teams, Women’s teams, and 
Mixed teams, the latter being all teams that contain at least one female and one male 
rogainer. Within each gender class, all teams are in the Open age category. In 
addition, some teams will be eligible for restricted age categories as follows: 

  a) Junior: all team members must be under 18 years of age on the first day of 
competition. (Note: under 20 for World Rogaining Championships) 
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  b) Veteran: all team members must be 40 years of age or over on the first day 
of competition. 

  c) Super Veteran: all team members must be 55 years of age or over on the 
first day of competition. (Note: all super veteran teams are automatically in the 
veteran class also). 
 

16 The organisers shall determine a team’s score by reference to the team’s scorecard. If 
there is a dispute or inconsistency, the organizers may refer to the entries on the 
checkpoint intention sheets. 

17 The full results of the event shall be published and distributed to all participants as 
soon as reasonably practical after the event. These results shall show the team 
members' names, team number and points score for every team, together with their 
overall placing and their placing in every class for which they are eligible. Withdrawn, 
late and disqualified teams shall also be shown.  

18 Any report of an alleged rule breach by a team, or protest by a team against the 
organisation of an event shall be considered and determined by a three person jury 
prior to the announcement of the results for that event. The jury shall be drawn from a 
panel of suitably qualified and experienced rogainers nominated by the organising 
association. The names of panel members shall be made known to the association 
members either by publishing at least annually in the association newsletter, or by 
setting out in the pre-event information distributed to participants. The panel members 
selected for any specific jury shall be selected by the organisers and shall meet the 
following criteria: 

  i. Members of the team protesting, reporting or being reported against shall not be on 
the jury. 

  ii. Members of the organising team shall not be on the jury. 

  iii. No member of the jury shall have a vested interest in the jury's determination to the 
extent that disqualification of any team, who is the subject of the jury's determination, 
would move that member's team's placing into or within the first three placings in any 
age/gender category. 

 The event organiser and Course Vetter shall assist the jury in hearing any report or 
protest as required, but shall not have a vote in the determination. In hearing any 
protest or report, the jury shall use all reasonable means to gather as much data as is 
reasonably necessary, and shall give a fair hearing to both the team making the 
report/protest, and the party being reported/protested against.  

19 In the event that an appeal is made to the committee of the organising association, any 
member of that committee who would be ineligible to be a member of the jury under 
T18 above, shall be ineligible to participate in the determination of the appeal. The 
committee shall examine all available data in respect of the original report/protest (if 
any) and the appeal, and shall seek other input as it sees fit in making its 
determination. The committee shall give a fair hearing to all parties involved in the 
matter, including the team originally reporting/protesting (if applicable) and must 
notify the affected teams of their decision within two weeks of the decision. The 
decision of the committee of the organising association on any appeal shall be final.  
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20 The committee decision of any appeal, which effects the final results of an event, shall 
be published at the earliest convenient opportunity in the newsletter of the organising 
association. 
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 Appendix 3 

 
EXAMPLE ROGAINING MAP 

 
 

 
 The{xe "map (copies of): comments on example supplied"} hardcopy of this manual is 
accompanied by one of the maps listed below.  Scanned versions will become available 
with this softcopy version in due course. 
 
All these maps were issued with checkpoint locations plotted on them.  They are all 
excellent productions and none of the following comments are intended to be critical.  
However comments are included here mainly to point out where the accompanying map 
departs from the typical. 
 
Event: Victorian Rogaining Championships,  1989 
Location: Little Tower, south west Victoria, Australia 
Duration: 24 hours 
Map Scale: 1:50,000 
Production: Two Victorian Department of Crown Lands and Survey maps joined, 
 laser scanned and printed. 
Comments: The winners visited 36 of the 55 checkpoints. 
 This map provides a useful example of points allocation as each 

checkpoint’s value corresponds to the first digit of its number, e.g. 
checkpoint 23 is worth 20 points, 57 is worth 50.  

 Checkpoints appear close together, however a large proportion of the 
site was scrubby. 

 The weaknesses of the production method are demonstrated by the 
visible join and by the faithful reproduction of different shading 
intensity present on the purchased base maps. 
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Event: South Australian Rogaining Association - Dutchman’s Stern, 1990 
Location: Quorn, South Australia 
Duration: 12 hours 
Map Scale: 1:33,333 
Production: Original prepared using an extract from a Department of Environment 

and Land Management map and laser scanned.  Checkpoint locations 
marked.   Printed from colour separations. 

Comments The winners visited 32 of 42 checkpoints. 
 
Event: South Australian Rogaining Association - Torture at Tepko, 1993 
Location: Mount Lofty Ranges, South Australia 
Duration: 12 hours 
Map Scale: 1:50,000 
Production:  The winners visited 28 of 44 checkpoints. 
 Original prepared using an extract from a Department of Environment 

and Land Management map and laser scanned.  Checkpoint locations 
marked.   Printed from colour separations produced by laser scanning. 

Comments: The map is difficult to read in out-of-bounds areas.  As people do 
occasionally stray into out-of-bounds areas accidentally, it is better if 
those areas can still be read. 

 
Event: South Australian Rogaining Association - Ngarkat, 1993 
Location: South-eastern South Australia 
Duration: 12 hours 
Map Scale: 1:50,000 
Production: Original prepared using an extract from a Department of Environment 

and Land Management map and laser scanned.  Checkpoint locations 
marked.  Printed from colour separations produced by laser scanning. 

Comments: It was possibly a little excessive to set a course covering 360 sq km (140 
sq miles) for a 12 hour event, despite the flatness of the terrain.   As it 
turned out, the combination of heat, sand, heath and dunes prevented 
teams from travelling far.  The winners visited only 16 of 54 
checkpoints. 

 Owing to the unusual terrain, the checkpoints were much more widely 
spaced than normal. 

 The dune country provided a rare navigation challenge which was 
relished by some and abhorred by others. 

 An out-of-bounds area has the logo over it - not a recommended practice 
since people have been known to wander out-of-bounds by accident. 

 Otherwise an excellent map and an alluring one for lovers of remote 
country and interesting navigation. 
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Event: Western Australian Rogaining Championships, 1988 
Location: Warrigul, Western Australia 
Duration: 24 hours 
Map Scale: 1:50,000 
Production: Original prepared using an extract from a Department of Conservation 

and Land Management published map.  Checkpoint locations marked.   
Printed from colour separations. 

Comments:  The winning team visited 46 of 70 checkpoints. 
 Maps produced by the Western Australian Rogaining Association 

typically have two characteristics that are not common elsewhere - no 
shading or pattern to indicate vegetation type and no grid - both being 
features of the government produced maps which they use as base maps.  
Orienteering style “north lines” have been added to compensate for the 
absence of a grid.  These have been aligned to magnetic north. 

 
Event: Australian Rogaining Championships, 1989 
Location: Mt Cook, Western Australia 
Duration: 24 hours 
Map Scale: 1:50,000 
Production & Comments:  
 The winners visited 46 of 64 checkpoints. 
 As for the Western Australian Rogaining Championships, 1988, 

Warrigul. 
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 Appendix 4 
 

EXAMPLE CHECKPOINT LIST 
 
 

 
Event: Australian Championships, May 1988 
Location: Honeysuckle Creek 
Duration: 24 Hours 
Comments: This example has been selected for its consistency with the wording 

recommended in this manual. Note however that the format differs 
slightly form that recommended in that the grid references have been 
given after the descriptions. 

 
 See also 6.4  Describing Checkpoints. 
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{xe "checkpoint description list: example"} 
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 Appendix 5 
 

EXAMPLE SCORECARD 
 
 

 
 
Note the following features of the example scorecard which follows: 
 
numbered sections for punching 
• there are many more spaces than are required for any one course, providing 

flexibility 
• all the numbers in any row have the same first digit 
 
administration and calculation areas 
 
• with one unavoidable exception, all working is done left to right and top to bottom 
• calculations are broken down to their simplest elements 
• the design facilitates the following procedures suggested in the text: 
 - establishing placings by manually sorting the cards by score 
 - displaying the scores by flaying the sorted cards to reveal the right hand section 
• a section is included for competitors to calculate their own scores and thus to alert 

scorers immediately when their calculations need to be checked. 
 
 6.5.1 Constraints of the Scorecard elaborates on these issues. 
 
 
Using this card as a prototype 
 
The accompanying example may not be to scale.  The original is also available as an 
Excel spreadsheet. 
{xe "scorecard: example"} 
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 Appendix 6 
 

EXAMPLE INTENTIONS SHEET 
 
 

 
Using this card as a prototype 
 
The accompanying example may not be to the ideal scale.  The original is also available 
as an Excel spreadsheet. 
 
 
 See also 6.8.3  Intentions Sheets. 
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{xe "intentions sheet: example"} 
 

INTENTIONS
T EA M  

N UM B ER T IM E
N EXT  
C H P T

T EA M  
N UM B ER T IM E

N EXT  
C H P T

T EA M  
N UM B ER T IM E

N EXT  
C H P T
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 Appendix 7 
 

EXAMPLE LETTER TO LANDHOLDERS 
 
 

 
 Meeniyan 
 
 Victorian Rogaining Association Spring Rogaine - October, 1987 
 (8/24 Hour) 
 
 See also Chapter 5 - Local Contact 
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{xe "landholders: example letter to"} 
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 Appendix 8 
 

EXAMPLE INFORMATION SHEET 
 
 

 
 
 Dalmatian Springs 
 
 Victorian Championships - October 1990 
 
 (24 Hours) 
 

• This was for circulation in a rogaining newsletter and consequently is less 
thorough than might be necessary for less informed readers. 

 
 See also 9.5  Information to be Distributed with an Entry Form. 
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{xe "instructions to send to competitors: example information sheet"} 
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 Appendix 9 
 

EXAMPLE ENTRY FORM 
 
 

 
 
 See also 9.11.3  Minimising Transcription and Stationery. 
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{xe "entry form: example"} 
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 Appendix 10 
 

EXAMPLE INSTRUCTION SHEET 
 
 

 
 Vaughan Springs 
 
 Victorian Rogaining Association Autumn Rogaine - April, 1986 
 (12 Hour) 
 
 
 See also 9.6  Information to be Distributed Prior to the Event. 
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{xe "instruction sheet: example"} 
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 Appendix 11 
 

SIMPLE RECIPES FOR 400 PEOPLE 
 
 

{xe "recipes" \r "recipes1"}{xe "catering: recipes"} 
 Appendix 12 

 
NOTES ON SELECTION, HANDLING  

AND PREPARATION OF FOODSTUFFS 
 

 
 Appendix 13 

 
EXAMPLE MENU - 12 HOURS 

 
 

 
 Menu 
 
 Corresponding Quantities for Purchase 
 
 
 

 Appendix 14 
 

EXAMPLE MENU - 24 HOURS 
 
 

 
 Menu 
 
 Corresponding Quantities for Purchase 
 
 
 

• Appendices 11 to 14 are extracted from the Victorian Rogaining Association's 
Catering Manual. Catering has been dealt with only briefly in this manual because 
the topic is not specific to nor essential to rogaining. However for the many 
people who do undertake to cater for an event with very little relevant experience, 
the following may save much time and uncertainty. 

 
 See also Chapter 10  Catering. 
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 Appendix 11 
 

SIMPLE RECIPES FOR 400 PEOPLE 
 

(Courtesy of Ann Burgess, Lou Duffield and the Victorian Rogaining Association) 
 
 
 

RECIPES (12 hour quantities except where otherwise stated) 
 
 
 
Spaghetti Sauce (pre-made and frozen) 

 Ingredients imperial metric  
 carrots 13 lbs 6 kg  
 celery 4 bunches 4 bunches  
 capsicums (green peppers) 7½ lbs 3.5 kg  
 tomato soup 14 lbs 6.3 kg  
 canned tomatoes 12 lbs 5.6 kg  
 tomato paste 6 lbs 2.8 kg  
 onions 13 lbs 6 kg  
 garlic 2 heads 2 heads  
 minced beef 30 lbs 14 kg  
 mixed herbs 1 cup 1 cup  
 chilli 1 pkt 1 pkt  
 oregano 1 large pkt 1 large pkt  
 bay leaves 1 large pkt 1 large pkt  
 soy sauce 11/3 pts 750 ml  
 sherry 11/3 pts 750 ml  
 
Method: 
 
Slice vegetables in food processor. 
 
It is suggested the sauce be cooked in 7 batches, therefore each batch will require 
approximately: 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 carrots 2 lbs 800g  
 celery ½ bunch ½ bunch  
 capsicums (green peppers) 1 lb 500g  
 tomato soup 2 lbs 900g  
 canned tomatoes 2 lbs 800g  
 tomato paste 1 lb 400g  
 onions 2 lbs 900g  
 garlic 8 cloves 8 cloves  
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 minced beef 4½ lbs 2 kg  
 mixed herbs 2 dessert sp 2 dessert sp  
 chilli 1 teaspoon 1 teaspoon  
 oregano 2 teaspoons 2 teaspoons  
 bay leaves 6 leaves 6 leaves  
 soy sauce ½ cup ½ cup  
 sherry ½ cup ½ cup  
 
After weighing out the amount required for one batch, sauté vegetables for 20 
minutes. 
 
Brown meat. 
 
Combine all ingredients and cook for 30 minutes. 
 

 
 
Lentil Stew (made the night before the event) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 mixed root vegetables 

(swede, parsnip, carrot, turnip) 
 
22 lbs 

 
10 kg 

 

 onions 30 300  
 celery 3 bunches 3 bunches  
 lentils  9 lbs 4 kg  
 garlic  30 cloves 30 cloves  
 tinned tomatoes  9 lbs 4 kg  
 vegetable stock  12 pints 7 litres  
 coriander/cumin  6-8 tblspns 6-8 tblspns  
 pepper  3 teaspoons 3 teaspoons  
 fresh parsley    
 
Method: 
 
Boil lentils for 20 minutes 
 
Sauté chopped vegetables 
 
Combine all ingredients 
 
Finish cooking at the event. 
 

 
 
Hamburgers (made at the event) 

 Ingredients imperial metric  
 hamburger mince 90 lbs 40 kg  
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 sausage mince 
( to bind the mixture) 

25 lbs 12 kg  

 powdered garlic 4 oz 100g  
 onion salt 4 oz 100g  
 dried parsley 2 oz 60g  
 mixed herbs 4 oz 100g  
 rosemary 4 oz 100g  
 chilli powder ½ oz 15g  
 
Method: 
 
Mix all the ingredients well. Store in one of the large plastic containers. 
 
Later, using two spoons or your hand, take a scoop of meat and put on to barbecue. 
The cook can flatten them with "the paint scraper " tool. When using this method it is 
handy to have a bowl of flour nearby to dip your hand into. 
 
My butcher mixed the herbs in with the meat while he was mincing it. So I only had 
to add the sausage meat (which would have gummed up the mincer if the butcher had 
tried it). 
 
We made the mistake of preparing all the hamburgers beforehand, laying them in 
between two layers of Glad Wrap (cling wrap). The weight caused them to become 
completely squashed, so we had to resort to the above method, which was only 
complicated by all the layers of Glad Wrap! 
 
Some of the hamburgers could be replaced by vegetarian patties. Weight for weight 
this will mean you end up with the same serving capacity. A fairly stiff mixture is 
required. 
 

 
 
 
Carrot and Cheese Salad (prepared the night before) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 grated carrot 11 lbs 5 kg  
 grated cheese 9 lbs 4 kg  
 medium lettuces 

(finely shredded) 
5 5  

 lemons (juiced) 12 12  
 sultanas 4½ lbs 2 kg  
 coconut 1 lb 500g  
 
Method: 
 
All ingredients can be prepared the night before the event and stored in separate 
containers. 
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Combine all ingredients in the late afternoon. 
 

 
 
 
Coleslaw (made the night before) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 lettuce (shredded) 30 cups 30 cups  
 carrot (shredded) 20 cups 20 cups  
 celery (sliced) 10 cups 10 cups  
 capsicum (green peppers) 

(finely sliced) 
4 cups 4 cups  

 spring onions (finely sliced) 4 cups 4 cups  
 salad dressing 8 cups 8 cups  
 
Method: 
 
Prepare lettuce, carrot, celery and capsicum in food processor and combine. 
 
Chop and add onions on the day of the event. 
 
Finally, add dressing.  
N.B. The dressing and onions are not included in the shopping list and they were 

added by the people who made the salad. 
 

 
 
 
Vegetable Soup (made at the event) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 cannellini beans 

(soak the day before) 
2 lbs 1 kg  

 onions 20 20  
 carrots 20 20  
 potatoes 11 lbs 2.5 kg  
 celery 3 bunches 3 bunches  
 zucchini (courgettes) (small) 20 20  
 green beans 2 lbs 1 kg  
 cabbage (medium) 1 1  
 canned tomatoes 20 lbs 9 kg  
 beef stock cubes 30 30  
 parsley 1 bunch 1 bunch  
 water 26 pints 15 litres  
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Method: 
 
Using one of the large white tubs, combine all the chopped ingredients, water and 
stock cubes, which have been dissolved in hot water. 
 
Fill large saucepans, bring to boil and cook for one hour. 
 
Leave until needed. 
 

 
 
 
Bean Salad (prepared at the event) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 mixed beans (drained) 3 large (size 

A10) cans 
3 large (size 
A10) cans 

 

 spring onions (finely sliced) 2 bunches 2 bunches  
 French salad dressing 2 bottles 2 bottles  
 
Method: 
 
Combine all ingredients. 
 

 
 
 
Cheese Sandwiches (for frying on the barbecue) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 bread 25 loaves 25 loaves  
 sliced cheddar cheese 18 lbs 8 kg  
 margarine 6 tubs 6 tubs  
 
Method: 
 
We cooked half of the sandwiches at night and saved the remainder for breakfast. 
 

 
 
 
Muesli (prepared one week in advance) 
 
N.B. Work out cost of muesli. It is often cheaper to buy ready made. 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 rolled oats 2 lbs 1 kg  
 wheat germ 4½ lbs 2 kg  
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 natural bran 2 lbs 1 kg  
 raw sugar 1 lb 500g  
 skimmed milk powder 5 cups 5 cups  
 dried apricots (chopped) 1 lb 500g  
 dried apples (chopped) 1 lb 500g  
 raisins (chopped) 1 lb 500g  
 sultanas 1 lb 500g  
 currants 1 lb 500g  
 crushed nuts 1 lb 500g  
 shredded (not desiccated) 

coconut 
½ lb 250 g  

 sunflower seeds ½ lb 250 g  
 

 
 
 
Pancakes 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 flour 9 lbs 4 kg  
 eggs 24 24  
 milk 

Enough  to make a mixture that 
will not run all over the 
barbecue 

5 to 7 pints 3 to 4 litres  

 
Pancakes are very popular and a larger quantity than this would probably be used if 
available. 
 

 
 
Cordial 
 
4 litres (7 pints) of cordial to one jerry can of water 
 
N.B. It is better to have plain water rather than weak cordial. 
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Egg Dipped Bread 
 
Method: 
 
Each slice of stale, day old bread was soaked in well beaten, raw egg and fried on the 
hot plate. 

These are served with savoury food or as a sweet food, sprinkled with a mix of 
cinnamon and sugar. 
 

 
 
 
Bean Stew (100 serves) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 beans 2 to 3½ kg (dry 

weight) 
1 to 1½ kg (dry 
weight) 

 

 tinned tomatoes 7 lbs 3 kg  
 diced onions 4½ lbs 2 kg  
 dried garlic 2 teaspoons 2 teaspoons  
 paprika 1 tablespoon 1 tablespoon  
 chilli powder 1 tablespoon or 

to taste 
1 tablespoon or 
to taste 

 

 mixed herbs 1 tablespoon 1 tablespoon  
 tomato paste ½ lb 500g  
 vegetable stock powder small jar small jar  
 spring vegetable soup 2 pkts 2 pkts  
 diced carrots, celery, potato, 

peas, corn, turnips, etc. or any 
other vegetables (optional) 

   

 
Method: 
 
Generally allow 100g (4oz) dry weigh of beans per person.  Any beans can be used 
for stews or combine different beans. Remember that cooking times vary so do not 
put all the beans in one pan and boil together. 
 
Avoid using soy beans as these take 3-4 hours to cook. 
 
Some cooking times are: 
 
Small beans (mung, black eyed, adzuki)  30-45 mins. 
Large beans (borlotti, red kidney, cannellini, chick peas) 60 mins. 
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The easiest way to prepare bean stews is to soak the beans the day before the event 
using twice as much water as beans. Leave for 12 hours or so (in cold water, less time 
in hot water) then drain well and carry to site. Make up stew on site. 
 
Soak beans and drain well. 
 
On site, fry onions and other vegetables. 
 
Using a large pot, place all ingredients plus juice from tomatoes and water to cover 
and cook for 40 minutes to an hour. If stew dries out add a little water, if too runny  
cook with the lid off or add a handful of small noodles and cook for a further 10 
minutes. 
 

 
 
 
Tabbouleh ( 80 - 100 serves) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 cracked wheat 12 cups 12 cups  
 parsley (finely chopped) 10 bunches 10 bunches  
 garlic (crushed) 20 cloves 20 cloves  
 salad dressing 5 cups 5 cups  
 tomatoes (diced) 20 20  
 spring onions (diced) 6 bunches 6 bunches  
 fresh mint 1/2 cup 1/2 cup  
 or dried mint 7 teaspoons 7 teaspoons  
 salt 3 teaspoons 3 teaspoons  
 pepper 1 teaspoon 1 teaspoon  
 
Method: 
 
Combine wheat with 4 litres (7 pints) of boiling water. Leave to soak for 15 minutes. 
Drain very, very well. 
 
Add cold wheat to all other ingredients. Serve. 
 
(Tabbouleh is easy to prepare at rogaines. The parsley is best chopped earlier at home 
with the aid of a food processor. The wheat can be soaked and drained, taken to the 
site in plastic bags). 
 

 
 
 
Vegetable Patties 
 
These can be made of a combination of vegetable or just potato if you plan to serve 
them with a bean stew. 
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 Ingredients imperial metric  
 potato, pumpkin, carrot mixture 

or just potato (peeled and diced) 
7 lbs 3 kg  

 frozen corn (thawed)  250g  
 frozen peas (thawed)  250 g  
 salt  3 teaspoons  
 pepper  2 teaspoons  
 eggs  8 to 10  
 dried parsley and/or chives 

(optional) 
 1 tablespoon  

 turmeric  1 teaspoon  
 paprika  1 teaspoon  
 3 onions (diced and added 

immediately before cooking) 
   

 
Method: 
 
Cook potatoes, pumpkin and carrot until soft. 
 
Drain well and when cool mash together with salt, pepper, parsley, turmeric, and 
paprika. Mix well with the eggs to make a fairly stiff mixture. Add peas and corn. 
 
Add onions immediately before shaping into patties and frying on both sides until 
golden brown. 
 

 
 
 
Beef Stew 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 diced beef 10 to 12 lbs 5 to 6 kg  
 diced onions 2 lbs 1 kg  
 diced turnips 6 6  
 sliced carrots 12 12  
 celery 1 bunch 1 bunch  
 beef stock cubes 8 8  
 
Method: 
 
Fry beef and vegetables until brown. 
 
Place all ingredients in a pot and cover with water. 
 
Simmer for 1 hour. 
 
Some variations are: 
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Add 250 g jar tomato paste, 1 tablespoon mixed herbs, parsley and thicken with a 
little flour. 
 
Add 8 to 10 rashers diced bacon, and thicken with 1 to 2 packets of French onion 
soup. 
 
Add 3 to 5 tablespoons fried curry powder, 1 tablespoon ground cumin, plus a large 
handful of the following: desiccated coconut, diced apple or banana, sultanas. 
Thicken with 1 packet Dutch curry soup. 
 

 
 
 
Chicken Sweet and Sour (50 serves) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 chicken 50 pieces 50 pieces  
 onions, large (diced) 6 6  
 celery (sliced) 1/2 bunch 1/2 bunch  
 bean shoots 2 handfuls 2 handfuls  
 tinned vegetables in sweet and 

sour sauce 
20 lbs 9 kg  

 salt 1 teaspoon 1 teaspoon  
 pepper 1 teaspoon 1 teaspoon  
 soy sauce 3/4 cup 3/4 cup  
 
Method: 
 
Fry chicken till brown, then fry onion and celery. 
 
Place all ingredients in a large pot and cook for 1 hour. 
 
Serve hot with rice or potatoes. 
 

 
 
 
Noodle Salad ( enough for 1 event with other salads as well) 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 macaroni 3½ lbs 1½ kg  
 frozen mixed vegetables, thawed ½ lb 500g  
 frozen corn, thawed ½ lb 500g  
 frozen peas, thawed ½ lb 500g  
 spring onions, diced 1 bunch 1 bunch  
 tomatoes, diced 10 10  
 capsicums (green peppers), 

diced 
3 3  

 parsley, dried or fresh (optional) 3 tablespoons 3 tablespoons  
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 chives, dried or fresh (optional) 3 tablespoons 3 tablespoons  
 salad dressing (to this can be 

added 2 tablespoons curry 
powder or 4-5 tablespoons 
tomato paste) 

2 to 2.5 cups 2 to 2.5 cups  

 
Method: 
 
Cook macaroni according to packet directions. 
 
Drain well and cool. 
 
Combine all ingredients, adding extras of your choice if desired. 
 
Pack in plastic bags and carry to site. 
 

 
 
 
Rice Salad 
 
Ingredients 
 
Use same quantities as for Noodle Salad, but substitute 1 kg of rice for macaroni.  
You can use brown or white rice. Brown takes 30 minutes to cook. You can avoid 
cooking by using a processed rice which is yellow colour, almost transparent and 
reconstitutes in 2 hours by soaking in cold water. Drain well before adding other 
ingredients. Extras that you may like to include are sliced celery, sultanas, even 
chopped nuts. 
 

 
 
 
Rice Patties ( Vegetarian){xe "vegetarian food"}{xe "catering: vegetarian food"} 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 rice (dry weight) 2 lbs 1 kg  
 eggs approx 12 approx 12  
 grated cheese about 2 lbs about 1 kg  
 finely diced onions - add just 

before cooking, not when 
making up. 
If lazy, use 500g frozen chopped 
onions. 

6 6  

 parsley (finely chopped) 1 bunch 1 bunch  
 salt 3 teaspoons 3 teaspoons  
 pepper herbs to taste (optional) 2 teaspoons 2 teaspoons  
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Method: 
 
Cook rice and drain well. 
 
Add cold rice to. all other ingredients, adding eggs one at a time. You need to make 
a fairly stiff mixture. 
 
Shape into patties and fry on both side still golden brown. 
 

 
 
SOUPS{xe "soup"} 
 
Soups are easily prepared and welcomed by all. You can  use canned varieties or 
make your own. Or you can use canned varieties as a base to which you add extra 
goodies. 
 
 
 
Lentil Soup ( 40 serves) 
 
For a 12 hour event you would require 3 times this quantity, plus another soup. For a 
24 hour event, multiply quantities by 5, plus another soup. Tinned is acceptable. 
 
 Ingredients imperial metric  
 lentils or split peas 4 lbs 1¾ kg  
 onions (diced) 10 to 15 10 to 15  
 garlic (crushed) 10 cloves 10 cloves  
 turmeric 2½ tablespoons 2½ 

tablespoons 
 

 ground ginger 2½ tablespoons 2½ 
tablespoons 

 

 bay leaves 6 6  
 water 17½ pints 10 litres  
 vegetable stock powder    
 
Method: 
 
Fry onions and garlic. 
 
Place all ingredients in pot and cook with the lid on for 1 to 2 hours. 
 
Remove bay leaves and serve hot. 
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Canned Soups{xe "soup"} 
 
You buy canned soups in 3 kg size tins as these work out cheaper. Dried soups are 
generally not as nice. You can mix 2 different soups together to make a new taste. 
 
Suggestions include: 
 
Split pea and ham 
Scotch broth 
Vegetable beef 
Tomato  
Chicken  
Vegetable    
Cream of celery 
Tomato consommé 
Asparagus  
 
 
 
Creative Soups{xe "soup"} 
 
Create you own soups as you go. 
 
 Base Ingredients imperial metric  
 tomatoes or tomato puree 20 lbs 9 kg  
 water 3½ pints 2 litres  
 parsley (chopped) handful handful  
 dried basil 1 tablespoon 1 tablespoon  
 other herbs of your choice 1 tablespoon 1 tablespoon  
 onions (chopped) 8 8  
 salt, pepper, vegetable stock 

cubes, whatever! 
   

 Add if desired    
 vegetables (chopped)    
 noodles    
 meats    
 
Method: 
 
Simmer for 1-2 hours. Add water if too thick, cook with lid off if too runny or add 
more goodies.  Just add and add until it tastes great. 
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 Appendix 12 
 

NOTES ON SELECTION, HANDLING AND PREPARATION OF 
FOODSTUFFS 

 
(Courtesy of Ann Burgess, Lou Duffield and the Victorian Rogaining Association) 

 
 
 
MEAT{xe "foodstuffs, preparation and handling"} 
 
i)  Hamburgers - home-made or butcher made. The latter is easier and not much 
more expensive. Have the butcher freeze the hamburgers so that they will last for the 24 
hour period. One good idea is to have them packed into boxes with layers of plastic and 
paper between, or use the shaped dividers from apple boxes. 
 
 Do not buy really cheap ones - they will be fatty and not good value. Let the 
butcher think you will repeat your order in the future if a good job is done. If you want 
to be fancy, ask the butcher if you can add extras such as packet soups, stock cubes and 
herbs. It would be better if these ingredients are supplied well in advance so that the 
butcher can add them into the mixture as it is being made. 
 
 If you want to make your own hamburger, by mixing 25% sausage mince, 
you can bind the hamburger without eggs. 
 
ii) Sausages - butcher made (unless you are incredibly motivated.) 
 
 Once again make sure that they are not too fatty. If you have time and enough 
helpers consider boiling them on site before the hungry hordes return - this way they do 
not take so long to cook and helps to reduce the queues in rush periods. Sausages are 
usually popular with children and teenagers. 
 
iii) Chops or Steak - a work of caution. These can be expensive and take a long 
time to cook. If you want these, make sure they are not too thick or fatty. Keep in mind 
cost per head and use discretion in when these are served. Most people seem to prefer 
stews and vegetarian fare in preference to chops/steak. 
 
iv) Meat stew - you usually make this on site. Get the butcher to chop off the fat 
and dice the meat. Fry the meat on the barbecue and prepare according to the recipe (see 
Appendix 12). Bacteria just love warm stews cooking for long periods - so to avoid 
being publicly humiliated by multiple food poisonings, keep the stew in small pots and 
heat it as you need it. It is also a good precaution to bring it to the boil and boil for five 
minutes before serving. Alternatively, make stews in advance and freeze. Remember to 
allow enough time for thawing.  
 
v) Beef on the Spit - this can add some interest to the menu but it takes a bit of 
work. You will need a full time turner/carver/stoker. You will also need another fire pit. 
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 It takes about eight to ten hours to cook the first serving of a 12 kilo (26lb) 
butt of beef. It would be advisable to have two butts cooking and have their serving 
times staggered, e.g. commence cooking each butt half an hour apart. Make sure you 
have a good carving knife. 
 
 You can also cook big pieces of beef very successfully in covered barbecue. 
You might consider borrowing one for the event. Remember to keep adding the heat 
beads every hour and turn meat regularly. A piece of meat weighing about 18 kilos 
takes about 12 hours to cook. If in doubt about whether the meat is cooked, cut the 
piece into smaller pieces and keep cooking. 
 
vi) Other meats - consider serving other types of casseroles, such as sweet and 
sour chicken, but remember to heat and boil before use. Heat only a small amount and 
use quickly. 
 
vii) General - consider freezing meat that will not be used until Sunday. 
 
MILK 
 
On a hot day, ice from a nearby town, or water from a nearby shady creek, are useful to 
keep the milk fresh. Alternatively, it can be packed with the frozen meats. 
 
BREAD 
 
Consider arranging for a local bakery to deliver the bread to the hash house. Order more 
than you need. Baker may give you day old bread free. This is suitable for toasted 
sandwiches. Remember to get some white and some wholegrain. 
 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 
 
Buy varieties that are in season.  
 
Oranges and apples are usually offered to competitors prior to the start of the event, but 
try pears or bananas if they are cheaper. If they are cheap, and the weather is hot, 
pineapples and watermelons are both very popular. (In really hot weather, allow 6 large 
watermelons for a 12 hour event and perhaps 8 or 9 for a 24 hour event.). Tinned fruit is 
great for breakfast and generally very popular for its sweet liquid at other times too.  
 
Potatoes and carrots can be boiled to serve with stews. The usual variety of stew 
vegetable can be used as needed. Lettuce is not popular, just a few are needed for 
variety. Carrot sticks and celery can be offered but more popular are the prepared 
salads, for example rice salad, tabbouleh, noodle, hummus, and coleslaw. Tinned beet 
root is a good back up, otherwise steer clear of tinned salads, although tinned potato is 
well liked.  
 
Remember to order things like onions and parsley. Never add raw onions to any dish, 
salad or uncooked stew - until on the day or just prior to cooking. The onions go bitter 
and will ruin the whole dish. They could be cut up and carried in a bag and added to 
dishes as required. Allocate chopping onions or grating vegetables to someone who 
owns a food processor. Also beware of adding dressing to coleslaw prior to use on the 
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day. The dressing makes the cabbage ferment and the resultant stench is unbearable, not 
to mention unpalatable. 
 
VEGETARIAN FOOD{xe "vegetarian food"} 
 
This is very important, especially if you are a vegetarian. Do not just rely on salads and 
bread, real food is needed here too. Try bean stews, rice patties, toasted sandwiches, 
corn fritters. Many meat eaters like vegetarian foods.  See previous appendices for more 
ideas. 
 
DRINKS 
 
Hot : Tea, coffee and chocolate will satisfy most people. Buy smaller tins rather 
than large ones, as they can be opened as needed and thus reduce the waste. If you have 
an excess of milk, make up hot milk chocolate. This is well received at midnight on a 
cold night. 
 
Soups are important in cold weather, but still well liked in hotter weather to replace lost 
body fluids. Home-made soup is cheap and easy but a few canned soups are useful for 
extra variety in the menu and can be added to home-made soup for extra quantity and 
flavour. 
 
 Cold: Cordial - a 4 litre (7 pint) plastic container makes up one jerry can to a good 
strength, Make sure you have lots but if you do run short, it is better to have plain water 
alone than to serve weak cordial (yuk!). 
 
Make sure there is always lots of water available, before the event, on the course (water 
points on hot days at predetermined places) and at the hash house for the whole event. 
Streams cannot always be trusted to be running or clean. Fill water containers at home 
and get a tank on a trailer if there is no water on site. Remind people to fill water bottles 
at home (on pre-event notices) but have fill-up water available before the start of the 
event anyway.  
 
EXTRAS 
 
Fruit cake is popular. Watch rate of consumption to ensure that everyone gets some. 
 
The Western Australian Rogaining Association is very creative and have introduced 
other-items such as carrot cake (expensive) and apple slices. Apple slices were 
purchased in complete racks from a baker. The racks stacked inside a wooden frame for 
easy transport and were returned to the baker after use. For a 24 hour event, 240 apple 
slices were bought and each one cut into half. 
 
FINAL HINTS 
 
• Allow 4 litres (7 pints) of orange juice for 100 rogainers for breakfast for a 12 hour 

event. 
 
• Instant type oatmeal is also popular for breakfast. 
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• Canned jam is not popular at most events. 
 
• If short staffed, try labelling soup pots with type of soup and leave ladles for 

rogainers to help themselves.  
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 Appendix 13 
 

SAMPLE MENUS AND QUANTITIES USED AT A 12 HOUR 
EVENT FOR 400 PEOPLE 

 
(Courtesy of Ann Burgess, Lou Duffield and the Victorian Rogaining Association) 

 
 
Menu - 12 hour{xe "menu: example menus" \r "menus"}{xe "catering: example menus" 

\r "menus"} 
 

Saturday  
< -------                 8pm to 1am              ------- >  

<                  5pm to 1am               >   
Available   Sunday 
All Times   breakfast 

apples hamburgers fruit salad apples 
oranges fried onions     (very popular - oranges 
cordial sausages     keep 4 cans for cordial 
water spaghetti sauce     11.15pm to water 
tea bread     midnight and tea 
coffee lentil stew     2 cans for 12.00  coffee 
cocoa vegetable soup ....to 12.30am.) cocoa 
sugar tomato soup fruit cake  sugar 
bread carrot and     (save half  bread 
margarine     cheese salad     for after 10.30  margarine 
peanut butter potato salad ....pm) peanut butter 
  or Vegemite coleslaw sweet biscuits   or Vegemite 
jam beet root toasted cheese jam 
 sliced tomato     sandwiches leftover... 
 lettuce      hamburgers, 
       sausages, 
       toasted cheese 
           sandwiches 
   pancakes 
   fried eggs 
   muesli 
   cereals 
   milk 
   left over fruit, 
       fruit salad, etc. 

 
 
Quantities for a 12 Hour Menu 
 
N.B.  Ingredients for lentil stew, muesli and coleslaw were bought by the people who 

prepared them. They are not included in the lists. 
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Type Item  imperial metric 
Non 
Perishable 
Groceries 

tomato soup   40lbs tinned. 
(14lbs for meat 
sauce and 12kg 
reserve in case 
of weather 
change) 

18kg tinned. 
(6kg for meat 
sauce and 
12kg reserve 
in case of 
weather 
change) 

 fruit salad  15 large tins 15 large tins 
 beet root  2 large tins 2 large tins 
 potato salad  4 large tins 4 large tins 
 mixed beans  3 large tins 3 large tins 
 tinned 

tomatoes 
 33lbs (13lbs 

for meat sauce 
and 20lbs for 
vegetable 
soup) 

15 kg (6 kg 
for meat 
sauce and 9 
kg for 
vegetable 
soup) 

 cannellini 
beans  

(for soup) 2lbs 1 kg 

 cordial  6 gallons 30 litres 
 tomato paste  (for meat sauce) 6lbs 2.8 kg 
 soy sauce (for meat sauce) 1½ pts 750 ml  
 breakfast 

cereal 
 10 large boxes 10 large 

boxes 
 jam  2 large tins 2 large tins 
 peanut butter  3½ lbs 1.5 kg 
 Vegemite 

(sandwich 
spread) 

 1 medium jar 1 medium jar 

 honey  3½ lbs 1.5 kg 
 beef stock 

cubes  
(for soup) 30 30 

 flour  (for pancakes, 
coating 
hamburgers) 

13lbs 6 kg 

 sultanas  (for carrot and 
cheese salad) 

4½lbs 2 kg 

 coconut  (for carrot and 
cheese salad) 

1lb 500 g 

 salad dressing  (for bean salad) 2 bottles 2 bottles 
 Milo 

(chocolate 
drink 
preparation) 

 4½lbs 2 kg 

 sugar  7lbs 3 kg 
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 tomato 
sauce/ketchup 

 14 pts 8 litres 

 toilet paper  20 rolls 20 rolls 
 cling wrap  3 rolls  3 rolls  
 coffee  2lbs 1 kg 
 tea bags  400 400 
 detergent  3½pts 2 litres 
 scourers  12 12  
 aluminium foil  1 roll 1 roll 
 oil  3½pts 2 litres 
 steel wool  1 box 1 box 
 rubber gloves  12 pairs 12 pairs 
 matches  5 boxes 5 boxes 
 a variety of 

herbs/spices in 
reserve 

   

Alcohol sherry (for meat sauce) 2 pts 1 litre 
Dairy milk  2 pts 125 litres 
Bakery bread  60 loaves 60 loaves 
Butcher hamburger 

mince 
(for meat sauce) 30lbs 14 kg 

 sausages  90lbs 40 kg 
 hamburger 

mince 
(for meat sauce 
and for 
hamburgers) 

130 lbs 60 kg 

 sausage mince  25lbs 12 kg 
Perishable 
Groceries 

fruit cake  22lbs 10 kg 

 sweet biscuits  13lbs 6 kg 
 cheddar cheese 

slices 
 18lbs 8 kg 

 tasty cheese  (for carrot and 
cheese salad) 

9lbs 4 kg 

 margarine  10 tubs 10 tubs 
 butter  2 tubs 2 tubs 
 long life cream  (for pancakes) 3½ pts 2 litres 
 eggs  8 dozen or 15 dozen if you 

don't have pancakes 
Green-
groceries 

carrots For the meat 
sauce: 

13lbs 6 kg 

 capsicum  9lbs 4 kg 
 onions  13lbs 6 kg 
 celery  4 bunches 4 bunches 
 garlic  2 heads 2 heads 
 tomatoes Delivered Friday 

night: 
45lbs 20 kg 

 apples  130lbs 60 kg 
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 oranges  130lbs 60 kg 
 garlic  2 heads 2 heads 
 onions (for barbecue and 

soup) 
45lbs 20 kg 

 celery (for soup) 3 bunches 3 bunches 
 potatoes (for soup) 5½lbs 2½ kg 
 zucchinis (for soup) 20 small 20 small 
 green beans (for soup) 2lbs 1 kg 
 cabbage (for soup) 1 medium 1 medium 
 carrots (for soup and 

salad) 
25lbs 12 kg 

 lemons (for salad) 12 12 
 lettuces  45lbs 20kg 
 parsley (for soup) 1 bunch 1 bunch 
 spring onions (for bean salad) 2 bunches 2 bunches 
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 Appendix 14 
 

SAMPLE MENUS AND QUANTITIES USED AT A 24 HOUR 
EVENT FOR 400 PEOPLE 

 
(Courtesy of Ann Burgess, Lou Duffield and the Victorian Rogaining Association) 

 
 
 
Menu - 24 hour 
 
Hamburgers 
Sausages 
Beef Stew 
Bean Stew 
Vegetable soup (home-made) 
Tomato soup (canned) 
Vegetarian patties 
 
Tabbouleh 
Rice salad 
Curried noodle salad 
Tomatoes 
Beet root (canned) 
Lettuce 
Carrot sticks  
Bean salad (1 x 3 kg tin) 
 
Cereals - muesli (home-made), corn flakes, rice bubbles 
Apples, oranges, pineapple (cut into pieces, skin left on) 
Fruit salad (canned) 
Eggs - fried and egg dipped bread 
 
Bread and spreads (jam, honey, peanut butter, Vegemite) 
Fruit cake 
Tea, coffee, Milo, cordial 
 
Staff Extras 
 
Fresh rolls 
Ham and tuna for Saturday lunch 
Potato chips 
Chocolate biscuits for after dinner snack 
3 pkts lollies 
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Quantities for a 24 hour menu 
 

Type Item  imperial metric 
Butcher hamburgers  175lbs (700 

.x 4 oz 
each) 

80 kg (800 
x 100g 
each) 

 thin sausages  45lbs 20 kg 
 diced beef - fat 

removed and diced 
into small pieces 
by the butcher, 
just ready to fry 
for use in stew 

 22lbs 10 kg 

Greengrocer oranges  130 lbs 60 kg 
 apples  175 lbs 80 kg 
 bananas  45lbs 20 kg 
 pineapples  45lbs 20 kg 
 onions  18lbs 8 kg 
 carrots  35lbs 15 kg 
 swedes  9lbs 4 kg 
 turnips  9lbs 4 kg 
 capsicums  4½lbs 2 kg 
 celery  8 bunches 8 bunches 
 parsley  10 bunches 10 bunches 
 spring onions  6 bunches 6 bunches 
 lettuce  1 box 1 box 
 tomatoes  45lbs 20 kg 
Groceries eggs  18 dozen 18 dozen 
 cordial  4½ gallons 20 litres 
 margarine  25 lbs 12 kg 
 fruit cake  50 lbs 24kg 
 cheese  (for cheese 

sticks and 
toasted 
sandwiches) 

22 lbs 10 kg 

 red kidney beans 
(dry) 

 10lbs 4½ kg 

 tinned tomatoes  13lbs 6 kg 
 tinned bean salad  13lbs 6 kg 
 tinned beet root  7lbs 3 kg 
 tomato paste  2lbs 1 kg 
 peanut butter  2lbs 1 kg 
 oil  small bottle small 

bottle 
 cracked wheat  7lbs 3 kg 
 lentils  (used in soup) 1lb 400g 
 corn flakes  2lbs 1 kg 
 puffed rice  2lbs 1 kg 
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 oats (for muesli) 4lbs 1¾ kg 
 sultanas (for muesli) 3½lbs 1½ kg 
 desiccated coconut (for muesli) 3½lbs 1½ kg 
 wheat germ (for muesli) 1½lbs 750 g 
 bran cereal (for muesli) 1lb 500 g 
 currants (for muesli) 2lbs 1 kg 
 bran (for muesli) 1½lbs 750 g 
 dry biscuits  2lbs 1 kg 
 tomato 

sauce/ketchup 
 7 pts 4 litres 

 French onion soup (for thickening 
stews) 

3 pkts 3 pkts 

 spring vegetable 
soup 

(for thickening 
stews) 

3 pkts 3 pkts 

 mixed herbs  1½ oz 40 g 
 paprika  1½ oz 40 g 
 basil  1½ oz 40 g 
 cinnamon  3 oz 90 g 
 instant coffee  2lbs 1 kg 
 tea bags  600 600 
 Milo (chocolate 

drink preparation) 
 5½lbs 2½ kg 

 powdered milk (in case you run 
low on fresh) 

2lbs 1 kg 

 gravy mix (used for 
thickening stew) 

1½ kg 750g 

 alphabet noodles (to add to soup) 1lb 500g 
 sugar  15lbs 7 kg 
 toilet rolls  16 16 
 disposable 

cleaning cloths 
 3 pkts 3 pkts 

 paper towels    
 steel wool (for pans)   
 dishwashing liquid    
 disinfectant (for hand water - 

toilets and 
cooks) 

  

 aluminium foil    
 plastic wrap    
 rubber gloves    
Dairy milk  22 gallons 100 litres 
Bakery bread -white  40 loaves 40 loaves 
 bread - wholemeal  60 loaves 60 loaves 
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accuracy of map ................................22 
administration 

by computer..................................88 
functions in summary...................81 
general ..........................................81 
schedule........................................82 
time commitment .........................82 

administration, equipment and 
stationery for .....................................84 
advertising.........................................15 
articles - use of definite, indefinite....49 
bearings from features ......................55 
bearings/azimuths from features .......39 
budgeting ..........................................13 
catering 

equipment for ...............................93 
example menus................. ....175-81 
general ..........................................91 
hygiene .........................................92 
number of helpers needed ............92 
planning a menu ...........................92 
recipes ........................................155 
time commitment .........................91 
vegetarian food.....................93, 167 
water supply .................................92 

checking a checkpoint 
steps in..........................................41 

checkpoint 
numbering of ................................32 

checkpoint description list 
example ......................................129 
information to include ..................65 
other references ......................80, 84 
when to make available..............4, 5 

checkpoint descriptions 
disputes over poor wording........105 
format ...........................................48 
general ............................................4 
overprinting..................................80 
when to make available..................5 

checkpoint markers 
collecting....................................101 
hanging out ~................................64 
replacing missing .......................100 
requirements of.............................62 
where to get ..................................62 

checkpoint values 
allocating......................................56 

effect on style of course .......... ....58 
example method ...................... ....60 
weighting................................. ....58 

checkpoints 
checking - steps in ................... ....41 
describing ........................... ....48-55 
general ....................................... ....4 
maintaining during the event. ....100 
misplaced or missing............. ....104 
number of ................................ ....32 
numbering of ..................... ....34, 61 
planning the locations ....... ....33, 34 
replacing missing................... ....100 
setting ................................. ....34-47 
setting - 10 brief guidelines..... ....37 
setting - steps in setting a chpt ....39 
visibility................................... ....38 

closing date for entries ........... ....15, 84 
collecting markers ...................... ....101 
community contact....................... ....25 
competition rules 

comments on ............................. ....5 
other references ....................... ....84 

computers, use in administration . ....88 
conditions of entry ....................... ....14 
contour interval, suitable.............. ....22 
co-ordinating an event - general .... ....7 
course 

broad qualities of................... ....8, 9 
general ....................................... ....3 
length....................................... ....32 
planning the ............................. ....31 
safety ......................................... ....8 
setting fairly .............................. ....8 
style of ............................... ....31, 32 

course setters 
helping in administration......... ....85 
number required ...................... ....14 

course setting 
schedule................................... ....36 
time commitment..................... ....31 
using a GPS for ....................... ....44 

date, setting a ............................... ....13 
describing checkpoints............ ....48-55 
digital recordings of maps...... ....75, 76 
disputes 

other references ....................... ....85 
settling ................................... ....103 
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disputes, settling ......................... ....102 
disqualification 

dealing with ........................... ....105 
for late return ............................. ....2 

duration of the event....................... ....2 
entries 

closing date ........................ ....15, 84 
late ........................................... ....84 
limit on numbers................ ....14, 84 
on the day .......................... ....15, 84 
setting conditions..................... ....14 

entry form 
as a tool of administration ....... ....86 
example.................................. ....149 

equal scores 
ranking teams with .................... ....3 

equipment 
and stationery for administration
........................................... ....84, 96 
for catering......................... ....93, 96 
for course setting ..................... ....40 
for the hash house.................... ....96 

finish 
after the .................................. ....106 
location within course................ ....4 
speaking at the ......................... ....99 

finishing 
teams finishing whole course .... ....3 

fire prevention 
comment ................................ ....108 

fires at the hash house .................. ....96 
first aid.................................. ....96, 108 
foodstuffs, preparation and handling
.................................................... ....171 
formalities..................................... ....99 
further information ....................... ....17 
Giardia.......................................... ....92 
GPS, using for course setting ....... ....44 
grid references .............................. ....49 
gullies in checkpoint descriptions ....54 
hash house 

equipment for........................... ....97 
facilities ................................... ....95 
fires at ...................................... ....96 
second ...................................... ....94 
set-up ....................................... ....95 
siting of .............................. ....21, 33 
toilets ....................................... ....96 
washing facilities ..................... ....96 

helpers 
finding...................................... ....13 

looking after............................. ....12 
numbers.............................. ....11, 12 

hills, describing ............................ ....51 
hygiene ......................................... ....92 
instruction sheet 

example.................................. ....153 
instructions to send to competitors 

example information sheet..... ....145 
what to include................... ....65, 83 

insurance................................. ....16, 26 
intentions sheet 

example.................................. ....137 
missing................................... ....104 
requirements of ........................ ....63 

intentions sheets 
missing................................... ....104 

Internet.......................................... ....17 
junctions in checkpoint descriptions
...................................................... ....55 
kitchen, second ............................. ....94 
knolls in checkpoint descriptions . ....51 
laminating..................................... ....80 
land tenure, suitable................ ....20, 21 
landholder contact 

general...................................... ....26 
time commitment ..................... ....25 

landholders 
assurances to ............................ ....26 
corporations ............................. ....27 
example letter to .................... ....141 
following up............................. ....28 
general................................ ....25, 27 
identifying................................ ....27 

laser scanning ............................... ....78 
late entries..................................... ....84 
late penalty ..................................... ....2 
length of the course ...................... ....32 
limit on entry numbers ........... ....14, 84 
local/landholder contact 

time commitment ..................... ....25 
lost scorecard.............................. ....103 
lost teams............................ ....105, 108 
magnetic declination..................... ....76 
map (base map) 

accuracy ................................... ....22 
correcting inaccuracies ............ ....76 
digital copies...................... ....75, 76 
general........................................ ....4 
ideal specifications of ................ ....4 
laser scanning .......................... ....78 
modifying................................. ....75 
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preparing an original ....................76 
producing from scratch ................79 
producing, general........................73 
scale..........................................4, 22 
selection of ...................................21 
suitable contour interval...............22 

map (copies of) 
comments on example supplied
....................................................123 
general ..........................................73 
offset printing.........................76, 78 
offset printing...............................77 
overprinting..................................74 
photocopying................................77 
purchasing ....................................74 
quality of reproduction.................23 
source of .......................................22 
when to make available..............4, 5 

markers 
collecting....................................101 
hanging out ~................................64 
replacing missing .......................100 
requirements of.............................62 
where to get ..................................62 

master maps 
information required on ...............66 
other references ........................4, 48 
plotting on ....................................49 
showing map corrections .............76 
when to display ..............................4 

master scorecard ...............................85 
menu 

example menus................. ....175-81 
planning the..................................92 

misplaced or missing checkpoint 
awarding points for ....................104 
replacing.....................................100 

missing intentions sheet ..................104 
missing punch .................................104 

awarding points despite ~...........104 
moon times........................................13 
numbering checkpoints ...............34, 61 
offset bearings in checkpoint 
descriptions .......................................55 
offset bearings/azimuths in checkpoint 
descriptions .......................................39 
offset printing........................76, 77, 78 
organising organisers ........................11 
overprinting.......................................74 
parking ..............................................95 

penalty, for late finishing ............... ....2 
photocopying maps ...................... ....77 
planning checkpoint locations ....33, 34 
planning the course ...................... ....31 
plotting checkpoints on master maps
...................................................... ....49 
policing the course ..................... ....102 
pre-marking maps 

general ....................................... ....4 
information required on pre-marked 
map .......................................... ....66 

presentations ................................ ....99 
printing checkpoint list behind map
...................................................... ....80 
printing maps ................... ....76, 77, 78 
promotion ..................................... ....15 
punches 

alternatives .............................. ....62 
missing .................................. ....104 
other references ....................... ....85 
requirements of........................ ....62 
where to get ............................. ....62 

punching the card - forgotten..... ....103 
recipes ................................... ....157-69 
replacing missing checkpoints ... ....100 
results 

announcement of ..................... ....99 
ridges in checkpoint descriptions. ....51 
Rules of Rogaining 

comments on ............................. ....5 
saddles in checkpoint descriptions....51 
safety 

course setting for ....................... ....8 
general ..................................... ....20 
various considerations........... ....107 

scale, suitable ........................... ....4, 22 
scanning, laser.............................. ....78 
schedules 

administration.......................... ....82 
course setting........................... ....36 
overall........................................ ....9 

scorecard 
design in relation to checkpoint 
numbering................................ ....56 
design of .................................. ....87 
detecting punch marks on........ ....85 
example ................................. ....131 
function in administration ....... ....86 
lost ......................................... ....103 
master ...................................... ....85 
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other references ................. ....57, 84 
scores 

calculation of ........................... ....85 
equal .......................................... ....3 

searching for teams overdue....105, 108 
seasons, suitable ........................... ....20 
setting a checkpoint, steps in........ ....39 
setting checkpoints .................. ....34-47 

10 brief guidelines ................... ....37 
site 

access to................................... ....21 
selection................................... ....19 

soup .................................... ....168, 169 
spurs in checkpoint descriptions .. ....51 
staff 

finding...................................... ....13 
looking after............................. ....12 
numbers ............................. ....11, 12 

start 
location within course................ ....4 
speaking at the ......................... ....99 
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